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Abstract
In this thesis, a comparisons study was conducted of two separate turbines to

understand its performance in different turbine configurations. The first two studies

were conducted on a NACA0018 turbine and a NACA0021 turbine in blade only and

full turbine configuration with support structures. The results proved the

implementation of the support structures reduces the performance coefficients

significantly. This was due to the support-arms affecting turbine flow and reduces the

aerodynamic efficiencies of the turbine blade. Hence, an optimization procedure

utilizing the adjoint method together with the gradient-based optimizer to increase

turbine blade moment coefficient was conducted. The turbine operating TSR,

azimuth angles, and starting shapes were selected as the main parameters of the

optimization. The 2D study showed optimizing at a higher operating TSR yielded the

best results. Varying the azimuth angle yielded starkly different turbine blade

geometry due to the varying flow field affecting the adjoint solver. When the starting

shape was varied between a cambered and uncambered blade, the uncambered

NACA0018 produced a larger increase in performance when compared against the

optimization results of the cambered S1046 blade. The largest increase in moment

coefficient was found at 120° azimuth angle at TSR 2 with an increase of 30.48% in

moment coefficient over the baseline NACA0018 blade. The candidate blade was

named 120D. Further 3D studies were conducted to quantify the performance of the

120D blade against the NACA0018 and S1046. The 120D turbine yielded an average

increase of 20.42% in power coefficient over the NACA0018 turbine and 15.18%

against the S1046 turbine. Expanding further, a second 3D numerical analysis was

conducted but this time, with the 120D blade geometry applied to the turbine blade

and the turbine support-arm. The 120D full turbine configuration again outperformed

the NACA0018 full turbine by 12.5% with the 120D blade performing better in the

downwind region compared to the NACA0018 blade. An analysis of the

performance coefficient of the support-arms indicates that the 120D blade geometry

led to enhanced turbine performance and decreased power coefficient losses. Lastly,

a wind tunnel experimental study was conducted and the results verified the

numerical findings of improved performance and power production of the 120D

turbine blade over the baseline NACA0018 blade. A characterization study was also

conducted to see the effects of the 120D blade geometry when turbine solidity and



VI

aspect ratio was varied. Overall, the research questions and objectives of this thesis

were answered, with the result being an original and novel turbine blade design

developed from an optimization scheme utilizing the adjoint method and the

gradient-based optimizer. The recommended turbine parameter for the 120D turbine

blade is a 3-bladed configuration and a solidity value of 0.28, with an aspect ratio of

1 for optimal turbine performance.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Preface

Recently, the growing environmental awareness and concern over the detrimental

effects of fossil fuels on climate change have fueled a surge in the global adoption of

alternative renewable energy sources. This is partly due to the rapid decline of finite

resources such as fossil fuels and coal, which are unsustainable for the ever-

increasing energy demand worldwide. A popular source of green, renewable, and

sustainable energy is wind energy. The growth of wind energy usage and production

has been increasing almost exponentially in the last 10 years as shown in Fig 1.1. In

2018, China emerged as the largest wind energy consumer in both Asia and the

world, boasting a capacity of 184.655 GW, accounting for 32.8% of the global wind

energy capacity at that time (IRENA 2019). This was a significant advancement of

wind energy adoption from 2011 when the country displayed a wind energy capacity

of 62.733 GW (Islam, Mekhilef, and Saidur 2013). Along with Asia, Europe is also

big wind power adopters. In 2018, Europe installed 11.3 GW of new wind energy;

taking the total capacity up to 178.8 GW within the EU (WindEurope 2019). In 2019,

this total grew up to 205 GW which accounted for 15% of electricity consumption

among the EU-28 nations (WindEurope 2020b). Onshore infrastructures currently

dominate with a capacity of 183 GW and 22 GW offshore (WindEurope 2020b).

While the statistics considered both onshore and offshore wind energy sources, a

trend seen in recent literature and published reports indicate new offshore

installations as well as the overall cumulative capacity of offshore wind energy has

been on a dramatic rise since 2009 (WindEurope 2020a). Fig 1.2 compares the wind

energy adoption rate by year compared to other sources of energy. Offshore wind

energy extraction has been reported to harvest wind energy better due to higher wind

speeds which in turn allows turbines to produce more electrical energy (Bilgili, Yasar,

and Simsek 2011). The much smoother and uniform surface of the sea also means

turbines are exposed to more uniform wind speeds and less likely to experience

turbulence compared to onshore turbines (Bilgili, Yasar, and Simsek 2011, Shen et al.
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2018). Also, offshore wind turbines have the added advantage of being far from

populated areas which means less noise pollution to humans (Shen et al. 2018).

Hence, coupled with the finite amount of land use for turbine farms, means it is

expected that future investment in power generation using wind energy should be

more focused on offshore turbines.

Fig 1.1 Global increasing trend of wind energy [Source; REN 21, 2021 (REN 21 2021)].

Fig 1.2: Comparison of different energy sources in Europe (WindEurope 2019).

Wind turbines can be described into two types based on their orientation: the

horizontal axis wind turbine (HAWT) and the vertical axis wind turbine (VAWT).

Although the horizontal axis wind turbine (HAWT) is typically considered to have

higher performance efficiency compared to the vertical axis wind turbine (VAWT),
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the VAWT has recently gained popularity due to its numerous advantages over its

horizontal counterpart. One of its most notable advantage is that unlike the HAWT,

the VAWT is omnidirectional and therefore can harvest energy at any direction

without the use of a yaw mechanism (Rezaeiha, Kalkman, and Blocken 2017b). It’s

been known that the VAWT is less efficient with respect to power generation when

compared to the HAWT whereby most large-scale power generation tend to favour

the later (Islam, Mekhilef, and Saidur 2013, Wang, Wang, and Zhuang 2018, Wang,

Zeng, et al. 2018, Ismail and Vijayaraghavan 2015). However, VAWTs are

insensitive to wind direction which enables multiple turbines to be packed closer

together at wind turbine farms. In fact, research have shown packing VAWTs

together at an optimal distance can have a beneficial effect (Jin et al. 2020,

Youngblood and Roy 2021). This means that on average a VAWT farm is capable of

producing more energy compared to its horizontal counterpart given the same

amount of land space (Islam, Mekhilef, and Saidur 2013) and coupled with the fact

that VAWT have lower centre of gravity makes it ideal for offshore power

generation (Delafin et al. 2016, Chen et al. 2016). Its low manufacturing cost is also

attractive for small scale power generation such as in urban areas (Jacob and

Chatterjee 2019, Nini et al. 2014, Li, Maeda, Kamada, Murata, Shimizu, et al. 2016).

But unlike the HAWT, the viability of VAWT used in urban areas is further

highlighted by the fact that VAWT tend to have lower rotational speed or operate at

lower TSRs which translate to lower noise emissions (Howell et al. 2010, Lei et al.

2017). In terms of energy generation, compared to HAWT, VAWT have better

scalability to generate electricity beyond 10 MW due to the orientation of the blade

that does not undergo stress cycles caused by gravity (Chen et al. 2016, Chen et al.

2015, Howell et al. 2010). Also, unlike the HAWT, the VAWT turbine blades are

arranged vertically around the centre shaft with the generator and gearbox located at

the bottom rotor base (Islam et al. 2018). This would allow ease of maintenance of

the wind turbine. Hence, with all the significant advantages of the VAWT due to its

vertical design, Ismail et al (Islam, Mekhilef, and Saidur 2013) predicted that within

the next 20 to 30 years VAWT type turbines will have increased prominence.
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1.2 Wind turbine

In this chapter, the differences between the HAWT and VAWT were discussed. Fig

1.3 shows the structural differences between the two wind turbine types. Although it

is generally known that the HAWT tend to have higher performance efficiency of the

two wind turbine types, the VAWT from this point onwards, has seen a recent surge

in popularity due to many advantages over its horizontal cousin. One of its most

notable advantage is that unlike the HAWT, the VAWT is omnidirectional and

therefore can harvest energy at any direction without the use of a yaw mechanism

(Rezaeiha, Kalkman, and Blocken 2017b). It’s been known that the VAWT is less

efficient with respect to power generation when compared to the HAWT whereby

most large-scale power generation tend to favour the later (Islam, Mekhilef, and

Saidur 2013, Wang, Wang, and Zhuang 2018, Wang, Zeng, et al. 2018, Ismail and

Vijayaraghavan 2015). However, VAWTs are insensitive to wind direction which

enables multiple turbines to be packed closer together at wind turbine farms. This

means that on average a VAWT farm is capable of producing more energy compared

to its horizontal counterpart given the same amount of land space (Islam, Mekhilef,

and Saidur 2013) and coupled with the fact that VAWT have lower centre of gravity

makes it ideal for offshore power generation (Delafin et al. 2016, Chen et al. 2016).

Its low manufacturing cost is also attractive for small scale power generation such as

in urban areas (Jacob and Chatterjee 2019, Nini et al. 2014, Li, Maeda, Kamada,

Murata, Shimizu, et al. 2016). The viability of VAWT used in urban areas is further

highlighted by the fact that VAWT tend to have lower rotational speed or operate at

lower TSRs which translate to lower noise emissions (Howell et al. 2010, Lei et al.

2017). In terms of energy generation, VAWT has better scalability to generate

electricity beyond 10 MW due to the orientation of the blade that does not undergo

stress cycles caused by gravity (Chen et al. 2016, Chen et al. 2015, Howell et al.

2010). Hence, with all the significant advantages of the VAWT due to its vertical

design, Ismail et al predicted that within the next 20 to 30 years VAWT type turbines

will have increased prominence (Islam, Mekhilef, and Saidur 2013).
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Fig 1.3. Structural differences between the HAWT and VAWT (Islam et al. 2018).

1.3 Types of VAWT

The VAWT can be divided into two types: the lift type Darrieus turbine and the drag

type Savonius turbine. Several studies have demonstrated the performance

differences between Savonius and Darrieus turbines, with lift-type Darrieus turbines

consistently outperforming Savonius turbines in terms of power efficiency across all

TSR ranges, despite the latter's strong self-starting ability (Wekesa, Saoke, and

Kamau 2020). A comprehensive review of on various topics pertaining to numerical

and experimental investigations of Savonius turbines have been done by Roy and

Saha (Roy and Saha 2013a, Roy and Saha 2013b).

Multiple variations of the Darrieus-type VAWT exist. There have been

design studies that incorporated both Darrieus and Savonnius type VAWT (Chen et

al. 2015) which was shown to improve turbine self-starting ability. The troposkein or

egg-beater shaped VAWT is one of the earliest VAWT design first developed and

described by Georges Darrieus (Marie 1931). A troposkien or egg beater shape wind

turbine (Gipe 1995) typically has a tall slender tower with a narrower base and wider

top, resembling an inverted egg beater. The turbine blades are usually curved or

spiral-shaped, resembling the shape of an egg beater as shown in Fig 1.4. This simple

configuration allows the blades to generate torque around the main rotor shaft

without the need for additional support structures. One of the main problems with the

egg-beater shape VAWT is the torque ripple generated by a common two bladed

configurations but this can usually be improved by increasing the number of blades
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(El Bassam, Maegaard, and Schlichting 2013). Although this arrangement usually

generate best power and torque coefficient especially at high TSR, increasing the

number of blades would also improve other aspects such as thrust and lateral force

ripples therefore enhancing the turbine lifespan (Delafin et al. 2016). However, when

compared to other lift types arrangement, the curved blades of the egg-beater shaped

turbine was more susceptible to local dynamic stall compared to the straight bladed

H-type turbine (Scheurich, Fletcher, and Brown 2010, Scheurich, Fletcher, and

Brown 2011). Lastly, the egg-beater shape has poor starting torque, hampering its

self-starting ability and would therefore require a starting mechanism to operate (El

Bassam, Maegaard, and Schlichting 2013).

The H-type or Giromill is the most common wind turbine shape. The general

configuration is an airfoil connected to the main shaft by support-arms of varying

shapes and cross sections. The overall structure however may not be as aesthetically

pleasing as the egg-beater shape. A key advantage of the H-type turbine over the

egg-beater shape is its ability to self-start without the need for any external

mechanism (El Bassam, Maegaard, and Schlichting 2013). A variation of the H-type

turbine is the helical shape, shown in Fig 1.5. The main distinguishable difference

between the two is that the helical turbine has each blade twisted at an angle. This

structural difference was reported to have a positive effect on the torque oscillation

(Wang, Wang, and Zhuang 2018, Marsh et al. 2015) and overall torque coefficient

(Scheurich, Fletcher, and Brown 2010). The incline of the blade promotes a higher

angle of attack which in turn increases the tangential forces acting on the blades

during the blade rotations (Scheurich, Fletcher, and Brown 2010).
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Fig 1.4. The world’s largest egg-beater shaped

VAWT named Éole (Gipe 1995).

Fig 1.5. Three-bladed helical VAWT with

serrated blade design by Wang et al (Wang,

Wang, and Zhuang 2018).

1.4 Problem Statement

A thorough analysis of existing literature was conducted to review VAWT designs

and their performance, seeking to pinpoint any possible research gaps or issues.

From the current literature, various studies have described and investigated numerous

ways to improve the design of VAWT. Many design considerations were made

towards the turbine blade for improved turbine performance. However, the

aerodynamic geometrical optimization of the turbine blade and support-arm structure

of the VAWT has not been fully explored. Therefore, the following problem

statement has been devised:

• Minimal design considerations as well as justifications for turbine support-

arm geometry choices have been given. Several investigations on the effects

of support-arms on the VAWT with respect to aerodynamic performances

have been conducted but have not been fully understood especially with

regards to the support-arms lift contributions.

• Although various studies have demonstrated optimization schemes to

improve the VAWT, an in-depth and conclusive study on the adjoint method
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and its effectiveness and efficacy to optimize the turbine blade and support-

arms has not been adequately addressed in literature.

• To the author's knowledge, an optimization scheme or procedure on the

aerodynamic structures of the turbine blade such as the turbine blades and

support-arms has not been fully explored.

• Hence, implementing an adjoint method optimization on turbine blades to

enhance aerodynamic performance and boost turbine efficiency could greatly

benefit the renewable energy industry. Additionally, this optimization scheme

could serve as a blueprint for applying similar improvements in the vertical

axis wind turbine (VAWT) sector.

This study was conducted to address the problem statements developed above. To

that end, several research questions were developed and objectives to answer these

questions were then derived.

1.5 Research Question

From the literature review, the following research questions were developed:

• What are the aerodynamic force contributions of the wind turbine blade and

support-arm during turbine operations?

• What are the flow physics around wind turbine blades and support arms, and

how do they impact the aerodynamics of turbine operation?

• Can a shape optimization scheme be applied to a transient wind turbine

problem to enhance the turbine blade and support-arm performance?

• What is the best design for the turbine blade and support arm for optimal

performance?

• How does the flow physics around the new turbine blade and support-arm

compare to current symmetrical and unsymmetrical blade designs?

1.6 Objectives

To address the problem statements and research questions, the following are the

objectives proposed for this PhD thesis:
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1. To identify the aerodynamic forces of the turbine blade and support-arms

during wind turbine operations using the ANSYS Fluent software.

2. To describe and characterize the flow physics around current turbine blade

and support-arm geometries with respect to the velocity and pressure flow

field as well as the Q-criterion visualization.

3. To describe a shape optimization scheme based on the adjoint method and

gradient based optimizer, both available in the ANSYS Fluent software, for

improved turbine power production.

4. To study and quantify various possible candidate blades obtained from the

optimization scheme and establish an improved turbine geometry.

5. To investigate the effect of the new optimized full turbine blade and support-

arm on the turbine flow characteristics, with specific interest on velocity and

pressure flow fields, and Q-criterion vortex visualization.

1.7 Hypothesis

From the literature review conducted thus far, several research questions have been

proposed and a problem statement was formed. To address the various research

questions, a hypothesis, with respect to the shape optimization of the VAWT, was

made. It was expected that a shape optimized turbine blade as well as turbine

support-arms, based on the adjoint method optimization together with the gradient

based optimizer, will contribute to better flow physics that is conducive towards the

turbine performance with respect to power production during turbine operation. A

numerical-based procedure was developed and proposed for the shape optimization

of the main aerodynamic structures of the turbine and was expected to contribute to

clearer knowledge of the flow physics around the wind turbines, as well as establish

an optimization procedure based on the adjoint method that enhances the turbine

performance. This hypothesis was then tested and validated in numerical and

experimental analyses.

1.8 Scope of Study

As was introduced in the previous chapter of this thesis, the study of wind turbines,

such as the VAWT, encompasses many different areas or fields of study and
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contributed significantly to the popularity and increased interest in VAWT. Hence, to

ensure a thorough research and investigation into the wind turbine, particularly in

relation to the VAWT support-arm design, the scope and limits of this study are:

1. Only H-type VAWT turbines will be studied and compared. Other

VAWT types and HAWT were not considered.

2. The design improvement and optimization only focuses on the

aerodynamic aspects of the H-type VAWT. Hence, major design changes

incorporating other shapes or combinations of different turbine

configurations were not considered.

3. The current study is limited to exploring the aerodynamics of the design.

Other important areas of analysis such as noise, vibration, mechanical

stresses, and failure analysis will not be included in this research

4. Only technical fluid dynamics with respect to wind turbine design will be

considered in this study. Other studies related to wind turbines such as

social policies, environmental impact and applications will not be

considered.

1.9 Significance of Study

One significant benefit of implementing a new and optimized supporting arm design

is the enhanced wind capture ability, resulting in improved overall performance of

wind turbines. While previous research has primarily focused on refining the design

of the aerofoil itself, little attention has been given to the selection of blade shapes

beyond established designs or semi-parametric optimization techniques. By utilizing

shape optimization through mesh morphing, it is possible to maximize the

aerodynamic efficiency of the turbine blade in relation to specific boundary and

initial conditions. Introducing a novel blade geometry based on desired initial

conditions can greatly enhance the flow physics of the turbine, leading to increased

performance. This study proposed an innovative optimization approach using the

adjoint method together with a gradient-based optimizer to enhance the turbine

performance. By applying this method to both the turbine blade and supporting arm

design, significant improvements in overall turbine efficiency can be achieved.
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With respect to the real-world application of an optimized turbine blade, this

study contributes in many ways. An improved VAWT could pave the way more

applications of wind energy worldwide as an alternative to fossil fuels. In 2013, it

was reported that wind energy was responsible for 2.5% of the global electricity

demand (Chen et al. 2016). Unlike fossil fuels, wind energy is an abundant, solar-

based clean energy, that can be sourced with minimal negative impact towards the

environment with an optimized VAWT (Jacob and Chatterjee 2019). It has been

established that, due to various factors, VAWT is much cheaper to maintain due to

lesser essential parts than a HAWT ((IRENA) 2021).

1.10 Thesis Structure

This thesis was divided into 5 chapters, each subdivided into different

sections. An introduction to this research study was given in the first chapter.

Chapter 2 presented a literature review on VAWT design. Chapter 3 outlines the

research methodology. The results and discussions of this thesis was presented in

Chapter 4. The last chapter, Chapter 5, summarized the findings of this research

endeavour and addressed how the research questions and objectives were addressed.

These chapters were structured to form a cohesive and persuasive dissertation,

showcasing the in-depth exploration and analysis of the design of H-type Darrieus

turbine.

Chapter 1 has established the foundations of PhD work by introducing the

main focus of this study, the VAWT, as well as outlining important information such

as the problem statement, research questions, and objectives.

Chapter 2 showcased the in-depth and meticulous analysis of the current

turbine blade design in literature as well as identifying a gap with which this thesis

laid its foundation on. The comprehensive critical review and discussion of the

current reported literature formed the basis of research questions and research gap

this thesis aims to address.

Chapter 3 discussed the research methodology and essential theoretical

background on CFD and the adjoint method. The chapter introduced the overall

methodology with respect to general numerical simulation parameters of each study
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in this thesis, optimization method, experimental setup and instruments, as well as

the theoretical background and governing equations relating to CFD.

Chapter 4, the arguably the most important chapter in this thesis, presents a

comprehensive overview of all the results, findings, and discussions that were made

throughout this PhD work. First, mesh analysis will be presented. Mesh

independence result and validation against current published literature will be

discussed. Next, two research studies, were presented to establish a baseline for

current VAWT turbine performance in various configuration. Then, two 2D

aerodynamic optimization procedure was proposed. The first study was done to

investigate and establish an optimum set of parameters that yields an optimal turbine

blade. A second study was conducted on the effects of starting blade shape. A 3D

study was then conducted based on the 2D optimization results and compared, with

3D blade and tip effects added for consideration, against a symmetrical and

unsymmetrical blade. Later, a full 3D analysis with the optimized blade was pitched

against the baseline symmetrical blade in full turbine configuration together with the

turbine support-arms, showing the optimal turbine against a current baseline turbine.

Finally, the results of the optimization and numerical simulations were then validated

in an experimental study. This was done by comparing the candidate turbine and the

baseline turbine as well as varying the effects of other parameters to characterize the

performance of the candidate turbine.

The fifth and final chapter of this thesis concluded and summarized all the

research work that has been done and suggestions for future research derived from

this study. The chapter was structured in point form and was crafted to highlight how

the findings in the Chapter 4 successfully addressed the research questions and

research objectives of this study.
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Chapter 2

Literature Review

2.1 Overview

Research into VAWT has seen a significant rise in interest over the years. The surge

in popularity can be attributed to multiple factors, such as a rise in renewable energy

studies due to more environmentally conscious societies, or the need for a more

sustainable alternative as current energy sources have dwindled significantly. The

reduction in fossil fuel or finite natural resources and therefore increasing cost of

such sources also leads to more research on alternatives.

The data from Scopus presented in Fig 2.1 illustrates the number of research

papers published on the topic of VAWT over the years. The figure illustrates a

significant increase in research output, especially from 2005 onwards, suggesting

that, unlike the HAWT with its more established design, there is still ample

opportunity for study and refinement of VAWT design. The abrupt increase in

research output pertaining to the VAWT means there is still a lot of research gap that

has not been addressed in the current literature. Due to the VAWT having a more

flexible design compared to the HAWT, evidenced by its many different variations,

this means the VAWT has a wider field of study and significant interest in its design.

Although the power coefficient of the VAWT generally tends to be lower than that of

the HAWT, which is closer to the Betz limit of 59% (De Lellis et al. 2018, Vennell

2013), the aim of literature, nevertheless, has been to improve the VAWTs efficiency

towards this theoretical limit. In this chapter, various reports were made with respect

to improving turbine performance. Discussions were made on the many theoretical

and experimental power coefficients of the VAWT.
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Fig 2.1. Data of publications related VAWT taken from Scopus (Hand and Cashman 2020).

2.2 Experiments and wind tunnel studies

2.2.1 Wind tunnel setups and dimensions

Experiments are designed to collect empirical data either as reference for further

numerical analysis or to verify a design proposed by the study. Various VAWT

studies have been conducted together with wind tunnel experiments. Multiple

experimental setups have been described by various studies. An experiment was

conducted by Lee and Lim (Lee and Lim 2015) using an open large-scale boundary

layer wind tunnel with dimensions of 2.0 m x 2.1 m x 20.0m and maximum wind

speed of 23 m/s. Wind speed was measure by means of a pitot tube at 5 m in front of

the turbine at a height of 1 m. He et al. (He et al. 2020) conducted an experiment

using a wind tunnel with a length of 6m and cross section of 4.5m x 4.5m consisting

nine 80 kW fans. Wind speed for the experiment was varied between 2.0 and 12.5

m/s. The fans were covered by a honeycomb frame of diameter 0.9 cm and thickness

of 2.7 cm to reduce flow fluctuations. Li et al. (Li et al. 2015, Li, Maeda, et al. 2016a,

b, Li, Maeda, Kamada, Ogasawara, et al. 2017) conducted experiments using an open

test section of circular type wind tunnel. The wind tunnel, shown in Fig 2.2, has an

outlet diameter of 3.6m with a test section length of 4.5m as shown in the Fig. The

wind speed was configurable between 0-30 m/s with the experiment performed at a

wind speed of 8 m/s. One of the studies conducted found power coefficient in the

field experiment and wind tunnel results were similar at TSR values of less than 2.0

but deviate at higher TSR (Li, Maeda, Kamada, Ogasawara, et al. 2017).

Worasinchai et al. (Worasinchai, Ingram, and Dominy 2011) reported a wind tunnel

experiment conducted using a 0.5 m Plinth wind tunnel with an open circuit design.
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The cross section of the wind tunnel was set to a square cross section of 0.457 m x

0.457 m. Some authors have experimented with different setups other than the

traditional wind turbine. A performance testing by Bravo et al. (Bravo, Tullis, and

Ziada 2007, Kanyako and Janajreh 2014) utilized a 9m x 9m to determine power

efficiency of a VAWT turbine at different wind speed. Sengupta et al. (Sengupta,

Biswas, and Gupta 2016) Singh et al. (Singh, Biswas, and Misra 2015) conducted the

experiment using a centrifugal blower test rig with wind velocities set at 4 m/s, 6 m/s

and 8 m/s. The electric motor used in the centrifugal blower has a 10 HP and rated at

2800 rpm. The turbine was placed at the exit of the centrifugal blower in the free

stream zone to ensure uniform wind speed shown in Fig 2.3. An experiment was

conducted by Molina et al (Molina et al. 2018) using a wind turbine with a total

length of 22m, a rectangular cross section measuring 2.42m x 1.6m, and powered by

an inverter with variable wind speed up to 30m/s.

Fig 2.2. Wind tunnel by Li et al. (Li, Maeda, et al.

2016a, b)

Fig 2.3. Centrifugal blower style

experimental setup by Sengupta et al.

(Sengupta, Biswas, and Gupta 2016)

2.2.2 Turbulence intensity and modelling

Most experimental wind tunnel studies discussed above have very low turbulence

intensity of less than 1% and this is usually an ideal condition not reflective of real-

world conditions. Vergaerde et al. (Vergaerde et al. 2020) used four low speed wind

tunnel set ups used in their experiments. The blow-down type wind tunnel with a

rectangular cross section and turbulence intensity of 0.5% was used to optimize the
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experimental set up. Two open-jet type wind tunnels with octagonal and circular

cross section at a turbulence intensity of 0.3% were used to measure and compare the

power coefficient of the experimental set up. The last closed-circuit rectangular cross

section wind tunnel was used to compare different configurations of turbine distance

and direction of rotation. The wind tunnel setup mentioned earlier by Li et al. (Li,

Maeda, et al. 2016a, b) were set to turbulence intensity of less than 0.5%.

While aerodynamic studies conducted in a controlled environment, such as a

wind tunnel as shown above implement low turbulence intensity in their studies, this

often does not represent a real-world condition in which VAWT are used in. In an

analysis of urban area wind data, Janajreh et al. (su and Janajreh 2012) published a

wind study and found an urban area has a turbulence intensity often ranging between

12% to 19% which varies at different heights. This study shows that urban areas do

generate a lot of turbulent wind flows which would affect the power efficiency of a

wind turbine. And on the effects of an urban environment, Naseem et al. (Naseem et

al. 2020) published a study of a simulated urban landscape with VAWT turbines

located at certain points behind bluff bodies acting as buildings in the downwind

region and found the increased velocity of the wind was achieved between 12% and

25% compared to the free stream velocity which saw significant performance

increase of the turbine torque coefficient of up to 56% depending on the number of

bluff bodies. The velocity flow contour is shown in Fig 2.4. Although not explicitly

stated in their report, it was worth noting that the study emphasised an increase in

downstream velocity with contours showing large regions of vortex formations and

turbulent wake flow in the immediate vicinity of the downstream region of the

turbine as a direct cause of the buildings. Hence, it was suggested that these locations

would see an increase in turbulence and its intensity. The turbines placed at various

within this turbulent region with high velocity showed a markedly increased

performance compared to the baseline turbine.
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Fig 2.4 Velocity contour by Naseem et al. (Naseem et al. 2020) showing high turbulent region due to

bluff bodies and ideal locations for turbine placement.

Studies pertaining to higher turbulent intensity has also been reported. Using

wooden grids with varying mesh cross section of differing density to simulate

increased turbulence intensity, Molina et al. (Carbó Molina et al. 2019, Molina et al.

2018), found higher turbulence intensity, when varying between 0.5% up to 14.8%,

extracted a much larger power efficiency at a range of Reynolds number. A

performance increased of up to 20% was seen when increasing from 0.5% up to

9.4% (Molina et al. 2018) and when increased up to 14.8%, the power coefficient

increased further (Carbó Molina et al. 2019). The wake study showed more turbulent

conditions results in faster wake recovery as well as reduced wake effects due to

turbine shaft. These findings were also corroborated and reproduced in a 3D

numerical analysis by Belabes and Paraschivoiu (Belabes and Paraschivoiu 2021),
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who also found higher turbulence intensity of 14.8% extracted at better efficiency.

Wekesa et al. (Wekesa, Saoke, and Kamau 2020) showed turbulent flow regimes not

only supports the notion of increased efficiency, but also significantly increases self-

starting ability of a small scale VAWT. The study showed that in an urban or utility-

orientated usage, a turbulent condition can extract wind energy more efficiently.

2.3 VAWT numerical simulation

In the numerical studies relating to the VAWT, both 2D and 3D approach has been

used for different purposes as well as justifications. Although many studies have

justified the use of 2D simulation, many have shown that the 2D approach is

insufficient when compared with real world data. For example, Howell et al. (Howell

et al. 2010) found 2D and 3D simulation to differ by a significant margin with 3D

simulation was found to be much more aligned to the experimental data. The

difference was especially large at higher TSR values. This is due to 2D simulation

hence most data or results predict coefficient values much larger compared to 3D and

experimental results. Siddiqui et al. (Siddiqui, Durrani, and Imran 2013) showed 2D

simulation tends to over predict by a significant margin due to effects such as wake,

tip vorticity and other 3D effects which almost all 2D simulations do tend to omit.

2.3.1 Mesh Independency Test and Validation

A grid or mesh independency test is usually carried out to determine the optimal grid

size that balances prediction accuracy as well as computational resource and

simulation time. Multiple studies have reported varying optimal grid sizes based on

comparisons to experimental data or convergences after multiple refinements of the

mesh density. Lain et al. (Laín, Taborda, and López 2018) conducted a grid

independence study by comparing a range of coarse (2 x 106 elements) to fine mesh

(11 x 106 elements) to determine a suitable grid size of the flow around the turbine.

The mesh density was compared to the torque coefficient produced by the turbine.

Ultimately, to save computational resources, an intermediate solution was chosen

with a grid density of 4.3 x 106 elements. Similar strategy was used by Yang et al.

(Yang et al. 2017) whereby the total grid size was varied up to a point whereby the

momentum coefficient flat lines at larger grid size showing mesh convergence. The

point starting point of where the curve flattens (5.5 x 107cells) was chosen. Other

studies have shown an easier and reliable way to conduct a mesh dependency test is

to compare results against experimental data. Chen et al. (Chen et al. 2015) reported
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a convergence based on the torque coefficient and the results compared against an

experiment which fits quite well at lower TSR but diverges slightly at TSR values of

1.5 and higher. Other studies such as those by Joo et al. (Joo, Choi, and Lee 2015),

Mohamed (Mohamed 2012) and Song et al. (Song et al. 2019) also verified their

numerical results against experiments data.

2.3.2 Reported Turbulence Models in Literature

With each having its own variations, the two most used models for turbulent flow

simulation reported in literature are the k–ω and k–ε. Both models uses two partial

differential equations to solve for the turbulence kinetic energy (k) and rate of

dissipation of the kinetic energy (ω or ε) (Wilcox 2008a, Launder and Spalding

1974). k–ε model predicts in the far field whereas the k–ω predicts turbulence better

near wall. Menter (Menter 1994) described a combination of both turbulence

equation which is also widely used called the shear-stress transport model or SST k–

ω. An important criterion in the selection of turbulence model is the y+ factor or

distance from the first grid point to the wall. For far field predictions this value is

usually > 30 whereas near wall the value is usually around 1 for near wall region

(Gosselin, Dumas, and Boudreau 2013). Although a study found that the standard k–

ε model did not agree well when applied to HAWT analysis (Wolfe et al. 1997), said

model is usually more appropriate for VAWT simulation. Howell et al. (Howell et al.

2010) showed that the RNG k–ε model used in the 3D simulation compared

favourably to wind tunnel results. Almohammadi et al. (Almohammadi et al. 2015)

compared the Transition SST and the SST k-omega. Shown in Fig 2.5, in the

predicted torque comparison, the transitional SST model was found to predict the

dynamic stall earlier by 11° than the SST k -omega model. The reason for this,

according to the authors, is that the SST k-omega model does not predict transitional

flow formations such as separation bubbles and vortex formation. In a study by

Durraini et al. (Durrani et al. 2011), they found the RNG k–ε model predicted much

larger vortices magnitude in the trailing edge section of the airfoil compared the

standard k–ε model. The standard k – ε model produced higher turbulence intensity

as well as kinetic energy which results in a lower power output. This was proven

when, compared to the RNG and Realizable models, the standard model significantly

under predict the performance coefficient by almost a 100% margin. The result was

corroborated by another study in which again they found the standard k–ε under
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predicts the various aerodynamic coefficients (Wolfe et al. 1997). The Realizable and

RNG k–ε models however showed comparable results between the two. Hence, the

authors used the RNG k–ε turbulence model as a baseline in their simulation.

Fig 2.5 Reported predicted torque comparison between the Transition SST model and the SST k–ω

model reported by Almohammadi et al. (Almohammadi et al. 2015)

He et al. (He et al. 2020) compared Unsteady Reynolds-Averaged Navier-

Stokes (URANS) method using the SST k-ω model against the Large Eddy

Simulation (LES) method in 2D, 2.5D and 3D model for the URANS method and

2.5D and 3D for the LES method. They found the LES method predicted the

performance of the VAWT more accurately in both 2.5D and 3D compared to the

URANS method at low and high TSR values. The URANS model was found to over

predict the power coefficient significantly compared to the LES method and 3D

URANS model. The 2.5D LES results also indicated that neglecting the tip vortices

effects in the simulation does not affect the outcome of the prediction, hence

implying that other factors may be more significant. 2D and 2.5D simulations in the

URANS method did not consider effects of tip vortices. In the 3D simulation, due to

the more detailed flow separation in the vortices the 3D LES showed better accuracy

compared to the 3D URANS at low TSR but was considered much more complex to

simulate compared to the 2.5D LES. They concluded that the 2.5D LES model is

more suitable compared to the URANS model due to the improved accuracy between

the two at the initial start-up stage of the turbine, but the trade-off is that the 2.5D

method requires significantly more computational time compared to the URANS

method. Visualizations of the Q-criterion comparisons are shown in Fig 2.6. Another
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study by Li et al. (Li et al. 2013) also compared a 2.5D LES model against a 2D and

2.5D URANS using SST k-ω model. The 2D URANS suffered from significant

overprediction due to overestimation of tangential forces and delay in predicting the

dynamic stall. The 2.5D LES simulation model was deemed to be more accurate with

better agreement against experimental study. The flow field visualization showed

more realistic vortex diffusion right after flow separation which leads to more

accurate results. The authors however did not compare the simulation time between

the two models used. Fig 2.7 shows the iso-surface comparison between the two

models. It can be observed that the 2.5D LES model predicted much more developed

flow separation and formation of vortex in each case compared to the 2.5D URANS.

Large eddies shedding from the blade can be clearly seen in the 2.5D LES whereas

the 2.5D URANS model showed lesser developed wake.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)
Fig 2.6 Visualizations of Q-criterion for (a) 2.5D SST k – ω, (b) 2.5D LES, (c) 3D SST k – ω, (d) 3D

LES by He et al. (He et al. 2020)
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(a)

(b)

Fig 2.7 Comparisons of iso vorticity contours of (a) 2.5D URANS using the SST k-ω model and (b)

2.5D LES model by Li et al. (Li et al. 2013)

Daroczy et al. (Daróczy et al. 2015) compared different turbulence models at

different sets of TSR and turbulence intensity and found the Realizable k – ε model

compared favourably at both low and high turbulence intensities. SST k – ω model

with a cubic correction was able to predict the optimal TSR with distinct accuracy
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for the first three simulation conditions however the 4th condition at high turbulence

intensity saw values which were too unrealistic. Transitional SST and Spalart-

Allmaras models were also tested with good results in the first 3 conditions but at the

high turbulence intensity condition the simulation failed to converge. Sanei and

Razaghi (Sanei and Razaghi 2018) found Transition SST model to agree well with

experimental validation. At high Reynolds number, the Spalart-Allmaras and SST k–

ω predicted results quite well similar to the Transition SST model. However, at low

Reynolds number and angle of attack between 5º to 6º, the Transition SST model

was the most reliable of the three. Bachant et al. (Bachant and Wosnik 2016b)

compared the k-ω SST and Spalart-Allmaras Reynolds-averaged Navier Stoke

models in 2D and 3D simulation and found the k-ω SST model predicted the

turbulence kinetic energy more accurately whereas the Spalart-Allmaras model

predicted the momentum transport near wake better. The SST model was also found

to predict turbine performance as well as near wake quite well but over predict the

power output by 30%. Wu and Cao (Wu and Cao 2018) also reported significant over

prediction beyond the blades stall region at higher angles of attack. Another study, by

Campobasso et al. (Campobasso et al. 2009), highlighted the difference between

RANS models using the Integrated Solution Algorithm for Arbitrary Configurations

or ISAAC code. Using the skin friction results of an XFOIL code as a baseline,

between the k-ω and k-ε models in both linear or standard and ASM variant, the k-ω

ASM model was found to compare most favourably to the XFOIL code. However,

both linear and ASM variants of the k-ε models weren’t far off as well. The linear K-

ω model was shown to be the most inaccurate of the four models tested. All four

models showed negligible differences compared to the XFOIL code in terms of static

pressure coefficient. Depending on the parameters studied, similar outcomes where

no differences between turbulence models used were observed in other studies. Lain

et al. (Laín, Taborda, and López 2018) found using different turbulence models sees

no discernible differences and shows the results of their winglet design were

unaffected by any particular type of model employed on the flow turbulence. Others

have simply used multiple turbulence models in the simulation by having the SST k

– ω and Enhanced Wall Treatment Realizable k – ε for y+ values of 30 and 1

respectively with acceptable results (Castelli et al. 2010). Lanzafame et al

(Lanzafame, Mauro, and Messina 2014) compared several RANS turbulence models

against the Transition Turbulence Model. The SST k- ω over predicted the lift
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coefficient and under predicted the drag coefficient in the near stall region whereas

the Transition model adequately predicted the lift and drag coefficients. Both models

were compared in two separate turbine models against experimental results and in

both cases, the Transitional model predicts the power coefficient performance much

more accurately than the former. Barnes et al (Barnes et al. 2021) compared 5

turbulence models by conducting a wake prediction study and compared the models

against experimental results. The models were SST k- ω SST, SSTI k- ω, k- ω LRN,

Transition SST and k-k- ω. The author summarized none of the models were

accurate enough to the experimental results however, the Transition SST provided

the closest approximation. However, it should be noted that the numerical study and

comparison were done in 2D, hence negating various 3D effects from the calculation.

Fig 2.8 summarizes a selection of reported turbulence model comparisons for

NACA0021.

Fig 2.8. Comparisons of different numerical studies with different CFD codes on the NACA0021

airfoil blade.

2.4 Design of the vertical axis wind turbine

The VAWT involves many design parameters. Many studies have been conducted on

various aspects of the VAWT to increase the turbine performance efficiencies as well
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as improve turbine implementation and ease of integration into various applications

such as energy extraction for urban use or large-scale offshore use. The design of a

VAWT encompasses various parameters for consideration for optimal performance.

However, for this review, certain design parameters of the VAWT reported

throughout literature were highlighted and discussed.

2.4.1 Airfoil types, selections, and modifications

Arguably the most important design variable of the VAWT are the airfoil blades

which catch wind energy to transfer torque to the gearbox and power unit. Hence,

various airfoil types, selections, comparisons, and design modifications were

reported in literature. This section discussed the various types of airfoils in terms of

shapes, performance efficiencies, geometric modifications as well as other turbine

interactions during operation.

2.4.1.1 Symmetrical NACA blades

The Darrieus type VAWT performance is heavily influenced by the type and

selection of its airfoil. airfoils can generally be grouped into symmetrical or

unsymmetrical blades with both having their suitable use cases. As such, both blade

types have been reported in literature. Symmetrical blades the most common ones are

the NACA0012 (Wang et al. 2014, Bangga et al. 2017), NACA0015 (Lee and Lim

2015, Chen et al. 2015, Wu and Cao 2018), NACA0018 (Li et al. 2019, Tsai and

Colonius 2016, Zhong et al. 2019, Jacob and Chatterjee 2019), NACA0020 (Bachant

and Wosnik 2015, Bachant and Wosnik 2016a, Bachant and Wosnik 2016b,

Bianchini et al. 2017) and NACA0021 (He et al. 2020, Li, Maeda, et al. 2016a, Li,

Maeda, Kamada, Ogasawara, et al. 2017, Li, Maeda, et al. 2016b, Lei et al. 2017).

Fig 2.9 shows the turbine blade geometry of these symmetrical blades. However,

non-symmetrical airfoil or cambered blades have also been reported due to their

various advantages over the symmetrical blades.
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Fig 2.9. Geometries of different NACA symmetrical blades

Symmetrical blades are widely used and tends to be the blades of choice in

many studies and VAWT designs. Danao et al (Danao, Qin, and Howell 2012) found

at TSR = 3.5, the blade NACA0012 extracted the largest power coefficient of four

tested blades by a significant margin of 0.50 against the next best LS0421 blade with

coefficient 0.4 with the thicker NACA0022 blade slightly lower at 0.38. However,

Siddiqui et al (Siddiqui, Durrani, and Imran 2013, Siddiqui, Durrani, and Akhtar

2015) preferred the NACA0022 due to the maximum power coefficient obtained

compared against other symmetrical NACA blades. In a helical blade study, Alaimo

et al (Alaimo et al. 2015) showed a NACA0021 performed better in a straight bladed

configuration than in a twisted setup with higher power efficiency over the tested

TSR range. Despite that, the instantaneous torque coefficient comparison showed

higher peaks and deeper troughs by the straight bladed turbine, but the helical turbine

showed smoother, more circular curves during the turbine rotation which indicates

lower loading conditions. However, while acknowledging some of the advantages of

the helical turbine as well as its more eye-catching design, this research study only

focused on the straight blade design.

Durrani et al (Durrani et al. 2011) showed that although using thicker airfoils

results in higher drag acting on the blades, it also allows for the operation at a wider

rotational speed range due to the enhance structural integrity. Cambered airfoils were

found to have weaker performance compared to the baseline NACA0022 with the

NACA6412 extracting the weakest power efficiency. Of the four tested symmetrical

airfoils tested with thickness ranging from 15-22%, over a range of wind speed
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between 6-14 m/s, the NACA0015 blade had a slightly higher peak power coefficient

but the NACA0022 yielded the best overall performance coefficient over a wider

range of TSR, peaking at TSR value of 2.5 when wind speed was set at 14 m/s. Lee

and Lim (Lee and Lim 2015) compared NACA0015 against NACA0018 and

NACA0021 and found airfoil with width ratio of 0.15 has the best power coefficient

at TSR = 2. Comparisons of the symmetrical blades NACA0015 and NACA0018

and their reported power coefficient based on studies from literature are shown in Fig

2.10.

(a) (b)
Fig 2.10. Comparisons of reported (a) NACA0015 and (b) NACA0018 power coefficient predictions

based on CFD by various authors. Note that the differences may be due to factors such as wind speed,

numerical model used, turbine dimensions etc. Presented are best reported results.

Gosselin et al (Gosselin, Dumas, and Boudreau 2013) found when comparing

blade thickness, thicker blade thickness operate at a wider range of TSR values

where energy can be extracted however at larger TSR values it reaches a point of

diminishing return as drag starts to play a role. They recommended the 15%

thickness as ideal, which sees the largest power efficiency between the range of

thickness 12-25%. This observation was corroborated by another (Song et al. 2019)

in which the authors also found similar performance uplift of blade thickness of 15%

over thicker blades at a range of low TSRs. When compared to the NACA0021 blade,

the vorticity of the NACA0015 was found to be significantly weaker at a TSR value
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of 2.0 while in terms of pressure distribution, NACA0015 blade experienced larger

pressure values compared to the NAA0021. Kanyako and Janaireh (Kanyako and

Janajreh 2014) compared the symmetrical blades NACA0015 and NACA0018

against the S1046 and DU06-W-200 cambered blades, the NACA0015 blade

extracted the best efficiency with a difference of 4.58% higher than the second best

NACA0018 but the S1046 blade extracted a more efficiently at higher TSR and

therefore has a wider operating TSR range. Yang et al (Yang et al. 2017) found

thinner blades such as the NACA0009 and NACA0012 yielded larger power

coefficient but the differences of the two compared to the NACA0015 is largely

negligible. These studies show that thinner blades tend to extract the largest power

coefficient. In a study highlighting the effects of maximum thickness locations on a

NACA0018 blade, the Wang et al (Wang, Shen, et al. 2018) showed the maximum

power coefficient as well as optimal TSR does not change. However, a significant

performance degradation was observed when the thickness was at 50% to 60% of the

chord length. It was showed that the ideal location for maximum thickness was

between 20% to 35%. Tirandaz et al (Tirandaz and Rezaeiha 2021) conducted a

parametric study on a single bladed turbine with varying number of thicknesses.

Comparisons were made between 10% to 24% blade thickness with varying

parameters varies such as leading-edge radius, blade thickness and blade thickness

chord-wise location. The authors found the optimum shape of 18% thickness to 24%,

location from 27.5% to 35% of the chord and a leading-edge radius index of 4.5 from

6. These two optimum shapes were named NACA0018-4.5/2.75 and NACA0024-

4.5/3.5. Table 1 highlights studies relating to some of the turbine blades reported in

literature.
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Table 2.1. Summary of turbine blade selections in literature. Also highlighted are methodology, reported maximum power coefficient, and turbulence model used.

Author (s) Blade Airfoil Maximum Power
Coefficient

Methodology Turbulence Model Corresponding
TSR

Gosselin et al (Gosselin,
Dumas, and Boudreau 2013)

NACA0015 0.36 (No pitch angle)

0.40 (Pitch angle -3º)

3D blades only k-ω SST 3.0

Lee and Lim (Lee and Lim
2015)

NACA0015 0.23

0.38

Wind tunnel experiment

2D CFD simulation

RNG k-ε 1.25

2.0

Chen et al (Chen et al. 2015) NACA0015 0.40

0.34

2D CFD simulation

Experiment

k-ω SST 2.5

Li et al (Li et al. 2019) NACA0018 0.25 Experiment RNG k-ε 1.8

Siddiqui et al (Siddiqui,
Durrani, and Akhtar 2015)

NACA0022 0.51

0.36

2D CFD simulation

3D with support-arms and tip effects

Realizable k-ε 3.0

Siddiqui et al (Siddiqui,
Durrani, and Imran 2013)

NACA0022 0.40

0.35

3D blades only

3D with support-arms and central hub

Realizable k-ε 3.0

Durrani et al (Durrani et al.
2011)

NACA0022 0.40 2D CFD simulation RNG k-ε 2.5

El Samanoudy et al (El-
Samanoudy, Ghorab, and

Youssef 2010)

NACA0024
NACA4420

0.25
0.16

Experiment N/A 1.3

Chen and Kuo (Chen and Kuo
2013)

NACA2412 0.29 2D CFD simulation k-ω SST 3.55

Mohamed (Mohamed 2012) NACA0018

S-1046

0.2964

0.4051

2D CFD simulation Realizable k-ε 6

8
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Danao et al (Danao, Qin, and
Howell 2012)

LS0421 0.40

0.38 (inverted)

2D CFD simulation k-ω SST 3.5

Parakkal et al (Parakkal et al.
2019)

Joukowski J-5

Joukowski J-6

0.55

0.43

2D CFD simulation k-ω SST 10
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2.4.1.2 Cambered and unsymmetrical blades

The symmetrical blades are characterized by their distinct proportional profile along

the camber line of the blade. Hence, unlike non symmetrical blades, the camber line

and chord line overlap. A cambered airfoil is denounced by the curve of the camber

line. A positive camber is when the camber line curves above the chord line whereas

a negative chamber is the exact opposite (Gudmundsson 2014). However, in VAWT

designs, positive cambered blades are usually favoured. This is due to the positive

effects on the aerodynamic lift on the blade which shifts the lift curve and increases

the maximum lift coefficient of the blade (Gudmundsson 2014). A negative camber

would have the opposite effect instead. In a study by Danao et al (Danao, Qin, and

Howell 2012), they found inverting non-symmetrical blades NACA5522 and LS0421,

hence mimicking a negative camber design, performed poorly compared to the non-

inverted form. A study found non-symmetrical Joukowski airfoils yielded better

performance than the symmetrical NACA0012 as well as the cambered NACA4512

and NACA4312 at very high TSR values (Parakkal et al. 2019). The blades also

obtained reasonable lift coefficient over both symmetrical and non-symmetrical

NACA blades. When comparing vorticity field contours at high TSR value of 9, the

influence of the Joukowski rotors results in no vortex shedding unlike the NACA

airfoils where two significant formation of vortex shedding was seen at each side of

the rotor shown in Fig 2.11. Critically however, the authors noted that although a

significant enhancement to the performance of the wind turbine - especially with

respect to torque - can be made when using the Joukowski airfoils, it comes at a cost

of having a poor self-starting ability for the wind turbine. Mohamed (Mohamed 2012)

compared the S-series blade family and found other the S1046 and S809 to have

significantly higher power efficiency then the symmetrical NACA airfoils with the

S1046 airfoil in particular having a 26.83% uplift over the base NACA0021.

However, at lower TSR, symmetrical NACA airfoils provide largest torque

efficiency. Other observations include poor performances from unsymmetrical blades

such as the NACA6312 and AG18 against symmetrical blades.

Wang et al (Wang, Shen, et al. 2018) found moving the maximum thickness

of a cambered NACA630018 airfoil yielded significantly different results with

shifting maximum power coefficient at different thickness locations. When varying
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the camber of a NACA4415 airfoil, a camber range of between 0.61% to 4.16%

peaked lower at TSR 2.51 whereas increasing the camber to between 4.75% to

5.94% shifts the maximum power coefficient forward to TSR 3.09 and continues up

to TSR 3.30 for cambers between 6.53% to 7.71%. Although this means increasing

the maximum camber results in increasing operational TSR, the drawback is the

reduced maximum power coefficient values.

Fig 2.11 Vorticity comparisons of different turbine blades (Parakkal et al. 2019).

Sengupta et al (Sengupta, Biswas, and Gupta 2016) compared the

symmetrical NACA0018 against S815 and EN005 illustrated in Fig 2.12. They found

maximum performance coefficient was obtained by the S815 blade. Comparing the

static pressure contour of each blade type, S815 sees static pressure drop from 55.6

Pa in the upwind zone to 13.1 Pa in the downwind zone. The EN0005 sees a static

pressure drop of 47.7 Pa down to -85.6 Pa whereas NACA0018 drops from 33.2 Pa

to -18.1 Pa. The difference in static pressure in the upwind and downwind region was

an indication as to why the S816 blade performed better of the three tested blades

due to this pressure drop resulting in higher lift force. An extension of the study by

Singh et al (Singh, Biswas, and Misra 2015) found similar results when comparing a

S1210 airfoil against the symmetrical NACA0012. The static torque coefficient of

the S1210 airfoil at aspect ratio of 1.0 was much higher than the NACA0012 and

S1046. However, the S1210 was found to have a significantly lower operational TSR

range. They concluded that the S1210 turbine blade is still operational at much lower
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TSR with excellent efficiency. The lower TSR also indicates lower centrifugal stress

acting on the turbine and lower blade noise levels. Another study (Danao, Qin, and

Howell 2012) also found unsymmetrical blade LS0421 which has a modest cambered

design along its profile to extract better power coefficient of 0.40 compared to the

NACA0022 with power coefficient of 0.38. Interestingly, the study also showed that

inverted blades of the unsymmetrical NACA5522 and LS0421 performed worst

compared to their respective non-inverted counterpart in terms power coefficients.

Fig 2.12. Printed blade in the experimental study comparing different blades by Sengupta et al.

(Sengupta, Biswas, and Gupta 2016).

Worasinchai et al (Worasinchai, Ingram, and Dominy 2011) compared the

NACA0012 symmetrical blade against cambered blades SG6043 and SD7062. They

found larger lift coefficients values of 1.431 and 1.397 respectively against the much

smaller value of 0.816 by the NACA0012. The maximum lift coefficients were also

found to occur at larger angles of attack of 18º compared to the NACA0012 at 12º. El

Samanoudy et al (El-Samanoudy, Ghorab, and Youssef 2010) published the effects

of various airfoil parameters on the turbine performance. In all the performance
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parameters measured, they found cambered airfoils NACA4420 and NACA4520

performed poorly compared to symmetrical profiled airfoils and increasing the airfoil

chord length increases the power performance. However, in unsteady wind condition,

a cambered design performed better. Chen and Kuo (Chen and Kuo 2013) found

chambered designs like the NACA4412 have better self-starting ability compared to

the symmetrical NACA0012 blade. Varying the pitch angle to increase lift to drag

ratio saw NACA2412 cambered airfoil achieve maximized torque coefficient as well

as improved self-starting characteristics compared to the symmetrical NACA0012.

Bausas and Danao (Bausas and Danao 2015) found a 1.5% cambered design was

able to obtain a power coefficient of 0.31 against a steady flow value of 0.34. An

optimization study employing multiple continuous optimization algorithms by

Tahani et al (Tahani et al. 2016), with turbine diameter and blade chord length

selected as continuous decision variables and airfoil type defined as discrete decision

variable, selected the NACA4412 blade as the most optimal with a power efficiency

uplift of 44% against the baseline NACA0012 turbine. In Fig 2.13, the authors

illustrate a comparison between the two blades showing a much higher magnitude of

vorticity around the NACA4412 blade which contributed to the larger torque and

power of the turbine. Lastly, a study by Souaissa et al (Souaissa et al. 2018) on the

NACA4312 found the cambered blade increased self-starting ability at high solidity

compared to the symmetrical blade of similar thickness.

Fig 2.13 Vorticity streamline by Tahani et al (Tahani et al. 2016) showing larger vorticity extending

throughout the inner surface of the NAC4412 against a smaller vorticity.
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2.4.1.3 Turbine blade modifications

The previous studies showed that each blade choices have its own benefit in their

design of an optimal VAWT. Beyond just choosing the right blade for optimal

aerodynamic performance however, other studies have observed numerous benefits

by making modifications to the airfoil itself to further enhance its performance. For

example, implementing a blade taper ratio of 0.5 to a NACA0015 airfoil yielded

better power efficiency of up to 2% (Coton, Galbraith, and Jiang 1996).

A study by Lositano and Danao (Lositaño and Danao 2019) compared the

cambered design against a tubercle leading edge (TLE) profile modification and

found the TLE cambered blades suffered from reduced lift forces as well as increased

drag forces which led to much lower torque values. Significant vortices induced by

the modification see flow separation along the TLE surface and trailing edge which

degrades flow and reduces lift while increasing the drag. They summarized that

overall performance favoured the cambered design against the TLE cambered blade

modification. Chen et al (Chen et al. 2015) suggested a blade modification with an

opening for improved starting characteristics on a NACA0015 airfoil. They

summarized that the power coefficient of a rotor with an opening is lower compared

to one without. An inner opening saw a decrease of up to 66% in power coefficient

with an outer opening has a loss percentage between 18.4 to 22.65%. However, it

does enhance the static torque coefficient of the rotor especially pronounced when

the opening is placed on the outer side of the blade which sees close to a linear

increase as the opening ratio increases. A similar leading edge modification using

plasma actuators was reported by Greenblatt et al (Greenblatt, Schulman, and Ben-

Harav 2012) which saw a performance enhancement in power coefficient by up to

38%.

Wang et al (Wang, Wang, and Zhuang 2018) implemented an airfoil design

with leading edge serration using Taguchi method that was found to have improved

power performance at low TSR of 2. Using the NACA0018 airfoil, serration pattern

was implemented at the leading edge of the blade. Using Taguchi method, a 2.5%

blade chord length and wavelength of Cb/6 coupled with a blade twist angle of 60°

produced a performance increase of 18.3% over the baseline. Yan et al (Yan et al.

2021) also implemented similar modifications to a NACA0018 blade with leading
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edge protuberance or serrations and saw an amplitude (g) of 1%c coupled with a

wavelength (W) of 2.5%c of the blade chord length yielded the best power

coefficient especially at lower TSR range between TSR 1 to TSR 2.5. Fig 2.14 below

shows the geometry of the airfoil with this modification. Zhang et al (Zhang et al.

2022) suggested a bionic blade design featuring leading edge serrated design for

VAWT application. Fig 2.15 shows the bionic blade design. At higher angles of

attack, the bionic blade showed higher lift coefficient than the baseline. The power

coefficient at TSR 1.38, TSR 2.19 and TSR 2.58 were increased by 7.02%, 7.35%,

and 3.42% respectively. Lin et al (Lin et al. 2016) proposed a tubercles blades.

Results showed that increasing the amplitude and wavelength of the tubercles led to a

maximum thrust increase of up to 2.31% and a power coefficient improvement of

16.4% compared to straight blades. Additionally, blades with a modified trailing

edge demonstrated superior overall and maximum thrust performance compared to

blades with a wave-like leading edge. This improvement was attributed to a shift in

the location of vortices caused by the induced flow.

Fig 2.14. Airfoil showing leading edge serration by Yan et al. (Yan et al. 2021).

(a)
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(b)
Fig 2.15. Bionic airfoil design suggested by Zhang et al (Zhang et al. 2022).

A popular flow control strategy to improve turbine performance is the

application of a flap design. Multiple studies and reports have attempted to propose

an optimal using this design philosophy. Ismail et al (Ismail and Vijayaraghavan

2015) suggested a design modification of an NACA-0015 airfoil involving an inward

semi-circular dimple with a Gurney flap on the lower surface at the trailing edge of

the blade. The profile modification was found to have increased the torque output of

the generator by way of improving the aerodynamics of the blade. Yang et al (Yang

et al. 2017) presented a NACA0012 turbine blade with a trailing edge flap control

mechanism. Overall power coefficient of the turbine was found to increase by 10%

over the baseline turbine as well as having a much wider operating TSR range. The

lift coefficient was also found to increase by 0.15 and lift to drag ratio increased by

73. Comparing the flap design against the turbine blade without flap control, shown

in the vorticity contour illustration in Fig 2.16, the flap control showed a stark

difference between the two configurations with the flap control blade exhibiting a

more streamlined flow with less turbulent flow in its wake. Zhang et al (Zhang et al.

2021) implemented a trailing edge split flap on a NACA0015 blade. The authors

trialed a variety of flap dimensions and found a 22%c flap length at 92%c location,

and 10° flap deflection to be the most optimal. This modification was found to

increase the turbine maximum operating TSR by 25.9% and maximum power

coefficient by 5.8%. The streamlines visualization showed the split flap modification

was found to increase flow circulation around the turbine blade. The modification

was also found to increase positive pressure difference in the upwind region and

reduce negative pressure difference in the downwind region of the turbine.
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(a)

(b)

Fig 2.16. Flow vorticity contour with and without trailing edge flap by Yang et al. (Yang et al. 2017).

Chakroun and Bangga (Chakroun and Bangga 2021) employed a gurney

modification on the trailing edge of a VAWT turbine blade. Studying the effects of

gurney flap height, the authors found at lower TSR, a 0.5% of the blade chord, c, or

0.5%c was found to be the most efficient. Increasing the gurney flap height further to

6%c was found to be the most optimal in terms of turbine efficiency with peak power

coefficient achieved at TSR 2.19. However, beyond that, and especially seen at TSR
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3, the 6%c height was seen to be the least efficient with the baseline blade with no

flap now being the most efficient. Liu et al (Liu et al. 2019) presented a movable flap

modification located at the trailing edge of a NACA0018 airfoil. The movable flap

modification was found to increase power coefficient at TSR 1.3 and 1.4 by 24.2%

and 23.7% respectively compared to a baseline blade. The addition of the flap was

found to have delayed stall from 14° to 16° and increases the maximum lift

coefficient of the blade from 0.85 up to 1.16. The sound pressure level (SPL)

analysis also showed that the movable flap was found to have an overall reduction

effect on the noise generated by the turbine and is especially prominent at lower

frequency band. Manickam and Roy (Manickam and Roy 2020) reported on the

aerodynamics effects and performance of a modified NACA4412 airfoil with trailing

edge flap and leading-edge passive surface roughness. The analysis was done by

comparing two configurations of only trailing edge flap in the first configuration and

leading-edge passive surface roughness with the trailing edge flap in the second and

comparing both configurations against the baseline with no modifications. The first

configuration was found to increase lift to drag ratio compared to the baseline. The

second configuration saw a slight reduction of lift to drag ratio when compared

against the first configuration. Flow separation was found to be high for the second

configuration. A study by Zhu et al (Zhu et al. 2021) investigated the various effects

of geometric parameters of a Gurney flap pointed outboard from the upper surface of

the blade on the VAWT. In all instances of the dimensions of the Gurney Flap, the

performance coefficients showed increased performance over the baseline

NACA0021 airfoil. With respect to the Gurney flap dimensions, a 0.75%c was found

to be the most optimal height of the flap, but the width was considered a non-factor.

The authors found a maximum increase of 21.32% in performance with the addition

of the Gurney flaps. This was due to the added structure being able to increase the

blade tangential force in the upstream region which in effect increases the turbine

efficiency. The shorter Gurney flap was able to reduce the effects of aerodynamic

losses in the downstream area. Another study (Zhu et al. 2019) was conducted on the

effects of various gurney flap variations on the turbine solidity of the NACA0021

VAWT. These are inboard, outboard, two-sided Gurney flap and dimple (also

outboard, inboard and both sides). All versions of the Gurney flap were found to

increase the turbine performance over the clean baseline. The outboard and dimple
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GF increased the power coefficient at all instances of TSR over the clean VAWT at

various solidity. Increasing the turbine solidity by means of blade number was found

to reduce the blade load fluctuations which also negatively affects the aerodynamic

performance of the blade. The authors stated that this may be due to the increased

interaction between trailing edge vortices with the incoming blade. The outboard GF

was found to be the most optimal with an increase of 17.92% albeit with a narrower

operational TSR range.

Lain et al (Laín, Taborda, and López 2018) compared two variations of a

winglet design modifications against the standard straight blade of NACA0025. They

found the addition of the winglets improved performance over the standard blade

version resulting in improved efficiency. Of the two winglet configurations, the

symmetric winglet design saw the larger improvement in torque coefficient by about

20% compared to the base standard blade design. Comparing thrust coefficient also

sees similar results with the symmetric design showing highest thrust but this time

the minimum value was when using the standard blade. The winglet design was

shown in Fig 2.17.

A study by Abdolahifar et al (Abdolahifar and Karimian 2022) suggested a

slotted blade design for reduced flow separation. The blade slots were designed to

transfer flow from the pressure side tot the suction side to delay flow separation and

improve torque generation. The best slot location was found to be at c/3 from the

blade leading edge, which resulted in significant improvement in average torque

coefficient and a delay of up to 15.5 degrees in the torque coefficient peak. At TSR

values of 0.5, 1.0, and 1.5, the average torque coefficient increased by 93.4%, 66.1%,

and 10.5% respectively for the slotted blade. A report by Wang et al (Wang et al.

2016) proposed a novel deformable turbine blade design which saw a significant

power coefficient improvement at low turbine solidity by 14.56% as well as 7.51%

and 8.07% respectively in a two bladed and four bladed setup respectively. The

adaptive turbine blade design was achieved by response to the surface pressure on

the blade. Vortex structure comparisons show minimal vortex shedding compared to

the conventional NACA0015 turbine. In a novel turbine blade design proposal,

Auyanet et al (García Auyanet et al. 2022) presented several J-shaped blade design

for VAWT application. The comparisons were made against a NACA0015 blade.
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The suggested J-shaped blade features a cut out of the NACA0015 blade with

various comparisons made against various designs of the shape. The author found a

cut out of the shape on the outer surface was found to be most optimal, with

increased starting torque over the baseline NACA0015 turbine by 135%. The internal

cut suffered from vortices formation. Comparisons were made and the J1 blade with

outer cut was found to have a vortex forming within the inner curvature of the cut in

the blade and this leads to a change in momentum which enhanced the positive drag

effects and improved the turbine start up torque. The J1 blade suction side also

showed increased tangential force which the author describes as mimicking the

characteristics of a Savonnius turbine. Power coefficient characteristics was found to

be the same as the NACA0015 but with better curve over the TSR range which the

authors suggest could reduce fatigue stresses on the turbine.

Fig 2.17. Winglet blade design suggested by Lain et al. (Laín, Taborda, and López 2018).

2.4.1.4 Turbine blade optimization

Many literatures have concentrated on semi arbitrary changes or variations of

different parameters such as solidity, turbine blade thickness, pitch and twist. Studies

have compared cambered and symmetrical blades with varying results and

conclusions. Blade thickness between similar shapes were also compared and various

conclusions were drawn. There seems to an agreement in literature with regards to

turbine solidity with many identifying solidity ratios between 0.3 and 0.4 being the
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most optimal for maximum turbine efficiency but there are varying findings and

suggestions when it comes to blade chord length and number of blades. Ideal blade

pitch and twist has also been identified. These studies show by changing certain

variables or dimensions, the VAWT can be improved. However, blade optimization

techniques have also been explored with varying results.

Attempts at blade optimization using optimization codes have been put forth

by various authors in recent years. De Tavenier et al (De Tavernier, Ferreira, and van

Bussel 2019) also used the genetic algorithm approach to optimize the VAWT by

examining 2000 different airfoil shapes and found the DU17VAWT200,

DU17VAWT250, and DU17VAWT300 blades performed the best and were

therefore recommended as turbine blades. Santos et al (Santos, Pantaleão, and

Salviano 2023) used deep generative adversarial network or Bézier-GAN to generate

an optimized VAWT blade which improved 20.5% and 9.1% over the NACA0015

and NACA0021 baseline respectively. Ma et al (Ma et al. 2018) employed the multi-

island genetic algorithm scheme to optimize a NACA0018 and yielded an improved

design with increased power coefficient at moderate TSRs with the highest increase

found at TSR 0.9 with an improvement of 26.82%. Carrigan et al (Carrigan et al.

2012) applied a differential evolution optimization scheme on a NACA0015 turbine

which increased the turbine blade thickness by 58% with a solidity reduction by 40%.

The candidate blade achieved maximum torque earlier in the rotation and achieved a

6% increase in power coefficient compared to the baseline NACA0015 turbine.

The adjoint method, usually used together in tandem with the gradient based

optimizer, is an optimization method that focuses on nodal displacement and

considering mesh sensitivity with respect to the input parameters. This mesh

deformation approach is in stark contrast to other optimization codes such as the GA

and EA codes whereby a large sample size of potential geometry is created and

tested to obtain the most optimal geometry. This means, in terms of computational

resource, the adjoint method together with mesh morphing tends to be more efficient

in obtaining an optimal airfoil shape compared to other optimization codes. To

highlight this, a demonstration of this observation was presented by Fleischli et al

(Fleischli et al. 2021) who showed the adjoint method obtaining a significant 19.23%

output improvement compared to the EA based optimization while running at 30%
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computational time. In wind turbine studies, Dhert et al (Dhert, Ashuri, and Martins

2017) obtained a significant 22.4% increase in torque when applied to a NREL blade

on a horizontal axis wind turbine (HAWT). This study demonstrates the potency of

the adjoint solver to optimize a turbine blade for increased torque output and

efficiency. A study by Day et al (Day et al. 2021) also applied the adjoint method in

steady RANS on a NACA0018 blade used in a VAWT. The authors applied a 5%

increase in tangential force which corresponded to an increase in turbine

performance and improved airflow around the turbine blade. Although the authors

demonstrated the viability of the adjoint method applied to a VAWT blade, the full

turbine performance analysis of the candidate turbine blade was not presented.

Marinic-Kragic et al (Marinić-Kragić, Vučina, and Milas 2019, 2022,

Marinić-Kragić, Vučina, and Milas 2018) demonstrated the optimization of a

Savonius type VAWT in numerous studies. The first study (Marinić-Kragić, Vučina,

and Milas 2018) was conducted using shape parameterization along with a genetic

algorithm code. The developed code was able to generate a proposed VAWT turbine

based on user input as opposed to an initial starting shape. A second study by the

same author proposed a novel flexible shaped Savonius turbine which increases

power coefficient by 8% (Marinić-Kragić, Vučina, and Milas 2019). A later study

(Marinić-Kragić, Vučina, and Milas 2022) was saw a 12% improvement in a 2

bladed design and almost 50% increase in performance for a 4 bladed and 6 bladed

setup over the baseline. Wang et al (Wang et al. 2022) performed an aerodynamic

shape optimization of a NACA0015 airfoil with the particle swarm optimization

(PSO) scheme together with the RFOIL program. The optimization scheme was

found to increase 8.45% over the baseline NACA0015 airfoil. Elsaka et al (Elsakka

et al. 2022) employed response surface optimization (RSM) together with the multi-

objective Genetic Algorithm (MOGA) to suggest an optimal turbine solidity of 0.31

and blade pitch angle of 3.6. The 2D results show minimal improvements but 3D

simulation shows a significant 34.5% increase in power coefficient over the baseline

which was then increased even higher when the turbine blades were fitted with

winglets at the blade tips. Daroczy et al (Daróczy, Janiga, and Thévenin 2018) used

the genetic algorithm to optimize a NACA0021 blade. The maximum TSR was

located at TSR 3.5, and the optimization results yielded a blade thinner than the
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original NACA0021 blade. The optimized blade was found to have a maximum Cp

of 0.48 against the baseline NACA0021 of Cp 0.39, which is a 20.7% increase in

efficiency. Interestingly, the genetic algorithm optimization process computed a large

sample size and took 200,000 computational hours to complete. Baghdadi et al

(Baghdadi et al. 2020) implemented a dynamic optimization scheme using a

Bernstein polynomial-based code. The blade optimization was conducted at varying

azimuthal angles with 60° azimuth angle yielding the best result. 3D simulation was

conducted and confirmed a significant increase in performance with the largest

increase found at TSR 2.5 at 98% increase in power coefficient. While the study

showcased the strength of the optimization procedure, the authors concede it was

proof of concept with no validation conducted.

Maalouly et al (Maalouly et al. 2022) conducted an optimization study based

on the turbine chord length, airfoil shape, and angle of attack to produce a turbine for

transient flow and steady state flow. The study was structured in a sequential

optimization method where one parameter was studied at a time while other factors

were fixed. Therefore, the authors included the Taguchi experimental method to

reduce the number of simulation and streamline the amount variation from 125

simulations to just 25. The determining factor they found was the turbine solidity

which has the most significant effect. The steady state turbine was found to have

higher average power coefficient than the transient turbine, but the transient turbine

achieves quasi static state much faster due to better start up. Drag and lift force

analysis showed the drag effects to have a positive effect on the transient turbine at

higher TSR. During testing at different wind conditions, at lower wind speeds, a high

frequency sinusoidal flow yielded the most optimal for power production. The

dynamic loading analysis shows the transient turbine to be more easily controlled.

Minimizing the inertia of the steady turbine was found to improve start up.

Chen et al (Chen et al. 2016) showed that using different optimization codes

could yield better efficiency for NACA0018. Using an orthogonal algorithm

combined with automatic computational fluid dynamics analysis (ACFDA) and a

second optimization step was a combination of one-factor at a time (OFAAT)

algorithm with the ACFDA module, they found the NACA0018 had a maximum

power coefficient of 0.4585 or 15.5% uplift when compared to an optimized
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NACA0015. These studies generally found lower thickness blades produced worst

torque efficiencies but has higher maximum performance coefficients as well as

wider operational TSR range.

2.4.2 Turbine Solidity and Aspect Ratio

Numerous studies have shown considerations towards turbine solidity and aspect

ratio as important factors in turbine design. Turbine solidity can be defined as the

ratio of the blade swept area over the turbine radius or diameter (Ahmadi-Baloutaki,

Carriveau, and Ting 2014). In equation form this is expressed as (Li, Maeda, Kamada,

Shimizu, et al. 2017):

� =
��
��

Where N describes the number of turbine blades and c denotes the chord length of

the blade. Turbine aspect ratio is calculated as the ratio of blade length H to turbine

diameter D. Fig 2.18 defines these parameters. In equation form, this is expressed as

(Shamsoddin and Porté-Agel 2020):
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�
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Fig 2.18. Definition of the aspect ratio

Where, H is the span length of the blade. The aspect ratio of the turbine blade is

calculated similarly by replacing the turbine diameter D to the blade chord length c.
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From the equations presented above, solidity value can be controlled either by

changing the chord length or by varying the number of blades.

Ahmadi-Baloutaki et al (Ahmadi-Baloutaki, Carriveau, and Ting 2014) have

shown a range of solidity values between 0.2 to 0.6 to be ideal based on various

design considerations but a turbine solidity between 0.3 to 0.4 would yield the

maximum power coefficient. The comparison was illustrated in Fig 2.19. A study on

the effects of aspect ratio and turbine solidity by means of varying chord length value

was given by Li et al (Li, Maeda, Kamada, Shimizu, et al. 2017). When solidity is

fixed at σ = 0.064, they found maximum power to increase as the ratio of diameter to

blade span length H/D increases, peaking at 0.273 when the ratio was at 1.2 with

turbine diameter of 2 m. The results show that a smaller turbine diameter, determined

by the length of the support-arms attached between the blades and the turbine shaft,

yielded better power efficiency. When locking the aspect ratio of the turbine at H/c =

6, it was found that higher H/D ratio of 1.2 with larger solidity produced larger

power coefficient at smaller TSR value of 2.0 but the smaller ratio with lower

solidity extracts power with better efficiency at a larger range of TSR, with the

optimum TSR value of 2.5. The local power coefficient study also showed that the

last 10% of the blade tip along the span wise position is the least efficient location in

extracting power. In a follow up study by the same authors, they found, by varying

the number of NACA0021 airfoil blades to affect the solidity of the turbine, pressure

difference acting on a single blade decreased as solidity, or in this case number of

blades increased (Li, Maeda, Kamada, Murata, Shimizu, et al. 2016). Increasing

solidity was found to reduce the lift and drag coefficients but increases the resultant

flow velocity due to the increase in optimum TSR. Other factors such as

aerodynamic efficiency also contribute to the performance of VAWT which affects

the overall power generation capabilities of the wind turbines. They found power

coefficients decreased with the increase in solidity. They noted that increasing the

number of blades reduces single blade tangential and normal coefficient. Another

study (Mohamed 2012) found lower solidity rotors operate better at higher TSR

ratios whereas higher solidity rotors typically operate better at lower TSR ratios. At a

low solidity of 0.1, the turbine was able to extract power at a wider range compared

to the baseline up to TSR value of 10. These findings were corroborated by Brusca et
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al (Brusca, Lanzafame, and Messina 2014) who also found maximum power

coefficient to peak at around 0.51 at turbine solidity value of 0.3 with solidity 0.4

achieving almost similar efficiency. Low solidity turbines were found to have lower

power coefficient with solidity of 0.1 achieving about 0.43 power coefficient but was

operable at a significantly larger range of TSR values even beyond a TSR of 10.

High turbine solidity saw limited operable TSR while achieving lower power

coefficient. A solidity of 0.75 was found to peak at TSR of 2 at around 0.37 power

coefficient. Singh et al (Singh et al. 2022) reported higher solidity of 0.45 and 0.375

predicted the maximum power coefficient but was only operational at lower TSRs.

Lower solidity of 0.225 was found to be more efficient at higher TSR of 3 or more.

Comparing a low solidity turbine (0.26) against a higher solidity turbine (0.34),

Eboibi et al (Eboibi, Danao, and Howell 2016) reported similar results to previous

findings favouring the later solidity over the former. A Particle Image Velocimetry

analysis shows the formation and shedding of vortices starting earlier in the lower

solidity turbine which leads to the dynamic stall happening earlier than the higher

solidity turbine.

Fig 2.19 Comparisons of solidity ratio of the VAWT by Ahmadi-Baloutaki et al. (Ahmadi-Baloutaki,

Carriveau, and Ting 2014)

However, some studies have shown that relatively high turbine solidity was

found to have higher power coefficient. Joo et al (Joo, Choi, and Lee 2015) reported

a turbine solidity of 0.5 achieved maximum power coefficient of 0.23 peaking at

TSR about 2.6 which was higher than other solidity values. Lower solidity values
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were seen to operate as well as peaking at a higher TSR. They also showed that high

solidity turbines between 0.5 to 0.7 achieved the maximum torque by a significantly

higher margin compared to the lower solidity turbines. Further analysis comparing

torque per unit solidity with respect to TSR however showed that solidity between

0.3 to 0.5 achieved maximum value. Although the results indicate positive aspects of

the turbine at high solidity, they also noted that increasing solidity was found to

increase the effects of blockage and interactions. Reducing solidity reverses this

effect but at the expense of the turbine’s ability to self-start due to a reduction in the

negative torque at lower TSR. However, this effect can be reversed by implementing

a pitch offset to reduce the negative torque dip at lower TSR which helps enter the

lift zone faster compared to the zero-offset turbine (Hill et al. 2008). Another

approach to this problem was put forth by Huang et al (Huang, Luo, and Li 2023) in

their novel design with varying solidity for improved turbine self-starting capability.

The turbine design has a self-starting solidity of 0.83 which reduces to 0.417 during

power generation. This allows for an increase in maximum power by 188%. A study

by Fiedler and Tulis (Fiedler and Tullis 2009) also suggested some modifications to

blade pitch and offset by applying a toe out pitch angle of ±3.9° and ±7.8° in

improve a high solidity turbine which saw significant uplift of up to 29%.

Durrani et al (Durrani et al. 2011) compared varying number of blades setup

and found similar to other studies a three-blade setup as the most optimal with

maximum power efficiency of about 0.4. Increasing the number of blades up to six

blades was found to reduce power efficiency significantly. Similar findings based on

the number of blades were found by Li et al (Li et al. 2015). Increasing the number

of blades which increases solidity sees a reduction in operational TSR range as well

as extracting lower power coefficient with a two bladed arrangement obtaining the

maximum efficiency. However, increasing the blade pitch angle to 8º improves the

three or four bladed to relatively close to the two-blade set up. This adjustment to

improve the turbine efficiency was significantly useful as they also showed that

increasing solidity by number of blades saw increased torque coefficient which sees

better starting characteristics of the VAWT. Tahani et al (Tahani et al. 2016) used an

optimization campaign using various different algorithms and found a three-bladed

turbine to be most optimal with a solidity ratio of 0.254. Celik et al (Celik et al. 2020)
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found peak power coefficient was obtained with 3 turbine blades but increasing the

number of blades up to 5 improves the turbine start up but the downside is the

reduced turbine power coefficient. This was due to the increased number of blades

increasing the power coefficient at the lower TSR values which is directly related to

the turbine startup. The turbine startup was related to the positive drag effects which

is more pronounced during the initial startup phase at lower TSR. However, when the

TSR increases beyond TSR 1, lift force takes effect, hence why more turbine blades

improved start up due to the better drag whereas a higher maximum power

coefficient is obtained by reducing the number of blades.

Subramanian et al (Subramanian et al. 2017) found 2 bladed setup to be the

most efficient over a longer range of TSR for both NACA0012 and NACA0030

turbine blades but a three bladed setup was more efficient for TSR of less than 2.

Hand and Cashman (Hand and Cashman 2017, Hand, Cashman, and Kelly 2019)

showed maximum power efficiency was produced at solidity values of 0.3 to 0.4

with reduced turbine radius but smaller solidity turbine operates at a much higher

TSR range. They also show that increasing number of turbine blades with solidity

kept constant results in higher power efficiency albeit at the cost of leaner blades.

Hence, the authors recommended a two-bladed design. Gosselin et al (Gosselin,

Dumas, and Boudreau 2013) also found that when turbine solidity was kept constant,

increasing the number of blades up to 9 saw power efficiency increased over the

three blade setup. Keeping the number of blades constant at three blades however

saw significant power uplift in smaller solidity of 0.1829 over the larger solidity of

0.5486. However, similar to Li et al (Li et al. 2015), for a high solidity of 0.5486,

implementing a 9º blade pitch angle was found to gain 27% efficiency. The author

summarized a three-blade turbine with solidity of 0.2 to be most ideal. Difuntorum

and Danao (Difuntorum and Danao 2019) found ideal turbine solidity to be 0.4 in a

four-bladed turbine configuration. They showed maximum power coefficient

achieved to be 0.3158 which is a slight improvement over the baseline. A two bladed

set up with solidity ratio of 0.2 yielded slightly lower power coefficient of 0.283 but

at a higher TSR of 4.5. Table 2.2 summarizes the reported optimal solidity and

corresponding maximum reported power coefficient.
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Table 2.2. Summary of reported optimal solidity from literature.

Author Number of
blades, N

Blade chord
length, c (m)

Solidity Ratio Reported
maximum CP

Ahmadi-
Baloutaki et al
(Ahmadi-
Baloutaki,
Carriveau, and
Ting 2014)

3 - 0.4 0.46

Brusca et al
(Brusca,
Lanzafame, and
Messina 2014)

2 0.303 0.3 at high
Reynolds

Number (Re = 5
x 106)

0.2 at lower
Reynolds number
(Re = 1 x 105)

0.51 (at ratio 0.3)
0.4 (at ratio 0.2)

Joo et al (Joo,
Choi, and Lee
2015)

2 0.1 – 0.35 0.5 0.23

Hand and
Cashman (Hand
and Cashman
2017)

2 6.357 0.3 0.31

Gossellin et al
(Gosselin, Dumas,
and Boudreau
2013)

3 - 0.1372 0.50

Difuntorum and
Danao
(Difuntorum and
Danao 2019)

4 0.15 0.4 0.3158

Subramanian et
al (Subramanian
et al. 2017)

2 0.420 0.33 0.34
(NACA0012)

0.35
(NACA0030)

Belabes and
Paraschivoiu
(Belabes and
Paraschivoiu
2021)

2 1.75 0.1 0.34

Naseem et al
(Naseem et al.
2020)

3 0.4 0.6 0.475

Yan et al (Yan et
al. 2021)

3 0.246 0.138 0.24 (unmodified
blade)

0.26 (best case
serrated blade)

Tahani et al
(Tahani et al.
2016)

3 0.1 0.254 0.44

Singh et al (Singh
et al. 2022)

3 0.057
0.045

0.37
0.45

0.233
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Table 2.3 sums up reported optimal aspect ratio from literature. For turbine

aspect ratio, generally, lower aspect ratio or higher turbine radius tends to yield better

efficiency. Sengupta et al (Sengupta, Biswas, and Gupta 2016) and Singh et al (Singh,

Biswas, and Misra 2015) found maximum performance coefficients were obtained at

an aspect ratio of 1 as well as having a much wider operational range of TSR

compared to other tested ratios. Lee and Lim (Lee and Lim 2015) studied the effects

of turbine solidity by varying the chord length and found by varying the chord length

at a constant turbine radius, longer chord length extracted maximum power

coefficient as well as being more efficient at TSR lower than 2. However, shorter

chord length was found to produce higher torque and power coefficient at TSR

values higher at or higher than 2.4. When increasing the rotor aspect ratio by

increasing the diameter to blade span length ratio H/D, they found the effects of

induced drag to be minimized, hence having a positive effect on the turbine power

efficiency. A study by Tong et al (Tong et al. 2023) proposed a dimensionless ratio

of airfoil chord length to rotor circumference (RCC) with the blade chord length and

turbine diameter the varying parameter. They recommended an RCC value of 8%

when chord length was kept constant and an RCC range of value between 9.5 to

13,4% when the rotor diameter was kept constant. Another study on the effects of

aspect ratio by means of varying turbine height to diameter ratios was shown by

Gupta et al (Gupta, Roy, and Biswas 2010) with a twisted blade design. The largest

power coefficient was obtained at H/D ratios of 1.0 and 1.54 respectively. The results

were corroborated by another study (Ahmadi-Baloutaki, Carriveau, and Ting 2014)

which suggested optimal aspect ratio to be between 0.5 to 2 with maximum power

coefficient obtained at AR = 1. When investigating the effects of aspect ratio, Brusca

et al (Brusca, Lanzafame, and Messina 2014) found a low aspect ratio turbine h/R =

0.4 extracted a power efficiency of 0.475 whereas the higher h/R value of 2 extracted

power coefficient of 0.464. The authors suggested lower aspect ratio turbines tends

to be more efficient than higher aspect ratio turbines. With respect to turbine aspect

ratio, a study on the effect of a VAWT aspect ratio in exhaust energy extraction,

Singh et al (Singh et al. 2023) also found a lower aspect ratio of 0.44 to be the most

optimal when comparing between a range of 0.3 to 0.7. This was attributed to the

positive guided flow effect on the VAWT.
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Table 2.3. Reported optimal aspect ratios from literature.

Author Turbine height,

H (m)

Turbine

diameter, D (m)

Aspect ratio Reported

maximum CP

Li et al [21] 1.2 3 0.4 0.25
Lee et al (Lee
and Lim 2015)

0.6 1 0.6 0.46

Gupta et al
(Gupta, Roy,
and Biswas
2010)

- - 1.5 and 1.54 0.51

Singh et al
(Singh, Biswas,
and Misra 2015)

0.3 1.2 1 0.32

Yan et al (Yan et
al. 2021)

0.78 1.7 0.46 0.24 (unmodified
blade)
0.26 (best case
serrated blade)

2.4.3 Vertical axis wind turbine support-arm

2.4.3.1 Reported turbine support-arm geometry

In this section, the turbine support-arm geometry was discussed. Unlike the HAWT,

the VAWT, particularly the H-type VAWT, requires support structures to hold and

connect the turbine blades in place for torque transfer to the main shaft. The turbine

support-arm is an essential part of a VAWT and can play an aerodynamic role during

turbine operation. support-arm geometry generally reported tends to be either circular,

rectangular or NACA blades. Circular geometry were reported by Nini et al (Nini et

al. 2014) and Lei et al (Lei et al. 2017). A rectangular support-arm has also been

reported by Siddiqui et al (Siddiqui, Durrani, and Akhtar 2015, Siddiqui, Durrani,

and Imran 2013) as well as its significant effects as support-arm structure on the

VAWT performance. Studies by Howell et al (Howell et al. 2010) and Qin et al (Qin

et al. 2011) also reported using rectangular support-arms but its aerodynamics effects

were not studied. A variation of the rectangular arm reported by Chen et al (Chen et

al. 2015) saw a three bladed VAWT with a rectangular cross sectioned monolithic

support-arms connected at two different points along the wingspan of the blade

which were deemed the aerodynamic centre of the airfoil.
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Some studies have also explored the viability of blade type support-arms

using the NACA family airfoil of varying thickness. A study by Bianchini et al

(Bianchini et al. 2017) used thicker airfoil of NACA0020, shown in Fig 2.20 in their

turbine design which they suggest would reduce parasitic torque acting on the

support-arms. De Marco et al (De Marco et al. 2014) used NACA0018 airfoil in an

inclined arm configuration to reduce drag acting on the support-arm shown in Fig

2.21. The simulation results showed promise with respect to air flow and

performance coefficients. Bachant et al (Bachant and Wosnik 2015, Bachant and

Wosnik 2016a, Bachant and Wosnik 2016b) also used a single arm configuration

with NACA0020 profiled support-arms. The designed 3 bladed turbine had a

performance peak at TSR value approximately 1.8 with power efficiency value of

0.26 and drag coefficient of 0.96. Drag coefficient was found to increase almost

linearly as the tip speed ratio increases although the support-arm effects on the drag

was not mentioned (Bachant and Wosnik 2015). Vergaerde et al (Vergaerde et al.

2020) used thicker NACA0024 airfoils to support the turbine blades with

NACA0018 profile. Kjellin et al (Kjellin et al. 2011) also used modified thicker

blades similar to NACA0025 with a shorted trailing edge to support turbine blade

arms of NACA0021.

Fig 2.20. Single support-arm design utilizing

airfoil blade NACA0020 by Bianchini et al

(Bianchini et al. 2017).

Fig 2.21. Inclined support-arm

arrangement by De Marco et al. (De

Marco et al. 2014).
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With respect to effects of turbine support-arm geometry on turbine

performance, in a short analysis, Ahmadi-Baloutaki et al (Ahmadi-Baloutaki,

Carriveau, and Ting 2014) compared different support-arm geometry from literature

against the authors suggested aerodynamically profiled NACA0015 blade. They

found the NACA0015 arms showed the least turbine power coefficient loss with the

rectangular and diamond shape geometry showing significantly larger losses

especially pronounced at TSR > 3. The results are shown in Fig 2.22. However, the

NACA0015 also experienced larger maximum stress with the hollow cylinder

experiencing the least. A study by Li et al (Li and Calisal 2010) compared two arm

profiles of different cross sections; a thick bullet-like profile with thickness 0.38in

and length of 1.84in against the NACA0012 airfoil profile. The study showed that

the former was significantly inferior with respect to power coefficient at TSR ranged

between 1 and 4. The NACA0012 support-arm was found to have maximized power

coefficient at TSR value between 2.6 and 2.8. Hara et al (Hara et al. 2019)

compared the three different support-arm geometries namely the NACA0018 blade

profile, a rectangular cross section, and a circular rod. Fig 2.23 shows the airfoil

NACA0018 arm reported the best result in terms of power coefficient. The airfoil

arm also yielded the least in terms of averaged pressure-based tangential force

coefficients along the turbine arm with a value of 0.05 while the highest was

recorded by the rectangular arms 0.415 and circular 0.376. The opposite, however,

was true whereby the airfoil arms recorded the largest averaged friction-based

tangential force coefficient along the arm with a value of 0.024 while the rectangular

arm recorded a negative coefficient of -0.004. They found resistance caused by

pressure to have more significant than resistance due to friction. The largest total

resistance torque was obtained by the rectangular arm while the NACA0018 arm

recorded the lowest. It was noted that the resistance torque coefficient due to friction

was found the highest in the airfoil arm. Lastly, comparing the blade and arm

structure together, it was found that the circular arm contributed the most to the total

resistance torque coefficient at 82.1% with the turbine blade only accounting for the

remaining 17.9%. The NACA0018 arm however was found to have much lower

contribution at 38.7%. With respect to turbine arm optimal geometry, Miao et al

(Miao et al. 2023) attempted a parametric optimization by varying the support-arm

chord length, thickness, and streamline shape. The authors suggested an olivary
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shape - a dual front and back sharp tip similar to the trailing edge of an airfoil, as the

most optimal. However, a spanwise analysis was not presented and, hence, the

olivary shape was applied across the span length of the support-arm.

Fig 2.22. Effects of arm geometry on power

coefficient losses by Ahmadi-Baloutaki et al.

(Ahmadi-Baloutaki, Carriveau, and Ting 2014)

Fig 2.23. Comparisons of power

coefficient of different geometry by Hara

et al. (Hara et al. 2019). Experimental

results were referred from another study.

In a study by Hand and Cashman (Hand and Cashman 2017, Hand, Cashman,

and Kelly 2019), found lower thickness support-arms tend to produce higher

maximum power coefficient as well as extract power at a longer range of TSR.

Thicker support-arms however were found to suffer severely at higher TSR while

producing lower maximum efficiency. This was due to thicker support-arms

experiencing higher drag which leads to power loses especially at higher TSR.

Considering this, they proposed a variable cross section support-arm similar to how

HAWT turbine blades shown in Fig 2.24 and Fig 2.25. The support-arms were

designed with a circular cross section at the root connected to the main shaft that then

shapes into a thick airfoil profile and tapers down as it connects to the turbine blades.

The thickest blade chord was located at r/R of just under 0.3 with minimum thickness

at the support-arm tip connected to the turbine blade. However, justification for these

design choices were not given.
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Fig 2.24. Cross section of the support-arms along its span length (Hand and Cashman 2017).

Fig 2.25. support-arm cross section showing different blade profile along its span length (Hand and

Cashman 2017).

2.4.3.2 Turbine support-arm configurations

In this section, the turbine support-arm configuration or arrangement will be

reviewed. Different support-arms configuration has been reported in literature. The

design of a straight bladed VAWT utilizes either a one or two support-arm connected

to the turbine blades. A dual support-arm arrangement is when the turbine arms are

connected at two locations along the span length or at the tip of the blade. A typical

dual support-arm configuration can be seen in Hashem et al. (Hashem and Mohamed

2018) study shown in Fig 2.26. When support-arms are connected at the ends of the

turbine blades, this is referred to as a frame type configuration. Lee and Lim (Lee

and Lim 2015) used this configuration in their design of a three bladed 500W
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(VAWT) shown in Fig 2.27. Other examples were also provided Xu et al (Xu, Peng,

and Zhan 2019) and Singh et al (Singh, Biswas, and Misra 2015). A single support-

arm design is typically known as a H-type configuration. Bianchini et al (Bianchini

et al. 2017) suggested single support-arm with an airfoil NACA0020 cross section

previously shown in Fig 2.20. Siddiqui et al (Siddiqui, Durrani, and Akhtar 2015,

Siddiqui, Durrani, and Imran 2013) used similar arrangement as well as other authors

throughout literature (Bachant and Wosnik 2015, Bachant and Wosnik 2016a,

Bachant and Wosnik 2016b). For both single and dual support-arm configuration, the

locations of the support-arm relative to the span length and chord length have also

been established. The mounting position of a single support-arm VAWT is usually at

the midpoint of the blade span length. Chen et al (Chen et al. 2015) found the

mounting ratios or mounting positions of the support-arms relative to the airfoils

chord length were determined to be best at 0.25 of the turbine blade which is the

aerodynamic centre of the NACA0015 airfoil used. Another study (Difuntorum and

Danao 2019) observed similar findings with the ideal mounting position with respect

to the leading edge of the blade is at 0.7c. Maximum power coefficient was located at

this position which was higher than the baseline 0.5c. The least ideal mounting

position was 0.15c. With respect to the spanwise location of the support-arms, a

simple stress analysis by Ahmadi-Baloutaki et al (Ahmadi-Baloutaki, Carriveau, and

Ting 2014) determined that the optimal dual support-arms location to be at 0.21 from

the end of the blade at each end.

A helical design is defined by the helix-like angle of the turbine blades. Some

studies have discussed its benefits even though maximum power coefficient tends to

be achieved with no helical angle applied with all else being equal (Lee and Lim

2015, Marsh et al. 2015). One of the helical designs main benefits is the aerodynamic

forces acting on the turbine blades. Wang et al (Wang, Wang, and Zhuang 2018)

showed a high twist angle of 120° was found to reduce low torque fluctuations but a

more modest angle of 60º was found to produce highest power coefficient. The

helical design was found to significantly reduce the force fluctuations experienced by

the blades due to more even force generation per blade. This means the longevity of

the turbine blades can be enhanced. Albeit a different medium and application,

similar results were observed by Marsh et al (Marsh et al. 2015) a saw helical angle
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blade design reduces torque oscillations and mounting force but at the cost of power

coefficient. This was attributed to the reduced moment coefficient due to the shape of

the curvature of the blades.

Fig 2.26. Dual support-arm configuration by

Hashem and Mohamed (Hashem and Mohamed

2018).

Fig 2.27. Frame type configuration

with support-arms at each turbine

blade ends by Lee and Lim (Lee and

Lim 2015).

De Marco et al (De Marco et al. 2014) suggested a three-part inclined

support-arm arrangement in their turbine design. By comparing the instantaneous

total torque, they found a two bladed arrangement yielded larger torque, but a three

bladed arrangement showed more frequent peaks due to the added blade. However,

performance coefficient favoured the two bladed arrangements instead with higher

efficiency. When taking only the three-arm arrangement into account, the multipart

configuration was able to generate more wakes which enhanced turbine performance

in the downwind zone. Using this three-arm configuration, they observed a turbine

radius of 1.3 m was able to extract wind power at a larger TSR range but a turbine

radius of 1.6 m maximized performance efficiency. Also, at a TSR range between 2

to 3, lower turbine arm chord length of 0.12 m yielded maximum power coefficient

value of about 0.29 but a longer chord length of 0.20 m extracted higher power

efficiency at TSR value of 2 or lower. The observations are shown in Fig 2.28.

Another field study also reported similar support-arm configuration (Lin et al. 2018).

Other arrangements such as the V design was also reported by He et al (He et al.
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2020) connected at ¼ of the chord length to three turbine blades shown in Fig 2.29.

A variation of the V arrangement with a large gap between the two support-arms was

also described by Vergaerde et al (Vergaerde et al. 2020) as shown in Fig 2.30.

Fig 2.28. Effect of turbine arm chord length on power coefficient by De Marco et al. (De Marco et al.

2014).

Fig 2.29. Two support-arm arrangement

from He et al. (Hashem and Mohamed

2018).

Fig 2.30 V shape support-arm

configuration by Vergaerde et al.

(Vergaerde et al. 2020).

2.4.3.3 Support-arm Effects in Numerical Studies

From literature, it was shown that the upstream region just after the first blade

usually induces turbulent flow that induces vortex into and around the support-arm
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region. This would therefore have some aerodynamic effects on the support-arms

itself. Also, the rotating motion of the turbine about the main shaft means that the

support-arms itself would induce wake vortices. This was observed by Li et al (Li et

al. 2019) who found turbulent flow of the blade wake and vortices were most

pronounced at the centre of the blade within the rotor shaft and support-arm region.

Lei et al (Lei et al. 2017) showed in the instantaneous vorticity magnitude Figs the

negligible effects of supporting arm design where only the turbine blade effects were

pronounced during surge and non-surge motion. This minimal effect was significant

as the iso-surface contours showing normalized velocity illustrates that large vortex

structure can be seen around the shaft area of the VAWT especially in the downwind

instance where the supporting arms are located. Bachant et al (Bachant and Wosnik

2016b) demonstrated the formation of blade tip vortices in their 3D study but also

significant vortex shedding from. This led to vortex shedding from the centre of the

turbine blade as shown in Fig 2.32. This observation showed a physical effect the

support-arm has on the flow physics of the support-arm. Therefore, it is expected that

turbine performance would be linked to the support-arms structural arrangement and

geometry. Although some studies showed this effect in 2D and 3D simulations, many

of them do not take the support-arm design, arrangement or geometry into

consideration (Lee and Lim 2015, Mohamed 2012). Studies have shown 3D

simulation with arm effects to have a significant effect with over prediction of the

performance coefficient being the main one (Hara et al. 2019, Daróczy et al. 2015).

Some have also reported that support-arms have been known to cause significant

drag (Hand and Cashman 2017, Paraschivoiu 2002) which can be highly dependent

on the operating TSR of the turbine (Howell et al. 2010).
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Fig 2.31. Iso vorticity contour showing vortex shedding around the turbine blades and support-arm by

Bachant et al (Bachant and Wosnik 2016b).

The 3D effects of support-arms have been reported in numerous studies.

When comparing the simulation data, Castelli et al. (Castelli et al. 2010) found for

small aspect ratio turbines, the effects of arm losses due to drag further reduce the

performance measured by 40% against the baseline 2D simulation. They concluded

that for micro VAWT arm drag effects can play a significant role in the performance

of the turbine. This observation was also reported by another study. Arm drag on the

support-arms were also noted to directly act against torque generation. Siddiqui et al.

(Siddiqui, Durrani, and Imran 2013) studied the effects of 3D support-arms with a

simple 3D simulation without the added structures. In the power coefficient

comparison, illustrated in Fig 2.32, it was shown that, as the TSR value increases, so

does the difference between the two types of simulation with 3D results without the

support-arms over predicting by over 35% at TSR value of 4 and above. A second

study found, due to the presence of the support-arms and rotor shaft geometries, there

was a noticeable drop in performance during the downwind portion of the flow

between 220º to 360º (Siddiqui, Durrani, and Akhtar 2015).
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Fig 2.32. Comparison by Siddiqui et al. (Siddiqui, Durrani, and Imran 2013) showing the effects of

support-arm and turbine hub on the power coefficient against the baseline turbine with no support

structure.

This was attributed to the significant induced vortices from said assemblies as

well as drag due to the support-arms. Comparing the full structure with support-arms

and rotor shaft against 2D simulation results only considering the turbine blades, they

found ignoring the support assemblies altogether results in an over 25%

overestimation in turbine power. Nini et al. (Nini et al. 2014) designed a VAWT with

two flat radial type turbine arms each connected to all three turbine blades. In the

normal plane study, vertical structures generated by the support-arms can be

observed with higher concentration on the upper arm surface compared to the lower

arm surface. Also, computational studies in the symmetry plane where X velocity

and Z vorticity shows that at higher tip speed ratio wake is irregular and shows

significant interference between the blades and shaft region. For a small rooftop

VAWT, Qin et al. (Qin et al. 2011) conducted a comparative study between a 2D

simulation on just the turbine blade arms against a 3D simulation taking the whole

VAWT structure including the support-arms showed significant discrepancies. A

drop of almost 40% was observed which the authors attributed as blade tip and

supporting arm losses. They found significant vorticity effects around the supporting

arms which contribute to losses due to viscous effects shown in Fig 2.33.
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Fig 2.33. Vortex structures shown around the support-arm area by Qin et al. (Qin et al. 2011).

Studies have shown that the support-arm arrangement not only affects the

turbine measurable performance but also significantly affect the flow field around the

turbine. In a single support-arm arrangement, Bianchini et al (Bianchini et al. 2017)

used NACA0020 airfoil as the support-arm structure. In their velocity field diagram,

it was shown that generally low wind speed was observed in the rotor shaft area

towards the downwind with ripples were observed at two separate locations when

TSR = 1.4. The first high wind speed ripple was caused by the separation of strong

vortices from the upwind portion. The second low wind ripple was attributed to a

velocity deficit in the wake of the rotor shaft. At TSR = 1.9, low wind speed ripple

was also observed at the downwind portion of the flow. A separate study (Bachant

and Wosnik 2016b) using the same configuration found in the iso-vorticity contour

significant vortex shedding on the upper side of the blades and the blade support-

arms. Comparisons between different support-arm geometry by Hara et al (Hara et al.

2019) observed from the Q- criterion and vorticity diagram significant vortex

shedding consistent with the von Karman vortex street in the wake of the circular

arms. The vortex shedding for the airfoil arm NACA0018 was minimal and came

mainly from the trailing edge of the airfoil. Both airfoil and rectangular arms

displayed similar loop-like vortex generated by the support-arm geometries shown in

Fig 2.34. The arm-less turbine however only produced tip vortices induced by the

blades which are consistent with other reported findings. Another configuration with
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a multipart support-arm arrangement proposed by De Marco et al (De Marco et al.

2014) noted that the arrangement generated significant wake vortices which were

mainly generated at the 45° arm blades and the connection part between the straight

section and inclined section. These findings indicate that support-arm arrangement

and geometry do contribute to the development of vortex structures around the

turbine.

(a) (b)
Fig 2.34. Comparisons showing (a) tip vortex induced by armless blades and (b) loop-like vortex

generated by the rectangular arm. (Hara et al. 2019)

2.5 Discussion

Recent studies have covered various design aspects as well as reported many

improvements made to further enhance the performance of the VAWT. An important

aspect in most studies was developing a proper experimental set up in which the

wind tunnel played a significant role. Although other experimental set ups were

proposed, the wind tunnel set up has been very much favoured. Another important

analysis method was the CFD numerical method implemented in various ways by

different studies. Although many codes and models do exist and have their use cases,

literature tend to favour the URANS code in CFD simulation with k-ω, k-ε and their

variants being the most popular. In these simulations, it was summarized that 2D

simulation results tend to over predict the performance coefficients significantly

when compared to 3D and experimental results. Studies have attributed this mainly

due the absence of 3D effects such as arm drag and tip vortices in 2D simulations

that are otherwise present in 3D simulation and experiments. Attempts to improve

2D results, such as applying velocity correction factor (Li et al. 2015), to bridge this
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discrepancy were reported. However, the differences compared to 3D simulation and

experimental results were still significant.

Various blades have been studied and its effects compared and improved by

numerous authors. Symmetrical blades were especially popular with various blades

used such as the NACA0015, NACA0018 and NACA0021. However, the

NACA0015, with a thickness of 15%, was reported to be the most consistent in

achieving maximum power coefficient as well as operate at an acceptable TSR range.

This is an important factor as it is desirable for a VAWT to operate at least at 70% of

its maximum power coefficient over as large of a range of TSR as possible (Ahmadi-

Baloutaki, Carriveau, and Ting 2014). Other symmetrical blades, such as the

NACA0018 and NACA0021, were also found to perform admirably and were used

for various reasons and justifications. Non-symmetrical blades were also shown to be

better at extracting wind energy compared to symmetrical blades. Extracting wind

energy at lower TSR can be useful especially for urban use and densely populated

areas since lower TSRs tend to favour more tolerable noise emissions. Profile

modifications, the often-reported ones being the trailing edge flap design and blade-

edge serrations, were also suggested which improved performance coefficients when

compared the non-modified baseline. Hence, multiple reports in literature has been

done either to identify and decide on optimal blade suggestion through comparisons

of different blade designs by numerical or experimental means, or present profile

modifications on pre-existing blade designs. Although such methods have shown

varying degrees of improvement to the turbine efficiency, the inconsistent, diverse,

and at times conflicting, opinions from different studies raises the question of could a

different or new turbine blade geometry instead be developed entirely? Therefore, to

answert this question, another method of VAWT improvement has seen a rise in

interest over recent years.

The use of optimization codes to identify combinations of parameters for

optimal or ideal turbine or an ideal turbine blade has been reported. Many reports

were made on the use of genetic algorithm combined with other methods to optimize

the VAWT. Some studies used the algorithms to generate a suitable combination of

parameters in a semi-parametric optimization study that yielded good results. Other

studies have shown using the optimization algorithms or codes to generate new blade
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profiles which illustrates the significant possibility of yielding a plethora of novel

optimized blade shapes which can be more suitable for more specific use cases based

on the design requirements compared to current established blade profiles. Although

these studies have shown that an optimization strategy can generate new blades, at

the moment, very limited studies have actually tried to go past a proof of concept

idea and into developing a proper optimization procedure showing not only the initial

steps, blade parameter considerations and improvements to the turbine performance,

but also other blade elements such as flow physics of the developed turbine blade,

aerodynamic characteristics, and real world application of the new turbine blade.

On the effects of turbine solidity and aspect ratio, literature tends to favour a

three bladed setup for optimal torque generation and power coefficient as well

solidity values of between 0.3 to 0.4. This was due to the turbine being able to extract

maximum power efficiency at a more modest TSR of between 2 to 4. Although lower

solidity turbines tend to increase operational TSR range (Joo, Choi, and Lee 2015), it

does promote other negative aspects such as increased noise levels at higher TSR

values as well as poorer torque efficiency. Hence, a solidity value of 0.3 is quite

optimal due to maximum power efficiency and TSR. In terms of number of blades, it

was generally understood that increasing the number of blades also means increasing

the number of support-arms which would contribute to increased drag (Gosselin,

Dumas, and Boudreau 2013). Although the two-blade setup was also popular due to

the maximum power coefficient achieved, a three-blade setup produces smoother

torque generation as well as comparable performance efficiency. The three-bladed

turbine also has the added advantage of having better self-starting capability

compared to the two bladed turbine which has been studied to be highly dependent

on its starting position (Dominy et al. 2007). However, varying the number of turbine

blades or solidity ratio would also vary the turbine support-arms structure and the

effect of this has not been fully understood.

In the next section, it was seen that a significant number of studies seems to

neglect the design and effects of turbine support-arms in their design and analysis.

However, of those that do consider support-arm design and effects in their simulation,

they concluded the support structure to be a significant factor in the performance of

the turbine (Hara et al. 2019). Neglecting support-arms in simulation was found to
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have a profound effect on turbine performance coefficients, which indicated accuracy

of simulation results could be affected (Daróczy et al. 2015). Hence, some studies

have presented different support-arm geometries and arrangements to improve the

turbine performance. The effects of arm drag can be significant depending on the

shape of the support-arms as well as arrangement (Li and Calisal 2010, De Marco et

al. 2014). Lastly, although there were some literatures showing the 3D effects of the

support-arm, such as vortices structures generated on its surface as well as being an

arbitrary source of parasitic drag, the lift and drag contribution as well as the

characteristics of each during turbine operation has not been fully addressed and

would deserve as more thorough investigation. Table 2.4 summarizes some of the

important points presented in this paper.

Table 2.4. Summary of the main findings and studies in this literature review.

Authors Studies Main Findings

Howell et al

(Howell et al.

2010)

Studies comparing 2D and 3D

predictions against

experimental results

2D predictions tend to over predict

performance coefficients significantly due

to the absences of 3D effects such as tip

vortex.

De Marco et al (De

Marco et al. 2014)

and Hara et al

(Hara et al. 2019)

Arm arrangement and its

performance effects on the

wind turbine

Different support-arm configuration or

arrangement results in wildly different flow

field around the wind turbine.

Hand and Cashman

(Hand and

Cashman 2017),

Hara et al (Hara et

al. 2019) and

Ahmadi-Boulataki

et al (Ahmadi-

Baloutaki,

Carriveau, and

Ting 2014)

The effects of arm geometry

on the aerodynamic

performance of the wind

turbine

Symmetrical NACA airfoils performed the

most optimal of all other support-arm

geometries. Unsymmetrical or cambered

blades, however, were not considered.

Li et al (Li,

Maeda, Kamada,

Murata, Shimizu,

et al. 2016) and

Effect of rotor aspect ratio or

solidity

Maximum performance coefficients tend to

favour a two bladed set up but, at a constant

solidity value, efficiency favours turbines

with more blades
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Joo et al (Joo,

Choi, and Lee

2015)

Mohamed

(Mohamed 2012)

and Durrani et al

(Durrani et al.

2011)

Comparisons of different

blades

Many different turbine blades can be usable

for optimal power extractions. Symmetrical

blades are popular choices for efficient

turbine performance, but some

unsymmetrical blades have been shown to

generate good performances with respect to

turbine efficiency.

Siddiqui et al

(Siddiqui,

Durrani, and

Imran 2013)

Effect of support-arms in 2D

and 3D

Describes the effect of neglecting support-

arms in simulation resulting in over

prediction of performance parameters

studied.

Marinic - Kragic et

al (Marinić-

Kragić, Vučina,

and Milas 2022,

Marinić-Kragić,

Vučina, and Milas

2018)

Shape optimization using

multi objective genetic

algorithm (MOGA)

Shape optimization using the genetic

algorithm MOGA yielded increased

performance in Savonnius turbines.

Wang et al (Wang

et al. 2022)

Blade shape optimization

using particle swarm

optimization algorithm and

RFOIL

Shape optimization code yielded an

improvement in NACA0015 performance.

Day et al (Day et

al. 2021)

Adjoint based optimization Shape optimization of a NACA0018 blade

showed improvements to the turbine blade

tangential force. However, this

improvement was not translated into a full

turbine analysis.

2.6 Research Gap

Literature has shown multiple reports on improving the VAWT with respect to its

main lift structure, the turbine blade, by performing and suggesting various methods

to this end. The theoretical aspects of various optimization methods were reported

but a more in-depth study on an optimization scheme with respect to performance
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coefficients, aerodynamic performance, flow physics analysis, and finally a real-

world application and test has not been thoroughly established. Therefore, this study

aimed to address this gap by applying the adjoint method paired with the gradient-

based optimizer to suggest a new and novel optimized blade. This was done through

numerical work and experimental investigations on the candidate VAWT turbine

with optimized turbine blade and support-arm geometry.

2.7 Summary

To summarize, many studies have been done on improving the VAWT.

Aspects of turbine design such as the turbine blade selection and its various

efficiency ranges and operating TSR has been presented by various authors. The

consensus was that the symmetrical blades were efficient but unsymmetrical and

cambered blades can be considered as well. The turbine solidity ratio and aspect ratio

also influenced turbine efficiency and operating TSR range but, to a certain extent,

the ideal ratios of both parameters have been consistently established and agreed

upon in literature. The turbine support-arm studies concerning geometrical shape,

effects in numerical simulation and real-world application have been reported.

Although a general understanding of its effects to turbine performance has been

established, limited research was conducted to further improve the support-arm

structure with regards to the turbine performance. And lastly, besides a parametric

approach to turbine improvements, numerous attempts have been made to improve

the turbine performance using various optimization codes. The results were positive

but also showed there is room for more research to this approach as well as

implementing the optimization results in real world test to validate the performance

improvements.
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Chapter 3

Research Methodology

3.1 Overview

To study the effects of turbine support-arms, as a basis for further design

optimization in later parts of this study, a clear understanding of current turbine

support-arm geometry and arrangement or configuration is necessary. The first

turbine is an ideal turbine for comparison. The ideal turbine, or baseline turbine, is a

turbine design with only blades and no support structures. The other two turbines are

turbines in full configuration with support structures to consider during numerical

calculations. The first is a two bladed NACA0018 turbine with dual circular support-

arms. Numerical analysis will be done to study the predicted torque and power

coefficient of the turbine as well as drag and lift coefficients of the turbine support-

arms. Then, the turbine flow physics of the turbine at different azimuthal angles will

be analyzed. All analysis will be compared against the baseline turbine.

The second comparative study is on a three bladed NACA0021 turbine with

dual circular shaped support-arms. The thicker blade, as well as increase in one extra

pair of blades – support-arm combination, was expected to generate a more

pronounced wake and turbulence within the inner turbine region and this effect was

be studied. Similar analysis and comparison to a baseline turbine was also conducted

on this turbine.

After the baseline performance of a current VAWT understood, an

optimization scheme applied on the turbine blade was then explored and established.

A 2D optimization scheme was developed using the adjoint method together with the

gradient-based optimizer. Several turbine parameters were objectively analyzed and

their effects on the result of the adjoint optimization were presented. Then, two 3D

numerical studies were conducted to further analyze the candidate blades with 3D
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effects such as blade tip losses. The first study focused on the 3D performance of the

candidate blade compared to the baseline blades. The second 3D study explored a

full turbine configuration with the candidate blade geometry applied to both the

turbine blade and the support-arm geometry.

Lastly, a wind tunnel experiment was conducted. The candidate blade was

compared to the baseline NACA0018 blade performance comparisons were made

between the two turbines. Then, a parametric analysis of the candidate blade,

comparing turbine solidy, number of blades, and aspect ratio was conducted. At the

end, a suggestion was made on the ideal turbine parameters for optimal turbine

performance based on the turbine blade’s optimized shape.

3.2 Methodology Breakdown

This research was divided into three different stages. The first stage involved

comparisons of current turbine support-arm geometries and configuration against a

baseline turbine for the numerical section. Once an understanding of current turbine

support-arm geometry and configuration has been established, for the second stage,

the adjoint shape optimization strategy was developed and implemented on two

different types of turbine blades: the symmetrical NACA0018 and the cambered

S1046. The optimization scheme involving various parameters deemed crucial to the

development of the candidate blades discussed. Multiple candidate blades were

presented and compared against one another and the baseline blades with the goal of

determining the best candidate blade with respect to turbine power performance and

efficiency. The results of the optimization, the best case from the optimization

scheme yielding the most optimal candidate blades, were then extracted for stage 3.

In stage 3, further 3D numerical analysis and experimental tests were

conducted to further verify the results of the 2D optimization. The candidate blade

were extracted and redrawn into 3D blades. 3D numerical analysis was conducted in

two configurations: blade only and full configuration with turbine support-arms. The

performance coefficients were evaluated considering 3D effects such as tip losses

and support-arm losses. The flow field contour, with respect to velocity contour,

pressure contour, and streamline were analyzed. Lastly, an experiment was also
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conducted to support and confirm the results of the optimization showing the

improved turbine performance with respect to power production. A map of the stages

in this study was shown in Fig 3.1.
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Fig 3.1. Structure of the proposed research methodology of this study.
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3.3 General numerical presentation of studies

This section describes an overall glance at the numerical methodology of the various

studies in this thesis. Although some numerical parameters were presented, a more

thorough discussion was included in a later chapter. Five different studies were done

in this thesis and therefore five subsections were presented. The first is the numerical

setup of a dual blade NACA0018 turbine with single arms. The second is a numerical

setup of a three bladed dual support-arms NACA0021. These two studies were

conducted to establish a baseline of understanding current VAWT configuration in

numerical simulation setting.

Then, the third subsection described the 2D numerical optimization of the

NACA0018 and S1046 blade. The parameters for optimization were presented,

justified, and discussed. The fourth subsection builds upon the results of the 2D

optimization by comparing and analyzing the candidate turbine performance but with

3D effects such as blade tip losses. The last section discussed and proposed the full

turbine configuration with support-arms in a 3D simulation. Finally, a novel and

original turbine blade geometry with the candidate optimized blades were presented.

3.3.1 Effect of turbine support-arms on a two-bladed NACA0018 turbine

In this unsteady CFD analysis, to compare the aerodynamic effects of turbine

support-arms on the performance and flow physics of the wind turbine, a two bladed

NACA0018 with dual cylindrical or circular shaped solid support-arms was

compared against a baseline turbine without arms. As past studies have suggested it

as an ideal choice for number of blades, in addition, a two bladed setup was selected

as it would simplify visualizing the flow field in the velocity and pressure contour

plots. Each turbine blade was connected to the central rotor shaft at 0.25 and 0.75 of

the blade span direction. The turbine parameters are described in Table 3.1. To

compare the aerodynamic effects of a circular shaped turbine support-arm on the

performance and flow physics of the wind turbine, two turbines were considered; the

first, considered the baseline for comparison, is a turbine with only NACA018 blades

to represent an ideal condition, the second is the full turbine configuration previously

described. Fig 3.2(a) shows the full turbine geometry and Fig 3.2(b) shows the mesh
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around the turbine in the rotating region. In the simulation analysis, it was

determined that 5 rotations were deemed sufficient for the turbine to reach a

quasistatic state and therefore, only the last rotation would be analyzed. Analysis on

the lift and drag effects will be conducted with respect to a single arm, dual arms,

and the sum of all arms. Fig 3.2 illustrates the conditions for each case.

(a) (b)
Fig 3.2. (a) NACA0018 dual arm turbine sketch and (b) mesh around the turbine inside the rotating

region.

Table 3.1. Turbine dimensions for NACA0018 turbine

Parameter Unit Value

Chord length. C m 0.08
Blade height, H m 0.5

Turbine diameter, D mm 0.75
Free stream velocity, �0 m/s 7

Blade selection - NACA0018
Solidity, σ - 0.148
Aspect Ratio - 0.5
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(a) (b)

(c)

Fig 3.3. Definitions for (a) single arm, (b) dual arm and (c) sum of arms in the two-blade NACA0018

dual arm analysis.

3.3.2 Effect of turbine support-arms on a three bladed NACA0021 turbine

The wind turbine described in this 3D study is a three-bladed NACA0021 turbine

with a double support-arm configuration connected to each blade at located at 0.25

and 0.75 in the spanwise direction. The dimensions of the turbine used in the

simulation is summarized in Table 3.2. The output parameters such as the average

power coefficient and velocity flow field were compared. Two turbines will be

studied; the first is the turbine with only NACA0021 blades with no support structure.

The second is a full turbine with support-arms connected to each turbine blade and a
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rotor shaft in the centre making a total of six support-arms. The turbine with no arms

will be deemed the baseline against which the full turbine configuration will be

compared to. Similar to the NACA0018 study, the analysis was conducted over 5

rotations and results of the last rotation was scrutinized. Analysis on the lift and drag

effects will be conducted with respect to a single arm, dual arms, and the sum of all

arms. Fig 3.3 defines these cases.

Table 3.2. Turbine dimensions for NACA0021 turbine

Parameter Unit Value

Chord length. C m 0.08
Blade height, H m 0.2575

Turbine diameter, D mm 0.515
Blade Selection NACA0021

Free stream velocity, �0 m/s 9
Solidity, σ - 0.148
Aspect Ratio - 0.5

(a) (b)
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(c)

Fig 3.4. Definitions for (a) single arm, (b) dual arm and (c) sum of arms in the analysis three-bladed

NACA0021 dual arm

3.3.3 2D aerodynamic shape optimization of the VAWT turbine blade

This section discussed the 2D aerodynamic adjoint based shape optimization.

Two blades were selected for optimization: the symmetrical NACA0018 blade and

the cambered S1046 blade. The optimization was carried out in 2D numerical

simulation. Since the Darrieus turbine is a straight-bladed VAWT which shape and

geometry does not vary along the blade span, simplifying the simulation to a 2D

problem helps reduce computational time and minimize flow complexity and

therefore improves the optimization process. The optimization was conducted on a

single blade. A significant factor and input in an adjoint optimization are the initial

flow field results to produce the sensitivity data and gradient to be fed into the

gradient-based optimizer.

To study the effects of the flow field on the output of the optimization

scheme, two parameters were varied. The first is varying the turbine blade azimuthal

angle. The maximum torque or moment extraction happens within the upwind phase

of the rotation and, therefore, would be an ideal region for optimization. The

azimuthal angle range selected was between 0° to 120°. The turbine blade was

rotated at an increment of 10° steps and the simulation ran at a steady state due to the

limitations of the adjoint solver. The second factor affecting the flow field is the TSR.

As was summarized in Table 2.1 from the previous chapter, a typical VAWT in an
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experimental setting operates with maximum efficiency between TSR 1 to TSR 2.

Hence, the optimization was run at TSR 1 and TSR 2 to generate two different flow

fields for low TSR and high TSR. Hence, 3 parameters affecting the result of the

adjoint solver were studied here: the effect of starting blade shape, the effect of

different flow field due to the changing azimuthal angle, and the effect of TSR. This

would theoretically yield different turbine blade geometries due to different flow

fields yielding different sensitivity data. A more detailed discussion on the

optimization scheme was presented in section 3.7.3. An increase of 5% was applied

as the goal of the optimization set on the defined turbine blade moment. The

resulting mesh of the candidate geometries were then extracted from the Fluent

solver and imported into ICEM and then exported as an STL file to be redrawn in the

3D CAD software Solidworks.

In this 2D study, the numerical simulation consists of two domains; a

rectangular, stationary domain designated as a fixed domain, and a circular domain

where the blades were located designated as the rotating domain shown in Fig 3.4(a).

The mesh resolution at the blade near wall was shown in Fig 3.4(b). Due to the mesh

morphing of the blade, the mesh density was developed consistent with reported

literature (Tzanakis 2014). The rotating domain mesh was formed using triangular

mesh. Mesh independence test was presented in Chapter 4 and sliding mesh

technique was used to simulate turbine rotation. Power and moment coefficients

curves were compared, and other aerodynamic outputs were analyzed. Table 3.3

below summarizes the parameters in this study.

Table 3.3. Turbine dimensions for 2D optimization

Parameter Unit Value

Chord length, c m 0.06
Turbine diameter, D mm 0.2

Free stream velocity, �0 m/s 7
Blade selection - NACA0018, S1046

Tip speed ratio, TSR - 1,2
Objective function - 5%
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Fig 3.5. Shown above is the (a) 2D simulation rotating domain of the NACA0018 blade and (b)
mesh resolution at blade near wall.

3.3.4 3D characterization and comparison of the optimized blades against

the baseline NACA0018

After the optimization was conducted, a 3D study was conducted to investigate

further on the candidate blades and its performance when 3D effects were applied.

For consistency, the parameters in this study were kept similar to the previous 2D

simulation. The turbine height was set to 0.2m making the aspect ratio 1 and the

turbine solidity 0.6. The turbine blades were simulated at ideal settings were other

turbine structures such as support-arms and central rotor were not considered. The

sliding mesh technique was again used here to simulate turbine rotation and other

turbine parameters kept constant. Second order discretization was selected for the

pressure and momentum formulations and the SIMPLE scheme was used for the

pressure-velocity coupling. Table 3.4 below summarizes the turbine parameters.

Table 3.4. Turbine dimensions for 3D characterization study.

Parameter Unit Value

Chord length, c m 0.06
Turbine diameter, D m 0.2
Blade height, H m 0.2

Free stream velocity, �0 m/s 7
Turbine solidity, σ - 0.2

Aspect ratio - 1
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Fig 3.6. Shown here is the NACA0018 simulation domain of the (a) mesh of rotating region and (b)
isometric view of the rotating domain.

3.3.5 3D study and characterization of the optimized blade in full turbine

configuration

This study was conducted together with the effects of support-arms. Unlike the

previous studies in section 3.2.1 and 3.2.2, however, the full turbine configuration

will not feature the main rotor at the centre. This allows a more focused analysis on

the differences of the developed flow field due to the difference in geometry of the

turbine blade and support-arm without the added consideration and interruption of

fluid flow due to the central column. The turbine dimensions were described in Table

3.5. The single support-arm blade was attached to the midpoint of the turbine blade.

The performance coefficients of the blade and support-arm structures were analyzed

together. A separate aerodynamic support-arm analysis was also conducted. The

study was conducted similarly to the previous section. The aerodynamic

characteristics such as lift and drag coefficients as well as performance efficiencies

were analyzed and discussed. Flow field visualization was also presented to show the

improvements made to the overall turbine by the adjoint optimization scheme. The

work done here was therefore a summary of the whole study on the development of

the optimization scheme, its application on the turbine blade and improvements made

over the baseline turbine with enhanced power production for optimal turbine

performance.
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Table 3.5. Turbine dimensions for optimization

Parameter Unit Value

Number of blades, N - 2
Chord length, c - 0.06
Turbine height, H - 0.20
Free stream velocity m/s 7

Fig 3.7. NACA0018 full turbine configuration showing the (a) mesh of rotating region and (b)
isometric view of the rotating region.

3.4 Computational Fluid Dynamics Approach

This section discusses the computational fluid dynamics of this study and the

methods used in the numerical simulation. The full domain with dimensions are

presented in Fig 3.8 based on the suggested domain dimensions by Vergaerde et al.

(Vergaerde et al. 2020). For the boundary conditions, the left side of the domain is

set to inlet with varying velocity values and the outlet set to the right side.

Turbulence intensity for both inlet and outlet were set to 1%. No slip conditions were

applied to the walls. To simulate the rotating of the turbine, sliding mesh technique

was used. The rotational angular velocity is based on the TSR and this value is

calculated using Equation (53). The number of rotations was set to 10 as was

recommended by previous authors (Howell et al. 2010, Rezaeiha, Kalkman, and

Blocken 2017a) with the final turbine rotation taken as the average for comparisons

and analysis. Studies (Rezaeiha, Kalkman, and Blocken 2017a, Elsakka et al. 2022)

have suggested various time step sizes in 2D and 3D simulations for accurate
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numerical predictions. This study will employ a time step size of 1° which is

consistent with reported literature.

For the meshing of the turbine and the whole simulation domain, tetrahedron

meshes were used. Various sizing parameters applied to the turbine blade faces and

edges as well as the sliding mesh interfaces. An inflation layer was applied to all

turbine blades and support-arms. The inflation layer option was set to first layer

thickness, and this was calculated based on the turbine chord length or support-arm

thickness, wind velocity, target y+ set to 1.0 and 12 inflation layers. Mesh skewness

was the metric used to ensure good mesh quality and skewness value ranging from

0.86 to 0.89 were obtained from this meshing technique. A mesh independency study

was conducted, and, for all cases involving 3D turbines, a mesh size of about 7 x 109

cells was implemented as it was found to be the most optimal. The result of this mesh

independency is discussed further in section 4.2. Fig 3.8 and Fig 3.9 illustrates the

full mesh domain and rotating domain respectively.

Fig 3.8. Visualization of the full 3D domain mesh resolution.
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Fig 3.9. Mesh resolution of the rotating domain.

3.5 Adjoint Solver

For the optimization section, the aerodynamic optimization of the turbine blade was

conducted using the adjoint solver. The adjoint solver is an included package within

the ANSYS Fluent CFD code which was also paired with the gradient-based

optimizer. The optimization process can be described in a multi-step process. The

optimization was first conducted by initializing a CFD calculation on the starting

geometry of the turbine blade. In this study, two symmetrical blades were chosen as

the starting initial blade. The first blade is the uncambered NACA0018 and the

second a cambered S1046 blade. The initial CFD simulation was conducted based on

the desired inputs and boundary conditions. The includes the operating TSR, blade

location or azimuthal angle, and the starting blade shape. The initial calculation

provides a baseline data and results such as the velocity and pressure flow contour,

XY plots such as the turbine performance coefficients as well as the aerodynamic

coefficients like lift and drag. These results were then considered the inputs for the

adjoint solver. The observables, which is the turbine moment force, were then

defined. The adjoint solver was initialized and run to obtain the adjoint information

such as mesh shape sensitivity data with respect to the defined observables based on

the initial conditions and the flow contour results. The shape sensitivity data is a

crucial step as it identifies regions or node locations near the turbine blade where

nodal displacements maximize the defined observables. The bounding region, where
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the control points were defined in a rectangular box, was then setup to enclose the

turbine blade. Finally, the gradient-based optimizer was initialized and with the goal

of increasing the defined observable based on the desired percentage increase. This is

an iterative process until a suitable number of iterations was reached. Fig 3.10 below

summarizes the whole optimization process.

Fig 3.10. Flow chart of the adjoint solver optimization.
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3.5.1 Discrete Adjoint Method

The adjoint method can be divided into two different approaches: the continuous

approach and the discrete approach. The main difference between the two approach

is the discretization of the adjoint equations. The continuous method derives the

adjoint equation directly from the CFD governing equations and is discretized

afterwards. The discrete method is the exact opposite in which the governing

equation is discretized first and the discrete adjoint equation then computed

afterwards. The adjoint method algorithm available in ANSYS Fluent package uses

the discrete adjoint approach and this will be discussed in the following section.

The adjoint objective function is defined in terms of flow field condition and the

control variables or engineering input. This can be expressed as

ℐ = ℐ(q(c), c) Equation (1)

And the adjoint residual defined as

R = ℐ(q(c), c) = 0 Equation (2)

The goal of this optimization is to maximize the objective function defined in

Equation (57) subject to the constraint of the adjoint residual, Equation (58), equals

to zero.

�������� ℐ(q(c), c)
������� �� � = ℐ q c , c ������ �� 0

δℐ = δq
∂ℐ
∂q

+ δc
∂R
∂c

Equation (3)

And the adjoint residual remains zero,

δR = δq
∂R
∂q

+ δc
∂R
∂c

= 0
Equation (4)

Introducing the Langragian multiplier ϕT is introduced. Hence, combining equation

and equation and rearranging yields equation,

δℐ = δq
∂ℐ
∂q

+ δc
∂R
∂c

− ϕT δq
∂R
∂q

+ δc
∂R
∂c
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δℐ = δq
∂ℐ
∂q

− ϕT ∂R
∂q

+ δc
∂ℐ
∂c

− ϕT ∂R
∂c

Equation (5)

The value chosen for Langragian multiplier ϕ� is such that it reduces the following

equation to

∂ℐ
∂q

= ϕT ∂R
∂q

Equation (6)

And finally, the adjoint sensitivity equation is defined as,

�ℐ = δc
∂ℐ
∂c

− δc ϕT ∂R
∂c

Equation (7)

The above equations were derived and obtained from the ANSYS Fluent Adjoint

Solver manual provided from the ANSYS website.

3.5.2 Fluent Adjoint Solver

This section described the optimization procedure with examples of screenshots

taken from the software after the initial CFD calculation was concluded and the

output results determined. The first step is to define the adjoint observable as the

blade moment force as shown in Fig 3.11(a). The adjoint simulation was then

initialized and calculated as shown in Fig 3.11(b). This then provides the adjoint

solution which provided the shape sensitivity data of the mesh around the turbine

blade. An example with shape sensitivity visualization was given in the following

chapter. With the adjoint sensitivities related to the initial flow field calculations now

established, the design tool tab, in Fig 3.12, was opened and the bounding region

around the airfoil geometry and control points in each X and Y direction were

defined. This is the mesh morphing were controlled by the number of points defined

around the airfoil geometry and this was set to 20 points each in the X and Y

directions illustrated in Fig 3.13. The mesh morpher tool here also has a function that

not only morphs the mesh but also applies a smoothing process to ensure good mesh

quality. Lastly, the gradient-based optimizer tab, shown in Fig 3.14, set to shape

optimization algorithm, was opened. The optimization settings were conFigd to 10

design iterations with the goal being a target increase of 5%. The adaptive value
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function was unchecked to force the solver to aggressively maintain the defined

target goal. To maintain a good quality mesh, the minimum orthogonal quality was

kept to the default settings of 0.01. The gradient-based solver was initialized and ran

until a convergence was reached and the airfoil shape satisfies the objective function

target of 5% increase.

(a) (b)
Fig 3.11. (a) Adjoint observables tab with the defined parameters and (b) adjoint calculation tab.

Fig 3.12. Design tool tab where objective function and bounding region were defined.
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Fig 3.13. Bounding region and control points around the S1046 airfoil geometry set to 20 points each

in the X and Y direction.

Fig 3.14. Gradient-based optimizer tab.

3.5.3 Adjoint Optimization Procedure

Fig 3.15 shows the single blade geometry with the single blade within the rectangular

bounding region. As was stated in the previous section on the adjoint method, the

main and unique feature of this optimization scheme is the output geometry’s
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dependence on the mesh sensitivity data from the initial flow field with respect to the

defined observables. The optimization procedure is therefore heavily reliant and

affected by the initial flow conditions from the starting CFD calculations. This means

changing the initial variables, in this case the blade angle of attack or turbine

azimuthal angles to simulate different flow conditions at various intervals of the

turbine cycle, would produce different flow fields and therefore a different optimized

candidate blade profile. This can be achieved due to different sensitivity data based

on different flow fields by changing the initial conditions. Hence, a wide variety of

blade profiles was expected to be produced at different angles.

Fig 3.15. Bounding region around the single blade geometry with 20 control points in both X and Y
direction.

The optimization scheme was conducted using a blend of the adjoint method

and the gradient based optimizer which were available within the ANSYS Fluent

CFD code. The optimization process involved a sensitivity analysis of the mesh

nodes which led to mesh deformation or mesh morphing and therefore a cambering

of the starting baseline geometry to yield an unsymmetrical blade geometry. The

effect of this mesh morphing was investigated on two turbine blades: the

symmetrical NACA0018 and the symmetrical but cambered S1046. The optimization

was conducted at 12 different azimuth snapshots within the upwind region of the

turbine rotation at 10° steps. The tested azimuth ranges were all within the windward

and upwind region, between 0° to 120°, which are regions where maximum torque

extraction occurs. This was illustrated in Fig. 3.16. The optimization was done in a
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semi-transient state in that the turbine is rotated to a desired azimuthal angle and is

then kept static in a steady state during optimization. This was done to simulate

varying conditions such as velocity flow field and forces acting on the turbine blade

at different instances of the turbine operation. As well as optimizing the turbine

blade at various azimuthal angles, the optimization was also conducted at two

different TSR values: TSR 1 and TSR 2 to investigate the effect of TSR on the

optimization result. Hence, the effect of starting blade shape, azimuth angle, and

operating TSR on the optimization scheme were investigated.

Fig 3.16. A representation of the single blade optimization with θ in the figure denotes the azimuthal
angle at which the optimization scheme was conducted.

As a result of the different azimuthal angles at different rotational speed, a

different initial flow condition can be developed at each test cases. This results in a

different adjoint flow field in each instance of azimuthal angle. To highlight this

hypothesis, Fig 3.17 shows the vector visualization at each azimuthal angle instance

showing different magnitude of shape sensitivity and direction. This condition allows

the turbine blade to experience the aerodynamic environment at that instance and

would theoretically yield increased torque. The resulting geometry was extracted

using ANSYS ICEM and redrawn in 2D and 3D using the CAD software Solidworks

in further turbine analysis.
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60° 30°

90° 120°
Fig 3.17. Vector visualization at the tested cases coloured by shape sensitivity magnitude.

3.6 Theory and Governing Equations

In this section, theoretical knowledge relating to CFD was presented. Various

equations used and calculated during numerical simulations were derived and

presented. A summary of the governing equations was presented later in the chapter.

3.6.1 Continuity Equation

The continuity equation, in relation to fluid dynamics, is one of the most important

essential theories to understand in CFD. To start, a rectangular control volume was

visualized in Fig 3.18. The most basic definition of continuity is as follows:
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���� = �� ��� Equation (8)

�1�1 = �2�2 Equation (9)

Fig 3.18. Visualization of a control volume of infinitesimal size.

As per the equations above, the continuity equation is just a statement of

conservation of mass. The equation above is also only relevant for a steady state flow

whereby pressure is constant and there is no change in mass flow with respect to time.

For an unsteady state however, the continuity equation can be defined as:

���� − ����� =
��
��

Equation

(10)

Note here that the mass and density can be related as,

� = �� Equation

(11)

From Fig 3.8, consider a mass flow from the left-hand side in the x- direction into the

cube. This mass flow can be described as the area of the left-hand side surface

multiplied by the fluid velocity. This can be defined as,

���� = ��. �����

The equation above describes the mass flow rate going into the control volume with

respect to the x-direction. Considering the other two cartesian directions in their

respective positive directions, the equation for total mass flow rate in becomes,
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���� = ��. ���� + ��. ���� + ��. ���� Equation

(12)

Again, consider mass flow rate out of the control volume in the positive x – direction.

As mass flows out of the right-hand side, the mass flow rate out can be expressed as,

����� = �� +
�(��)
��

�� ����

The total mass flow rate out in all three cartesian directions become,

����� = �� +
�(��)
��

�� ���� + �� +
�(��)
��

�� ����

+ �� +
�(��)
��

�� ����
Equation

(13)

The above equation is the mass flow rate out of the control volume with respect to

the positive x - direction. We now have the mass flow rate into the control volume

and the mass flow rate out. As mentioned before, for an unsteady state flow, the

difference between the mass flow rate in and the mass flow rate out of the control

volume equals to the change in mass with respect to time. In equation form, the rate

of change of m, from Equation (4), with respect to time, can be defined as,

��
��

=
��
��

������ Equation

(14)

Now, substituting equations (4), (5) and (6) into Equation (3), we get,

��. ���� + ��. ���� + ��. ���� − �� +
� ��
��

�� ����

+ �� +
� ��
��

�� ���� + �� +
� ��
��

�� ����

=
��
��

������
Equation

(15)

Multiplying both sides by ������ and rearranging, we get the generalized equation

of the continuity equation,

��
��

+
�(��)
��

+
�(��)
��

+
�(��)
��

= 0 Equation

(16)

Or simplified further,
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��
��

+ ∇(��) = 0 Equation (17)

Equations (9) and (10) can be described as the continuity equation in its differential

form. The continuity equation can also be stated in its integral form as,

��

��
��

��� +
�=1

���

������� −
�=1

��

������� = 0
Equation (18)

In fluid mechanics, the continuity equation can be modified based on special cases.

For example, in a case of steady state flow, the fluid density does not change with

respect to time. This means the first pressure term becomes zero. Therefore, Equation

(9) becomes,

�(��)
��

+
�(��)
��

+
�(��)
��

= 0 Equation (19)

For incompressible flow, which, for a standard air medium has been experimentally

proven to have a mach number of M < 0.3, the fluid density is considered constant

with respect to space and time. Therefore, Equation (9) now becomes,

��
��

+
��
��

+
��
��

= 0 Equation (20)

3.6.2 Momentum equation

The linear momentum equation is derived in this section. The momentum equation is

an expression of Newton’s Second Law of motion for fluid flow. This means that the

equation is also a form of conservation of momentum. For this derivation, an

elemental volume approach similar to the derivation of the continuity equation will

be shown. Other derivation methods such as based on the divergence theorem can be

found in (Cimbala 2009). The linear momentum equation can be expressed as,

���� = ��� ����� + ��� ��������

=
��

�
��

�� �� +
���

��� �� −
��

��� ���
Equation (21)

First, we consider the left-hand side of the momentum fluxes in the x – component.

The momentum flux in the x direction occurs all on 6 faces of the infinitesimal cube.

This is shown in the Fig 3.19 below.
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Fig 3.19. Sketch of the control volume showing the inflow and outflow through each face in for the x

– component.

Hence, the equation for the rate of change of momentum in the x – component is,

���� =
�(��)
��

+
�(���)
��

+
�(���)
��

+
�(���)
��

������ Equation (22)

Next, we consider the body force. The body force can in this case is the gravitational

force of the fluid body. Hence, the gravitational force, in the x direction, can be

expressed as,

��, ���� = ���

��,����� = ��,�������� = ��������� Equation (23)

Lastly, we consider the force acting on the surfaces of the control volume. Fig 3.20

shows the forces acting on the surfaces of a control volume in the x – direction.

Fig 3.20. Sketch showing the surface forces acting in the x – direction.
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The sigma, or σ, above denotes the stress tensor of the fluid. Therefore, summing up

all the forces in the diagram and simplifying, momentum equation in the x –

direction becomes,

��,�������� = ��,��� −� ��,����

��,�������� =
����
��

+
����
��

+
����
��

������
Equation (24)

Finally, putting everything together, we get,

�(��)
��

+
�(���)
��

+
�(���)
��

+
�(���)
��

= ��� +
����
��

+
����
��

+
����
��

Equation (25)

Which is the full form of the linear momentum equation in the x – component.

Similarly, the momentum equations, in differential form, with respect to the y and z

directions are,

� − ���������:
�(��)
��

+
�(���)
��

+
�(���)
��

+
�(���)
��

= ��� +
����
��

+
����
��

+
����
��

Equation (26)

� − ���������:
�(��)
��

+
�(���)
��

+
�(���)
��

+
�(���)

��

= ��� +
����
��

+
����
��

+
����
��

Equation (27)

The momentum equations above can, summarily, be reduced in concise form as,

�(���� )
��

+ ∇�� . ���� ��� = ���� + ∇�� . ���
Equation (28)

Or,

�
����
��

= ���� + ∇�� . ���
Equation (29)

This is also known as Cauchy’s linear momentum equation. This is a precursor to the

important Navier-Stokes Equation in the next section.
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3.6.3 Navier-Stokes Equation

In this section, a derivation of the Navier-Stokes equation was made. The Navier-

Stokes equation is the most important equation in fluid mechanics and in the

application of Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD). It is considered a cornerstone

in the field of fluid mechanics (Cimbala 2009). It is an essential equation in the

application of 3D numerical simulation. As of this section, the continuity equation

and three linear momentum equations have been derived. The total unknowns sum up

to ten, which are the pressure term, the three velocity terms, and six stress tensor

terms. Therefore, a total of six more equations, called the constitutive equations, to

solve for the components of the stress tensor in terms of the velocity and pressure

fields (Cimbala 2009).

To derive the Navier-Stokes equation, we consider an incompressible Newtonian

fluid. In the previous section, the linear momentum equation was derived as,

�
����
�� = ���� + ∇�� . ���

Equation (22)

From Equation (22), we see that the furthest term in right-hand side of the equation

shows the stress tensor, σ, of the fluid with respect to its spatial location. For a fluid

at rest, only local hydrostatic pressure is present, which acts inward and normal to

the surface of the fluid. Therefore, the fluid tensor ��� can be defined as,

��� =
��� ��� ���
��� ��� ���
��� ��� ���

=
−� 0 0
0 −� 0
0 0 −�

Equation (30)

The negative sign indicates the direction of pressure acting on the fluid surface.

When a fluid is moving, the viscous stresses start to exist on top of the existing

hydrostatic pressure. The stress tensor in Equation (23) becomes,

��� =
��� ��� ���
��� ��� ���
��� ��� ���

=
−� 0 0
0 −� 0
0 0 −�

+
��� ��� ���
��� ��� ���
��� ��� ���

��� =
��� ��� ���
��� ��� ���
��� ��� ���

=
−� + ��� ��� ���

��� −� + ��� ���
��� ��� −� + ���

Equation (31)
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From Equation (24), the new term introduced is called the viscous stress tensor, ��� .

For a Newtonian fluid, it can be defined as a fluid in which its shear stress is linearly

proportional to the shear strain rate. This can be expressed as

��� = 2���� Equation (32)

Whereby the new term introduced here is defined as the strain rate tensor, ��� and

dynamic viscosity or viscosity coefficient � . Therefore, expanding this further, the

viscous tensor ��� now becomes,

��� =
��� ��� ���
��� ��� ���
��� ��� ���

=

2�
��
��

�
��
��

+
��
��

�
��
��

+
��
��

�
��
��

+
��
��

2�
��
��

�
��
��

+
��
��

�
��
��

+
��
��

�
��
��

+
��
��

2�
��
��

Equation (33)

Putting the above Equation (26) into the original stress tensor, ��� , in Equation (24)

yields,

��� =
��� ��� ���
��� ��� ���
��� ��� ���

=

−� + 2�
��
��

�
��
��

+
��
��

�
��
��

+
��
��

�
��
��

+
��
��

−� + 2�
��
��

��
��

+
��
��

�
��
��

+
��
��

�
��
��

+
��
��

−� + 2�
��
��

Equation (34)

The equation above now defines the stress tensor of a moving fluid in terms of the

hydrostatic pressure and the stresses due to viscosity in each Cartesian coordinate. If

we consider only the x -component and plugging Equation (27) into Equation (18),

we get,

�
��
��

= ��� +
�
��

−� + 2�
��
��

+
�
��

�
��
��

+
��
��

+
�
��

�
��
��

+
��
��

Equation (35)
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or,

�
��
��

= ��� −
��
��

+ 2�
�2�
��2

+ �
�2�
��2

+ �
�
��

��
��

+ �
�2�
��2

+ �
�
��

��
��

Equation (36)

At this point, four terms have been derived, which are the hydrostatic pressure term,

or normal stress acting inwards to the fluid surface and viscous stress tensor, which

consist of both normal and shear stress. As is, Equation (29) is technically fully

derived, which shows the body force or gravitational force, pressure force and stress

forces all defined in the equation. However, the equation in its current state can be

modified even further. Some simplifications and rearranging of the equation would

yield,

�
��
��

=−
��
��

+ ��� + �
�2�
��2

+
�2�
��2

+
�
��

��
��

+
�2�
��2

+
�
��

��
��

�
��
��

=−
��
��

+ ��� + �
�2�
��2

+
�2�
��2

+
�2�
��2

+
�
��

��
��

+
��
��

+
��
��

Equation (37)

Note that the right-hand side has a term in parenthesis that is familiar. Looking back

at Equation (13), for an incompressible flow, the term in the parenthesis reduces to

zero. Also, the second order partial differential of the � velocity in the x – direction

can be further simplified using a Laplacian operator. Therefore, taking these two

points into account and applying even further reduction, Equation (30), as a

statement of conservation of momentum for the x – component, can be expressed as,

�
��
��

=−
��
��

+ ��� + �∇2� Equation (38)

Similarly, the momentum equations for the y – component and z – component are

defined as,

�
��
��

=−
��
��

+ ��� + �∇2� Equation (39)

�
��
��

=−
��
��

+ ��� + �∇2� Equation (40)

Finally, in a more generalized form, the Navier – Stokes equation for an

incompressible flow is expressed as,
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�
��
��

=− ∇� + �∇2� + � Equation

(41)

Or,

�
��
��

+ (�. ∇)� =− ∇� + �∇2�+ � Equation (42)

Another form of this equation is,

�
��
��

=− ∇� + �∇2�+ � Equation

(43)

Whereby the left-hand side

�
��
��

Is the mass and acceleration component and the right-hand side,

−∇� + �∇2� + �

Is the internal forces due to the pressure gradient of the fluid, the forces due to the

effects of viscosity and gravitational force. To summarize even further, the Navier-

Stokes equation, in words, can be expressed as (White 2009),

������� �� � ����� × ���������� �� ���ℎ ������� ���������
= �������� ����� ��� ���� ������
+ ������� ������ ��� ���� ������
+ ����������� ����� ��� ���� ������

Equation (44)

3.6.4 Governing Equations for an Incompressible Flow - Summary

At this point, all governing equations for a 3D incompressible fluid flow has been

fully derived. The continuity equation, as a statement of mass conservation, and

linear momentum equation, as a statement of conservation of momentum, has been

fully defined. These equations are used to compute the fluid flow in all numerical

simulation software. To summarize, the four equations of motion, for a 3D

incompressible flow, are

 Continuity equation

∇�� . ��� = 0
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 Navier – Stokes momentum equation

�
��
��

=−
��
��

+ ��� + �∇2�

�
��
�� =−

��
��

+ ��� + �∇2�

�
��
��

=−
��
��

+ ��� + �∇2�

These equations are then used to calculate the pressure field from a known velocity

field. All derivations and further explanations can be found in textbooks (Cimbala

2009) and (White 2009).

3.6.5 K – omega SST Turbulence Model

The application of 3D numerical simulation and computational fluid dynamics (CFD)

relies heavily on many factors such as various governing equations to solve the fluid

flow problem and physical real-world resources to carry out the procedure such as

computational power and storage space. Hence, modern solution to numerical

simulation predictions requires a method, as accurate as possible, to help with

balancing computational resource with solution accuracy at an acceptable amount of

simulation time. The method that was developed is turbulence modelling; various

RANs turbulence model and the Large Eddy Simulation (LES). These are considered

the closure equations to the transport and momentum equations in numerical

simulation.

Many studies have utilized various turbulence models, and this has been

extensively discussed in Chapter 2. In this numerical study, the URANS turbulence

model K – ω SST model, or K – ω Shear Stress Transport, was used. The model has

been widely adopted in various CFD studies and has been known to produce

excellent results as well as having a good balance with simulation time. In the case of

simulating and visualizing the flow field in a location or region with an adverse

pressure gradient such as near airfoil wall, the K – ω SST model is suitable due to its

blending of the K – ω model in the near wall region while simultaneously solving for

far field using the K – ε model (Menter 1994).
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To better understand how this model is applied and its differences as

well as advantages over the standard model, a brief overview of the standard models

should be first established. For the K – ε model, the turbulence transport equation K

is defined as

�(��)
��

+ ∇. ��� = ∇. � +
��
��

∇� + �� − ��
Equation (45)

The transport dissipation rate, ε, is defined as,

�(��)
��

+ ∇. ��� = ∇. � +
��
��

∇� + �1��
�
�
− �2��

�2

�
Equation (46)

The relationship between ε and � is defined as,

� =
�
���

Equation (47)

Whereby the turbulence model constant, �� , is usually taken as 0.09. Substituting

Equation (47) into Equation (46),

� ��
��

+ ∇. ���

= ∇. � +
��
��

∇� +
Υ
��
�� − ���2

+ 2
���2

�
∇k: ∇�

(Additional term)

Equation (48)

Which is the ε equation but rewritten into as �. If we ignore the additional term on

the furthest right-hand side of the equation, Equation (48) is actually the transport

equation for the specific turbulence dissipation rate � . The left-hand side of the

equation is the temporal derivative and convection term. The right-hand side is the

diffusion, production, and dissipation or destruction term. The omega (ω) and epsilon

(ε) are considered sink terms in that these terms are used to solve the turbulent

kinetic energy and convert into thermal energy. To be more precise, the ω term is

called the specific turbulence dissipation rate whereas the ε term is called the

turbulence dissipation rate (m2/s3). The additional term at the end has role to play,

however. If we add an engineering function or blending function (1-F1), we get,
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2 1 − �1
���2
� ∇k: ∇�

Equation (49)

Here, for cells that are far from the wall, F1 = 0, the model selects the K – ε. When

the cells are close to the wall or near wall, F1 = 1, the K – ω model becomes

dominant. For regions in between 0 < F1 < 1, a hyperbolic tangent is used for

smoother blend of the two models (Menter 1994). Note that both turbulence models

have empirical constants β in them. The blending function also takes those into

account to blend between the empirical constants, which is defined as,

� = �1�� + 1 − �1 �� Equation (50)

Hence, Equation (48) now becomes,

� ��
�� + ∇. ���

= ∇. � +
��
��

∇� +
Υ
��
�� − ���2

+ 2 (1 − �1)
���2

�
∇k: ∇�

Equation (51)

Whereby gradient of ∇k: ∇� is defined as,

∇k: ∇� =
��
���

��
���

=
��
��

��
��

+
��
��

��
��

+
��
��

��
��

Equation (52)

Which is the tensor in a product of the two transport terms. Equation (48) is known

as the K – ω BST equation or Baseline Stress Transport model. The equation forms

the foundation for blending of the two standard models into one based on the applied

blending function. The K – ω BST equation, however, suffers from overprediction of

the wall shear stress. To rectify this, the viscosity, �� in Equations (47) and Equation

(48) were modified. The viscosity, in its original form, is defined as

�� =
��
�

Equation (53)

Hence, to overcome this weakness, a limiter is introduced. This is known as the

viscosity limiter and is defined as

�� =
�1��

max (�1�, ��2)
Equation (54)

Which gives a much better accuracy in measurements of flow separation. Here, the

second blending function, F2, is also a hyperbolic tangent which measures the
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distance to the nearest wall and would determine which of the two models are

selected (Menter et al. 2003). For all constants, the default values were used in the

Fluent which were suggested by Wilcox (Wilcox 2008b) and has been considered

optimal by Menter (Menter et al. 2003).

3.6.6 Other Numerical Simulation Parameters

The solver algorithm used is the SIMPLE scheme. The SIMPLE scheme is a

pressure-based segregated algorithm to solve the pressure-velocity coupling. Other

solver algorithms were tested and compared to the SIMPLE algorithm. The

SIMPLEC and PISO schemes were also available with mesh skewness correction

factor, but this was not required as the meshing of the model was done within

acceptable levels of skewness (< 0.90). The Coupled scheme was much more time

intensive than the SIMPLE scheme. However, it is also much more robust and was

considered for simulations where simulation stability was prioritized. Second order

discretization was employed for both pressure and momentum equations.

A study by McLaren (McLaren 2011) found that for a small enough time step

size of between 0.5,1 and 2.5, the power coefficient varied only by 1.5% which is

negligible. For this study, to capture differences in velocity and pressure flow fields

at 30° interval while maintaining a reasonable simulation time, a suitable time step

size or the amount of rotation the turbine takes in degree of 5° was selected. The

same author also found differences between the 5th, 6th and 7th rotation to differ

negligibly. Hence, this study will only analyse data from the 5th rotation.

3.6.7 Performance Coefficients

Power extraction and calculation for various parameters with respect to the VAWT is

slightly different to the HAWT. This is obviously due to the difference in geometry,

blade orientation and axis of rotation. In measuring and extracting data on the

various performance coefficients during turbine operations, both numerical and

experimental, the following equations were used for the VAWT:

Moment coefficient, CM
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Whereby the torque, τ, is defined as
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Whereby the wind power, Pwind is defined as,
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(58)

Both moment and power coefficient can easily be calculated by its relation to the tip

speed ratio. This is expressed as,

�� = �� � � Equation

(59)

Whereby the tip speed ratio (TSR), λ, is calculated by the following equation.
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The lift coefficient,
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The drag coefficient,
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(62)

Lastly, the lift to drag ratio is defined as,
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Equation

(63)
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3.7 Experimental Setup

After the numerical section was completed, experimental work to test and validate

the results of the simulation and optimization was conducted. The following

subsections described the workings and methodology of the wind tunnel experiment.

3.7.1 Experimental Methodology

A carbon fiber rod of 12mm diameter was used as the main rotating rotor shaft.

Turbine blades and support-arms are 3D printed using a 3D printer. The wind turbine

was placed in the wind tunnel within the test section area. The fabrication of the

wind turbine was such that the connecting parts, especially the shaft to support-arm

connection, were designed to be interchangeable with different support-arm numbers

and geometry. This allowed various settings and configurations to be studied without

the need to constantly print and design multiple new parts for each experiment. The

result was a significantly reduced printing and experiment time which allowed for

more studies to be conducted.

For the wind tunnel experiment, several steps were developed. The

experimental procedure was described below:

1. The turbine blades were 3D printed and the blade surface was sanded to reduce

surface roughness.

2. The turbine blades were connected to a 3D printed turbine connector and the

turbine parts were assembled. The assembled turbine was then connected and

secured to the carbon fibre - made shaft using grub screws. The top end of the carbon

fibre shaft was then connected to a torque sensor to measure the moment and

rotational speed (rpm) of the turbine.

3. The wind tunnel fan was turned on and the inverter was adjusted to a frequency

value of about 34.5Hz to obtain a 7m/s wind speed (Fig 3.27).

4. Using the rope brake dynamo meter, braking force was applied on the turbine shaft

to achieve different TSR values.

5. The values of torque or moment, in Nmm, were extracted using the torque sensor

that was connected to a computer.
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6. Steps 4 and 5 were repeated twice more and the value of torque and rotational

speed were averaged. The data was then extracted and analyzed.

Multiple turbines of each baseline and the candidate optimized blade, which

was discussed later in this thesis, were printed to ensure the results were consistent

and repeatable. This meant multiple experimental tests were conducted on multiple

days and, therefore, a large number of data was produced to ensure an accurate

representation of the experimental result. This ensured that the findings of the wind

tunnel experiment were conclusive and, therefore, validated the simulation results.

Fig 3.21 below shows the 3D printed turbine blade with skeletal design to improve

blade structure while reducing turbine blade.

(a) (b)

Fig 3.21. (a) cross section of the turbine blade and (b) span length of the blade.

3.7.2 Wind Tunnel

For the experimental portion of this study, a wind tunnel was designed and is

currently undergoing fabrication. A blow-down configuration was designed which

was deemed suitable given the restricted laboratory space as well as experimental

requirements and expectations. Fig 3.22 shows the 3D CAD drawing of the proposed

wind tunnel. The wind tunnel consists of the 3 main sections: the flow contractor,

straightener and the test section. A line diagram of these components is shown in Fig

3.23. The engineering drawing of the wind tunnel is attached in the Appendix section

showing all design specifications and dimensions. The full experimental setup was
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illustrated in Fig 3.24, Fig 3.25, and Fig 3.26. The inverter controlling the wind

tunnel wind speed is shown in Fig 3.26.

Fig 3.22 3D CAD design of the proposed wind tunnel.

Fig 3.23 Line diagram showing the components of the fabricated wind tunnel.
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Fig 3.24. Wind tunnel used for experiments.

Fig 3.25. Test section area of the wind tunnel. Shown at back are the honeycomb design to straighten

the flow.
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Fig 3.26. Inverter for wind speed control. Varies from 0 Hz to 50 Hz achieving wind speeds of up to
13 m/s at the outlet.

Engineering drawings with more technical details and dimensions used as

reference for the fabrication of the wind tunnel can be found in the Appendix section.

Preliminary wind tunnel testing was conducted to calibrate the wind speed and the

fan inverter. Wind speed measurements were done at two locations in the test section.

The first location is at 200mm in front of the turbine shaft and is treated as the inlet

region. The result of this measurement was summarized in Table 3.6 and Fig 3.27.

The second measurement is done at the end of the test section and is treated as the

wind tunnel outlet shown in Table 3.7 and Fig 3.28. The dimension of the tested

turbine was set as per Table 3.4. This yielded a blockage ratio of 16% which was

deemed suitable according to (Al-Obaidi and Madivaanan 2022). A graph of these

data was then plotted and used to obtain the desired speed by adjusting the inverter.

The experiment was conducted different wind speeds. The next chapter discussed

these wind speed settings and its effects on the experimental findings.
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Table 3.6. Velocity at the inlet relative to the frequency of the fan inverter

Frequency, Hz Mean Inlet Velocity (m/s) Standard Deviation

5 0.93 0.07
10 1.9 0.13
15 2.88 0.13
20 3.88 0.21
25 4.95 0.3
30 5.98 0.41
35 7.21 0.44
40 8.54 0.43
45 9.46 0.55

Fig 3.27. Graph showing the relationship between the velocity inlet and the inverter frequency.

Table 3.7. Outlet velocity relative to the inverter frequency.

Frequency, Hz Trial 1 Trial 2 Trial 3 Average

5 1.13 1.1 1.12 1.12
10 2.21 2.39 2.38 2.33
15 3.66 3.69 3.68 3.68
20 5.09 5.01 5.01 5.04
25 6.51 6.55 6.51 6.52
30 7.81 7.87 7.70 7.79
35 9.14 9.03 9.07 9.08
40 10.45 10.38 10.38 10.40
45 11.65 11.82 11.64 11.70
50 12.97 12.89 12.75 12.87
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Fig 3.28. Graph showing the relationship between the outlet velocity and the inverter frequency.

3.7.3 Sensors and Equipment

This section discusses the various equipment and sensors which will be used in the

planned experimental section of this study. Parameters such as power extracted from

the turbine, static and dynamic pressure measurements will be measured in this study.

Table 3.8 below highlights some of the sensors and equipment for the experimental

study. More information and technical data can be found in the Appendix.

Table 3.8. Summary of experimental equipment and its function.

Equipment Model Description

Torque sensor n.Gineric 2nm Connects to the turbine shaft to measure torque

generated by wind turbine which is used to

calculate power.

Velocity sensor Testo 420 Measures wind velocity in the wind tunnel

3D printer Creality Ender 3 Prints turbine components and other experimental

instruments, attachments, fixtures etc.

3.8 Summary

In this chapter, the outline of the methodology, experimental equipment, theoretical

background and governing equations, and simulation parameters were discussed. The

optimization scheme using the adjoint solver together with the gradient-based
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optimizer was also described. The results of all the planned and outlined

methodology here was presented in the following chapter.
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Chapter 4

Results and Discussion

4.1 Overview

In this chapter, the results of the numerical simulations that has been done so far

were presented. The grid independence test and mesh validation were conducted first

to verify the validity of the suggested mesh. Next, two turbine configurations were

proposed and studied in a comparative analysis against a baseline turbine of each

respective turbine. A 2D optimization study was then presented. The first study

focuses on the feasibility of the adjoint solver together with the gradient-based

optimizer on a NACA0018 airfoil. The second study will be on the various turbine

parameters and its effects on the outcome of the adjoint optimization when

conducted in a turbine setting. Then, the resulting candidate blade from the 2D

optimization was extracted and two 3D studies were conducted. These studies will

include varying turbine configuration and the result of the candidate blade measured

against the baseline blade with 3D effects. Discussion for each section were also

presented.

4.2 Grid Independence Test

The numerical section encompasses a 2D study in the optimization stage and 3D

studies in the initial baseline studies and the optimization comparisons stage. In both

2D and 3D studies, a similar approach was taken with respect to the mesh generation.
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(a) (b)
Fig 4.1. (a) Grid independency and (b) mesh validation against Castelli et al (Castelli et al. 2010).

An appropriate mesh resolution is essential to balance numerical accuracy and

computational time. Therefore, a mesh independence was conducted varying mesh

density from course to fine. Fig 4.1(a) above shows the domain size comparisons and

grid independence test. The Fig indicates an overall negligible difference between

the largest mesh (117,165 elements) and the medium mesh (54,430 elements) with

the differences only observed at critical locations in the upwind and downwind

phrase of the rotation. For the adjoint optimization, however, an exception was made.

The meshing was done separately and a suitable mesh resolution was selected based

on literature (Lång 2019, Tzanakis 2014) to enhance the optimization efficiency and

reduce mesh complexity around the turbine. Therefore, a mesh size of ~55,000 was

selected as the suitable mesh size to balance simulation time and computational

resource. This mesh size was applied to all turbine setup in this study.

Fig 4.1(b) shows the mesh validation compared against a numerical and

experimental study referenced from Castelli et al (Castelli et al. 2010). It was

observed that the mesh grid agreed well especially at lower TSR values. A difference

was observed at TSR 2.5, and above which can be attributed to the lack of 3D effects

in 2D numerical studies such as blade tip effects, drag and vibration losses as well as

the infinite depth. However, this study compared very well against the 2D numerical

study from the quoted study and therefore was deemed acceptable. The number of

rotations was set to 10 as was recommended by previous authors (Howell et al. 2010,

Rezaeiha, Kalkman, and Blocken 2017a) with the final turbine rotation taken as the
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average for comparisons and analysis. Structured 2D mesh were used in all

simulations. Second order discretization was selected for the pressure and

momentum formulations and SIMPLE scheme was used for the velocity-pressure

coupling. Studies (Rezaeiha, Kalkman, and Blocken 2017a, Elsakka et al. 2022) have

suggested various time step sizes in 2D and 3D simulations for accurate numerical

predictions. This study will employ a time step size of 1° which is consistent with

reported literature.

For the 3D study, the grid independence test was carried out by varying a grid

size between 3 x 106 cells coarse up to a very fine mesh of 1.2 x 107 number of cells

to determine a suitable grid size. From the Fig, a grid size of about 7 x106 was

chosen as a balance between result accuracy and total simulation time. The mesh

validation was then carried out by comparing the performance of the turbine against

known experimental study by Castelli et. al. (Castelli et al. 2010) [72]. The

comparison was done by plotting power coefficients, CP of the baseline turbine

against the experimental results shown in Fig 4.2(b). Similar to the 2D study above,

the mesh generated agreed well at lower TSR values of less than 2.5. The difference

observed at the higher TSR values can be attributed to the absence of vibration or

friction losses that usually occurs during experiments. Hence, the validation of both

2D and 3D studies can be said to agree well to the referenced experimental study at

lower TSR ranges of less than TSR 2.5. Therefore, the numerical study was

conducted at TSR 2.5 or lower.

(a) (b)
Fig 4.2. (a) Grid independence study and the (b) mesh validation of the current CFD against a

published experimental (Castelli et al. 2010).
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4.3 Performance analysis and characterization of the two bladed NACA0018

The following are results of the analysis on the NACA0018 turbine with single

circular shaped support-arms connected to each blade. This study was conducted to

investigate the performance effects of turbine support-arms in a 3D study.

4.3.1 Effect Of support-arms on Turbine Performance Coefficient

Fig 4.3 shows the power coefficient, CP comparison between the baseline turbine and

the full turbine configuration with dual support-arms. It is observed that the baseline

predicted much higher than the full turbine configuration. The CP difference at TSR

1.5 was 55.5 % and less pronounced at a higher TSR of 2 with a performance

difference of around 47.2%. This observation is consistent with other findings

whereby the addition of the support-arms in numerical predictions results in a

significant performance coefficient over prediction Castelli and Siddiqui (Castelli et

al. 2010, Siddiqui, Durrani, and Akhtar 2015, Siddiqui, Durrani, and Imran 2013).

Fig 4.4 shows a comparison of the performance of each turbine at the final

rotation at TSR 1.5. Fig 4.4(a) illustrates the full turbine predicted a generally lower

power coefficient compared to the baseline turbine. Higher negative torque and

slightly lower peaks in the positive region lowers the average power coefficient

values. This observation is supported by the lower overall torque experienced by the

full turbine compared to the baseline shown in Fig 4.4(b).

Fig 4.3. Power coefficient comparisons of the baseline turbine against the full turbine comparison
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(a) (b)

Fig 4.4. Comparisons between baseline and full turbine configuration for (a) power coefficient and (b)

moment coefficient.

Fig 4.5 illustrates the instantaneous single blade coefficients comparisons

between the baseline and full turbine coefficients. The full turbine configuration has

a lower overall coefficient compared to the baseline turbine. This can be seen most

prominently between the azimuthal angles 0° - 140°. For the data points between 0° -

80°, the lower coefficient of the full turbine seems to show a rather lagging effect

with the curve slight behind the baseline. From both Fig 4.5(a) and Fig 4.5(b), both

turbine turbines undergo reduced efficiency with the full turbine experiencing a

pronounced oscillation. In comparison, the baseline turbine was much smoother in

terms of torque and power between the 160° to 320° azimuthal angle. The full

turbine peaks and dips significantly at 200° and 280° respectively, but the baseline

turbine has a more gradual and linear decrease in instantaneous performance

efficiency. This indicates that the presence of the support-arms has a significant

effect within this region during rotation.
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(a) (b)

Fig 4.5. Comparisons between baseline and full turbine configuration of instantaneous (a) power

coefficient and (b) moment coefficient for a single turbine blade.

4.3.2 Effects Of support-arms on Turbine Lift and Drag Coefficient

Fig 4.6 shows the lift and drag coefficient of the wind turbine circular support-arms

in multiple configurations for the TSR of 1.5. The single arm in this instance refers to

a single support-arm of the four support-arms. The double arm constitutes the dual

support-arm on a single turbine blade at the same blade. From Fig 4.6(a), both the

single arm and double arm have a peak lift coefficient, CL value of 1.5 and 3.0 at 50°

azimuthal angle with the average CL value of 0.08 and 0.16 respectively. The

incremental increase in CL coincides with the blade moving from the windward

region into the upwind region. The CL value reduces to 0 between 140° to 200°

during the leeward region and then experiences negative lift with a peak value of -

1.18 at about 310°. Also shown is the average sum for all the support-arm structures

which demonstrates the cycle for both blades and their pair of support-arms. The

average CL value of all four arms was found to be 0.32.

From Fig 4.6(b), we see that the drag coefficient, CD for both the double arm

single blade and the total drag for all 4 arms are almost similar with a peak value of

4.99 and 5.06 respectively at about 5° as the blade enters the upwind region. This

shows that during this stage of the turbine cycle, the effect of drag predominantly

affects the first blade and its support-arms with less drag acting on the second blade

with an average CD of 0.66 for single arm and 1.3 average for both arms on the first
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blade. The effects of drag than reduces for both the single and double arm structures

and peaks at -0.21 and –0.40 respectively at 120° while the overall sum of the

support-arms increases at 90° mostly due to the second blade as it passes through the

downwind region and into the windward region. Thereafter, minimal changes were

observed as the first blade moves from 90° to 270° azimuthal angle. This shows the

effects of drag on the support-arms are minimal during the transitional phase as the

blade moves and exits the upwind region, passes through the leeward region, and

then enters the downwind region. The curve of the total sum of all four support-arms

underlines this observation. It is interesting here to note that, generally, the most

significant effects of drag are almost concentrated between the transitional region of

270° and 360° as the blade exits the downwind and enters the windward region.

Table 2 below summarizes the average coefficients for both lift and drag for each

support-arm structure of interest.

Table 4.1 Summary of lift and drag coefficients.

Geometry Average lift coefficient, CL Average drag coefficient, CD

Single arm 0.08 0.66
Double arms 0.16 1.30
Sum of arms 0.32 2.53

(a) (b)

Fig 4.6. Comparisons between different support-arm configurations in terms of (a) lift coefficient and

(b) drag coefficient of the VAWT at TSR 1.5.
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4.3.3 Velocity Flow Physics Comparisons

For this analysis, an XY plane was created at the midplane of the first turbine

support-arm. Fig 4.7 illustrates the flow velocity of the baseline turbine at azimuth

angles 30°, 60°, 90°, and 120°. In Fig 4.7(a), it was observed high flow velocity

concentrated at the front section of the inner surface of the first blade as it entered the

upwind region. Significant flow vorticity was observed enveloping the second

turbine blade as it exits the leeward region and enters the downwind region creating a

significant wake as it passes. From both Fig 4.7(b) and Fig 4.7(c), as the first blade

moves from 60° to 90°, high flow velocity moves along the inner surface towards the

trailing end of the blade. It is also observed significant vorticity starts to form on the

leading side of the blade. The second blade, within the downwind region,

experiences high flow velocity at the upper surface. In Fig 4.7(d), significant circular

vorticity fully was formed at the inner side of the first blade which indicates the flow

is turbulent. The flow contour around the second blade starts to be more streamlined

as it exits the downwind region and enters the windward region.

(a) (b)
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(c) (d)

Fig 4.7. Velocity contour of the flow physics for TSR 1.5 of the baseline turbine with no support-arms

at azimuthal angles (a) 30°, (b) 60°, (c) 90° and (d) 120°.

Fig 4.8 illustrates the flow velocity contour of the full turbine configuration.

Here, the effects of support-arms on the flow physics of the turbine can be observed.

In Fig 4.8(a), high velocity flow concentrated more at the trailing end of the blade

rather than at the front of the blade as observed in Fig 4.7(a). High flow velocity also

stretched along the turbine arms and concentrated more towards the arm-blade

connection. The magnitude of high flow velocity within the second blade entering

the leeward region was observed to be less intense and significant compared to the

second blade in Fig 4.7(a). As the first blade enters the upwind region, in Fig 4.8(b),

it was observed that the high flow velocity starts to concentrate more towards the

arm-blade connection with lesser flow velocity within the turbine rotor region.

Similar observations were made at 90°, shown in Fig 4.8(c). Both the first and

second blades experienced significant high flow velocity at the upper and inner side

respectively. The flow vorticity experience by the second blade was also observed to

be more intense and larger compared to the more streamlined flow of the baseline in

Fig 4.7(c). In Fig 4.8(d), high flow velocity concentrated more at the arm-blade

connection region while the front of the blade sees a more diffused flow velocity.

The flow velocity observed is more intense than the baseline turbine shown in Fig

4.7(d), possibly due to the wake generated by the support-arms. The second blade,
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however, experiences a flow separation, unlike the baseline Fig 4.7(d), as it exits the

downwind region and enters the windward region. High flow velocity along the

turbine support-arms also starts to form. One thing to note from all the Figs is how

the turbine rotor shaft at the centre affects the flow physics around the turbine area.

Significant turbulent flow resembling the formation of a Von Karman vortex street is

observed at every instance of the turbine rotation. This additional flow consideration

in the numerical calculation affects the turbine performance prediction.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Fig 4.8. Velocity contour of the flow physics for TSR 1.5 of the full turbine configuration at azimuthal

angles (a) 30°, (b) 60°, (c) 90° and (d) 120°.
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4.3.4 Pressure contour comparisons

For the pressure contour analysis and comparison, similar XY plane was used from

the velocity analysis. Fig 4.8 shows the pressure contour of the baseline turbine.

From Fig 4.9(a), at 30° azimuthal angle, high pressure levels concentrated at the

upper surface of the leading edge while large negative pressure spreads across the

inner surface of the first blade. The second blade in the leeward region experienced

low pressure. As the first blade advanced into the upwind region, shown in Fig 4.9(b)

at 60° azimuthal angle, it experiences a higher-pressure intensity on the upper surface

while negative pressure concentrated more on the inner surface of the leading edge.

The second blade saw higher pressure starting to act on the inner surface of the

second blade as it enters the downwind region. At 90° azimuthal angle, in Fig 4.9(c),

the first blade experienced lower positive and negative pressure regions. The second

blade shows similar pressure distribution as in the previous angle but with slightly

higher values at the inner surface of the leading edge. Lastly, in Fig 4.9(d), the first

turbine blade experiences lower pressure in general within its vicinity. However, the

pressure contour shows a disconnected or separated flow as large pressure formation

indicating significant vortex appears near the trailing edge of the blade. The second

blade, entering the windward region, shows high pressure levels on the inner surface

of the leading edge and low pressure at the upper surface.

Fig 4.10 shows the pressure contour of the full turbine configuration. At

azimuthal angle 30°, shown here in Fig 4.10(a), similar observations to Fig 4.9(a)

were made whereby large positive pressure values concentrated on the upper surface

of the leading edge while a low negative pressure accumulated along the inner

surface extending slightly off the trailing edge. Negative pressure also spreads along

the turbine support-arms, increasing in magnitude as it nears the arm-blade

connection. From Fig 4.10(b) and Fig 4.10(c), as the turbine continues to rotate from

60° and 90° into the upwind region, both blades experienced similar pressure

distribution to its baseline turbine counterparts. The first turbine support-arm,

however, saw the negative pressure moving along the arm towards the arm blade

region while the front side of the second support-arm experienced positive pressure

along its span. In Fig 4.10(d), large negative pressure formations detached from the

turbine blade and concentrated around the turbine arm. Compared to Fig 4.9(d), the
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magnitude of this negative pressure region is larger and more significant, indicating a

large vortex and turbulence forming near the first blade.

From the observations made above, while noting the pressure range of both

turbines, it was found that the magnitude of both the positive and negative pressure

experienced by the baseline turbine were larger compared to the full turbine

configuration. The larger pressure values or magnitudes means that the blades in the

baseline turbine experienced a larger pressure difference between its upper and lower

surface of the leading-edge, which then generates higher lift force on the blade. The

added turbine arms in the full turbine configuration reduces the overall pressure

difference in the blades as well as adding drag effects during turbine rotation and

would, therefore, result in lesser force in the lift direction acting on the blade. This

difference in pressure profile around the blades of each turbine would suggest why

the predicted power coefficient was lower in the full turbine configuration.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)
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Fig 4.9. Pressure contour of the flow physics for TSR 1.5 of the baseline turbine with no support-arms

at azimuthal angles (a) 30°, (b) 60°, (c) 90° and (d) 120°.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Fig 4.10. Pressure contour of the flow physics for TSR 1.5 of the full turbine configuration at

azimuthal angles (a) 30°, (b) 60°, (c) 90° and (d) 120°.

4.3.5 NACA0018 - Summary

The 3D numerical studies were conducted to analyse and characterize the turbine

support-arm effects using metrics such as the performance coefficients as well as lift
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and drag coefficients. Visualization of the fluid flow with respect to the velocity flow

physics and pressure contour plots were performed to further understand the effects

of the support-arms on the overall flow field of the turbine. To summarize, the

following conclusions were drawn:

 The addition of turbine support-arms saw a significant under prediction of

performance coefficients when the result was compared against the baseline

turbine.

 The 55.5% drop in performance was attributed to the increased drag due to the

presence of the support structure. The added component would also change the

fluid flow around the turbine and resulted in a reduced performance prediction.

 On the support-arms, the lift and drag analysis shows positive lift was significant

only when the blade starts to exit the windward region and enters the upwind

region between 0° to 140°.

 The drag coefficient on a single support-arm and the set of arms is the most

significant when the blade progresses from 280° to about 80°.This observation

occurs during the transitional phase of the turbine from the windward region into

the upwind region.

 The velocity flow showed there are significantly more regions of high velocity

within the full turbine configuration compared to the baseline turbine where

velocity flow was seen to be more streamlined.

 Significant vortices were also seen generated by the flow as it passes through the

turbine rotor shaft which produces wake interference that affects the second blade.

 The pressure contour plots showed similar contours between both turbines, but the

added support-arms introduced higher intensity for both positive and negative

pressure around the turbine blades as well as the support-arms themselves.

4.4 Performance Analysis and Characterization of The Three Bladed

NACA0021 With Dual support-arms

The following study is on the three bladed turbine with NACA0021 blades. Each

turbine blade was supported by dual circular support-arms.
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4.4.1 Effect of support-arms on turbine performance coefficients

Fig 4.11(a) shows power coefficient, CP, comparison between the baseline turbine

and the full turbine configuration. It is observed that the full turbine has a much

lower curve and overall predicted average value compared to the baseline. The same

is observed in Fig 4.11(b) with respect to the moment coefficient. The reduced power

coefficient curve found here is consistent with a study reported by Siddiqui et. al.

(Siddiqui, Durrani, and Imran 2013), whereby the authors also showed a significant

reduction in terms of power coefficient curves between the 3D case (only turbine

blades considered) and a full 3D turbine configuration with support-arms and central

hub. The performance coefficient prediction of the baseline is much higher than the

full turbine prediction and this difference was seen to increase as the TSR increases.

This indicates that the effect of drag increases as TSR increases. The performance

difference between the baseline and full turbine configuration is 37.6% at TSR2.5.

This observation is consistent with other findings whereby the addition of the

support-arms in numerical predictions results in a significant performance coefficient

loss (Castelli et al. 2010, Siddiqui, Durrani, and Imran 2013). The difference can be

attributed to the presence of the support structures which introduced additional 3D

effects such as drag into the numerical calculations. For further analysis, TSR 2.5

will be considered in the following effects on lift and drag section. Table 4.2

summarizes the performance coefficients between the baseline turbine and the full

turbine configuration at TSR 2.5.

(a) (b)

Fig 4.11. (a) power coefficient and (b) moment coefficient comparisons of the baseline turbine.
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Table 4.2. Summary of output parameters at TSR 2.5

Output Unit Baseline Turbine Full Turbine

Average power coefficient, CP - 0.30 0.21

Average moment coefficient, Cm - 0.12 0.08

Average power W 50.23 35.16

Average torque Nm 0.57 0.40

4.4.2 Analysis of the Lift and Drag Contribution During Turbine

Operation

Fig 4.12 illustrates the lift and drag coefficient of the wind turbine circular support-

arms in multiple configurations at TSR 2.5. The single arm in this instance refers to a

single support-arm of the six support-arms. The dual arm represents dual support-

arm on a single turbine blade. From Fig 4.12(a), both the single arm and dual arm

have a peak lift coefficient, CL value of 2.9 and 5.5 at about 70° azimuthal angle with

the average CL value of 0.05 and 0.11 respectively. The incremental increase in CL

coincides with the blade moving from the windward region into the upwind region.

The CL value of the single and dual support-arms reduces to 0 between 140° to 200°

during the leeward region and then experiences negative lift with a peak value of -4.4

and -2.1 at about 285°. Also shown is the average sum for all the support-arm

structures which demonstrates the cycle for both blades and their pair of support-

arms. The average CL value of all six arms was found to be 0.27.

Table 4.3. Average lift and drag coefficients of the wind turbine support-arms.

Geometry Average lift coefficient, CL Average drag coefficient, CD

Single arm 0.05 0.78

Double arms 0.11 1.55

Sum of arms 0.27 4.27

From Fig 4.12(b), as the blade enters the upwind region, the drag coefficient,

CD for both the single arm and dual arms peak at about 10° with a peak CD value of

3.9 and 7.5 respectively. However, the total drag for all 6 arms peaked slightly ahead

at 38° with a value of 5.6. This showed that during this stage of the turbine cycle, the

effect of drag predominantly affected the first blade and its support-arms with less
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drag acting on the other turbine blade arms with an average CD of 0.78 for single

arm and 1.55 average for both arms on the first blade. The CD value here for the

single arm was consistent with reported values for long cylindrical geometry which

was usually between 0.75 – 1.2. The effects of drag than reduced significantly as it

passed through the upwind region for both the single and dual arm structures and

peaked at -0.6 and –1.3 respectively at 120°. The overall sum of the support-arms

reduced to a minimum value of 3.3 at 100°. Thereafter, minimal changes in CD were

observed for the single arm as the first blade moves from 120° to 240° azimuthal

angle while the dual arms saw marginal fluctuations. This showed the effects of drag

on the support-arms were minimal during the transitional phase as the blade moved

and exited the upwind region, passed through the leeward region, and then entered

the downwind region. The curve of the total sum of all four support-arms underlined

this observation. It was also noted that, generally, the most significant effects of drag

were concentrated between the transitional region of 270° and 360° as the blade

exited the downwind and entered the windward region. Table 4.3 summarized the

average coefficients for both lift and drag for each support-arm structure of interest.

(a) (b)

Fig 4.12. Comparisons between different support-arm configurations in terms of (a) lift coefficient

and (b) drag coefficient of the VAWT at TSR 2.5

4.4.3 Velocity Flow Physics Comparisons

For the velocity flow physics comparisons section, a plane was created at the

middle section of the first support-arm looking down from the XY plane. This
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analysis concentrated on the flow velocity at TSR 2.5. Fig 4.13 illustrated the

velocity at azimuth angles 30°, 60°, 90°, and 120° of the baseline turbines. From Fig

4.13(a), Fig 4.13(b), and Fig 4.13(c), it was observed that as the turbine moves from

one azimuthal angle to the next, high velocity flow started to develop and

concentrated at the inner surface of the turbine blade which propagated along the

lower surface of the turbine blade. The largest flow vorticity was experienced at 90°

shown in Fig 4.13(c). Fig 4.13(d) showed, at azimuthal 120°, the trailing edge

experienced large vorticity as it exited the upwind region and entered the leeward

region.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Fig 4.13. Velocity contour of the flow physics for TSR 2.5 of the baseline turbine with no support-

arms at azimuthal angles (a) 30°, (b) 60°, (c) 90° and (d) 120°.
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Fig 4.14 illustrated the velocity flow physics at different azimuthal angles of the

full turbine with circular arm for TSR 2.5. It is observed that, in general, larger

regions of high velocity flow existed around each blade and support-arm mostly in

the trailing edge section compared to the baseline turbine. From Fig 4.14(a), for the

first turbine blade in the upwind region, the velocity contour showed an even

distribution of high velocity along the support-arm. As the turbine arm passed

through, however, it generated a high concentration of low velocity at its wake as it

passed into the upwind region. Fig 4.14(a) indicated large flow velocity at the trailing

edge of the blade. When the turbine blade rotates along from 60° and 90°, it is

observed that the concentration of high velocity moved along the support-arm

towards the turbine blade. This can be observed in Fig 4.14(b) and Fig 4.14(c). In Fig

4.14(c), high velocity concentrates over a much larger region at the trailing edge

compared to the baseline in Fig 4.13(c). Turbulence in the downstream region was

also shown to be much more pronounced. The wake generated by the turbine blades

and support-arms were much larger and more irregular compared to the blades in the

baseline turbine. In Fig 4.14(d), notable areas of low flow velocity on the lower

surface nearer to the leading edge can also be observed which is not seen in the

baseline turbine. This extended towards the support-arm as it entered the upwind

region. High velocity regions mostly concentrated around the area connecting the

blade to the support-arms and tapered down towards the turbine rotor. This indicated

that the maximum drag effect was concentrated in this region in particular.

(a) (b)
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(c) (d)

Fig 4.14. Velocity contour of the flow physics for TSR 2.5 of the full turbine with no support-arms at

azimuthal angles (a) 30°, (b) 60°, (c) 90° and (d) 120°.

4.4.4 Pressure contour and streamlines analysis

Similar to the velocity contour, the same plane was used as reference for the pressure

contour. Fig 4.15 illustrated the velocity at azimuth angles 30°, 60°, 90°, and 120° of

the baseline turbines with no support-arms. It is observed that, from the streamlines

in Fig 4.15(a), Fig 4.15(b), and Fig 4.15(c), as the turbine rotated from 30° to 90°

azimuth angle, high pressure concentrated more on the top side of the turbine blade

at the leading edge with the lower surface of the turbine blade experiencing much

higher negative pressure. Streamlines in Fig 4.15(d) showed flow concentrated more

on the inner surface of the blade.
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Fig 4.15. Pressure contour of the flow physics with streamlines for the TSR 2.5 of the baseline turbine

at azimuthal angles (a) 30°, (b) 60°, (c) 90° and (d) 120°.

For the full turbine configuration, the general trend mirrors previously discussed

above in the velocity contour. In Fig 4.16(a), higher negative pressure concentrated

at the bottom surface of the turbine blade but also along the span of the support-arms.

The streamline also showed a circular movement of flow indicating vortex forming

caused by the support-arm. Higher positive pressure concentrated on the leading

edge at the outer surface of the turbine blade. From azimuthal angles 60° to 90° in

Fig 4.16(b) and Fig 4.16(c), the pressure values increased, and the streamline flow

starts to concentrate at the front of the turbine blade and arms. This was the point of

maximum lift achieved by the support-arms. As it passed through and started to exit

the upwind region, from Fig 4.16(d) at azimuthal angle 120°, the streamlines showed

maximum concentration at the front of the turbine blade with lower pressure

concentration acting on both turbine blade and support-arm structure. Minimum drag

coefficient was observed from this point onwards which was within the leeward

region.
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Fig 4.16. Pressure contour of the flow physics with streamlines for the TSR 2.5 of the full turbine

configuration at azimuthal angles (a) 30°, (b) 60°, (c) 90° and (d) 120°.

4.4.5 NACA0021 - Summary

In conclusion, the wind turbine support-arm has a significant effect on the

performance prediction of the VAWT. To summarize the findings in this study, the

following are conclusions that can be drawn:

 Comparisons of the full turbine configuration against the baseline turbine with

only turbine blades indicates that taking the turbine support-arm in numerical

simulation and predictions results in a power coefficient loss by 37.6% at TSR

2.5.
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 The additional consideration of double support-arms in numerical simulation

introduces significant drag effects and, therefore, has a negative consequence on

the power coefficient.

 In terms of lift acting on the support-arms, it was found that positive lift was

obtained within the upwind region whereas negative lift predominately occurs

within the downwind region.

 In the drag coefficient analysis, the effects of drag were most prominent between

the azimuthal angles of 0°-120° and 240°-360° which is the transitional phase as

the blade moves from the downwind to the windward region.

 When comparing velocity contours, the flow physics of the full turbine

configuration showed significantly more regions of high velocity which suggest

more turbulence during operation.

 The effects of the support-arms on the flow around the turbine are quite

pronounced as wake generated are much larger which affects the next blade

passing through.

 Lastly, a critical location where high wind flow on the trailing edge of the blade

nearer to the blade and support-arm connection suggest that this is a possible

location which experiences the most significant amount of drag.

Hence, a baseline understanding of the H-VAWT has been established. A significant

portion of the lift and therefore torque generation was on the turbine blades.

However, the support-arm geometry also has a quantifiable effect on the turbine

performance. The support-arm is an aerodynamic feature of the turbine that warrants

improvements to its aerodynamic characteristics to enhance the turbines performance.

Hence, in the next chapter, an optimization scheme of a symmetrical NACA0018

blade utilizing the adjoint solver was developed, tested, and verified to generate a

novel and original shape with enhance aerodynamic performance to maximise the

power production of the turbine. This new shape can be applied to both the turbine

blade and support-arm. The following sections explored the effect of turbine

parameters on the optimization scheme and discussions on the resulting candidate

blades in 2D and 3D numerical simulations.
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4.5 A Novel Aerodynamic Shape Optimization Scheme on a NACA0018
VAWT for Improved Turbine Performance Using the Adjoint Method

In this study, aerodynamic shape optimization of a NACA0018 blade was conducted

using the adjoint method, together with the gradient-based optimizer available in

FLUENT, at low operating TSR in pseudo-steady state conditions. Since the turbine

blade of a straight bladed VAWT is uniform throughout its span length, the

optimization was conducted in 2D to reduce mesh and geometric complexity and

therefore result in a smoother mesh morphing operation. The effect of tip speed ratio

and effect of flow conditions on the optimization scheme was studied. The objective

function was set to maximize blade moment. The optimization was then conducted

with constant blade thickness and free form morphing with no constraints placed on

the mesh morpher. The results produced several different airfoil geometries which

were later analysed. The candidate blade optimized at TSR 2 produced the largest

increase in single blade moment by 30.48% which also yielded the highest power

coefficient when compared in a full turbine configuration against the NACA0018

turbine. The selected candidate blade showed the largest overall performance

increase of 28.77%. This study provides an optimization framework for the use of the

adjoint method for blade optimization of the VAWT.

4.5.1 Moment Optimization at TSR 1

4.5.1.1 TSR 1 single blade analysis

Single blade optimization using the adjoint solver and gradient-based optimizer on

the NACA0018 was conducted. The angles selected were between 0° and 120°, all

within the windward and upwind region as these are the locations known to have the

most significant moment during rotation. When comparing the results of the blade

moment optimization, the highest average single blade moment was found to be the

candidate blade optimized at 90° with an improvement of 7.79%. The second highest

moment coefficient increase was 20° with a 5.45% increase. Optimization conducted

at 0°, 50°, 100°, 110° and 120° showed a reduction in performance over the baseline

NACA0018 whereas the remaining azimuthal angles showed minimal improvements

of around 2%. Table 4.4 summarizes the results of the optimization at TSR 1.
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Table 4.4. Summary of the torque optimization at TSR 1 at various incremental azimuth angle.

Azimutal angle Average moment, Cm Difference, %

10 0.0682 2.50
20 0.0669 5.45
30 0.0685 0.61
40 0.0663 2.88
50 0.0663 -0.34
60 0.0675 1.48
70 0.0681 2.35
80 0.0681 2.35
90 0.0719 7.79
100 0.0556 -17.94
110 0.0333 -66.52
120 0.0646 -2.97

Fig 4.17 shows the moment coefficient comparison of two best case candidate

blades optimized at azimuthal angles 90° and 20° against the NACA0018 blade. The

candidate blades were labeled 90D – TSR 1 and 20D – TSR 1 respectively. Both

candidate blades showed very similar curve characteristics over a single rotation with

several differences noted at various points. The moment coefficient curves for both

candidate blades showed slightly higher values than the NACA0018 during the

upwind phase between the azimuthal angles of 60° to about 120°, particularly most

obvious at the peak of the curve at about 65°. As the blade moves through the

downwind region, however, it was observed that, again, the candidate blades

extracted better moment coefficient compared to the NACA0018 blade. This shows

both candidate blades have improved moment efficiency over the NACA0018 blade

with the 90D – TSR 1 being marginally better than the 20D – TSR 1 over the whole

single blade rotation.
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Fig 4.17. Single blade moment coefficient comparison between candidate blades optimized at the
selected angles with respect to moment and NACA0018 at TSR 1.

4.5.1.2 Full turbine performance analysis and comparison

Building upon the results from the single blade optimization, the geometries of the

90D – TSR 1 and 20D – TSR 1 blades were extracted and redesigned into a dual

bladed turbine. Each candidate turbine was then compared against the baseline

NACA0018. From Fig 4.18, the 90D – TSR 1 turbine showed a similar curve to the

NACA0018 turbine but at slightly higher power coefficient at the lower TSR ranges

before experiencing a significant decrease in power coefficient starting from TSR 1.5

onwards. This indicated that the candidate 90D – TSR 1 blade was optimized for

lower TSR but not at higher TSR. The candidate blade 20D – TSR 1, however,

showed much better power coefficient curve than both the 90D – TSR 1 and the

NACA0018 turbines at almost all instances of TSR with a significant performance

uplift at TSR 0.5 of about 32.57% and maximum power coefficient at TSR 1.75 also

increased by 1.72%. The overall average power coefficient improvement by the 20D

– TSR 1 over the NACA0018 was 6.8%. Therefore, the 20D – TSR 1 was picked as

the chosen blade for the TSR 1 optimization.
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Fig 4.18. Power coefficient comparison between VAWT turbines of candidate blades 20D – TSR 1
and 90D – TSR 1 against the baseline NACA0018.

4.5.1.3 20D – TSR 1 blade profile

Fig 4.19 shows a geometric comparison of the selected 20D – TSR 1 airfoil and the

NACA0018 airfoil. As expected, the mesh morphing process produced a cambered

design based on improving the blade moment force at each iteration by 5%. The 20D

– TSR 1 has a slight indent at around 0.2c from the leading edge. The trailing edge

scopes slightly outwards at 0.7c and then inwards at 0.92c. The mesh morpher was

able to maintain the blade thickness of the 20D – TSR 1 to a similar degree to the

NACA0018 blade.

Fig 4.19. Geometric comparison between the selected candidate blade 20D – TSR 1 and NACA0018.
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4.5.1.4 Velocity flow contour

Fig 4.20 shows the velocity flow comparison between the 20D – TSR 1 and

NACA0018 turbine. At 30°, the flow velocity showed a larger velocity contour

around both blades of the NACA0018 compared to the 20D – TSR 1. The 20D –

TSR 1 experienced more streamline flow by contrast. The leading edge of the 20D –

TSR 1 shows concentrated higher velocity at 60° compared to the NACA0018

turbine. The velocity flow contour showed minimal difference thereafter. In all other

instances except for 30°, the second blades during the downwind phase of the

rotation for both 20D – TSR 1 and NACA0018 show similar flow profile. This is

consistent with the findings from Fig 4.18 where the single blade moment coefficient

curves of the 20D – TSR 1 were similar to the NACA0018 blade.

30°

60°
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90°

120°

(a) (b)

Fig 4.20. Velocity flow contour comparison in full turbine configuration between the (a) candidate
torque optimized blade at 20° and the (b) NACA0018 blade at TSR 2.

4.5.1.5 Streamline and pressure contour

Fig 4.21 shows the streamline imposed on the pressure contour comparison between

the 20D – TSR 1 and NACA0018 turbine taken at TSR 2. Previous performance

analysis showed several locations of interest with differences in power coefficient

performance. Hence, to highlight these observations, snapshots of the airfoil were

taken at various azimuth angles as the turbine enters and exits different phases during

the turbine rotation. At 30°, the pressure side is stronger on the NACA0018 at the

leading-edge lower surface. The 20D – TSR 1 however has a stronger vortex forming

at the trailing edge of the blade. This may be due to the 20D – TSR 1 having a more

cambered profile leading towards the trailing edge which gives a stronger rotational

momentum towards the blade’s back flow as it entered the upwind region. At 120°,
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the streamline shows a denser pressure side on the 20D – TSR 1 compared to the

NACA0018 blade. Both the second blades of the NACA0018 and 20D – TSR 1 show

similar pressure contours at 210° with the former showing thicker streamlines at the

outer surface which indicates the blade experiencing stronger pressure on the outer

surface. The streamline in the 20D – TSR 1, however, is slightly denser on the

pressure side compared to the NACA0018 blade while the NACA0018 blade shows

stronger rotational vortex on the suction side the blade as they enter the downwind

region. The corresponding second blade at 300° shows similar pressure contour and

streamline shape as the blades pass the downwind region and enter the upwind phase

of the turbine rotation which indicates similar behaviour between both blades.

30°

120°
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210°

300°

(a) (b)

Fig 4.21. Streamline flow contour comparison between the (a) candidate torque optimized blade at
20° and the (b) NACA0018 blade at TSR 2. Streamline contour imposed onto the pressure contour.

4.5.2 Moment Optimization at TSR 2

4.5.2.1 TSR 2 single blade analysis

In this section, optimization of the single blade NACA0018 was conducted at a

higher TSR 2. Similar conditions to the optimization at TSR 1 were imposed here

with the operating TSR the only difference. Table 4.5 summarizes the optimization

results. Compared to optimization at TSR 1, there was, generally, a higher average

increase with respect to single blade moment. Several cases were noted. Between 40°

to 60°, at 80° and 120°, the optimization difference compared to the baseline

NACA0018 turbine saw double digit increases in percentage. These results were all

achieved within the upwind phase of the turbine rotation. The two highest percentage

increases were found at 60° and 120° with 20.28% and 30.48% increase over the
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baseline respectively. Therefore, similar to the previous optimization at TSR 1, the

best two results were selected for further analysis.
Table 4.5 Summary of the moment optimization at TSR 2 at various incremental azimuth angle.

Azimuth angle, ° Average torque, Cm Difference, %

10 0.119 0.684

20 0.118 -0.10

30 0.129 9.00

40 0.142 18.30

50 0.135 13.57

60 0.145 20.28

70 0.122 2.72

80 0.137 14.97

90 0.105 -12.07

100 0.115 -2.63

110 0.115 -3.08

120 0.161 30.48

Fig 4.22 shows the single blade comparison of NACA0018 against candidate

turbine blades optimized at 60° and 120°. It was observed that the candidate blade

optimized at 60°, designated as 60D – TSR 2, has a higher moment during the first

quarter of the turbine rotation, peaking at about 92° azimuthal angle. The maximum

moment of the second candidate blade optimized at 120°, designated as 120D – TSR

2, however was found to be the lowest of the 3 tested blades. It was also observed

that the maximum coefficient of both candidate blades was shifted forward slightly

to 92° azimuth angle as opposed to the NACA0018 blade which peaked at 90°. Later

in the rotation, within the leeward region, both the 60D – TSR 2 and 120D – TSR 2

showed higher torque values between 130° up to 200°. From that point onwards, the

60D – TSR 2 showed similar curve characteristics with the NACA0018 baseline with

slight difference at 320° when the blade entered the windward region. A significant

difference between the NACA0018 and 60D – TSR 2 blades against the 120D – TSR

2 blade can be observed between 240° and 360° azimuth angle, which encompasses

the downwind region into the windward region. The 120D – TSR 2 experienced

much higher moment coefficient values as well as a consistent positive moment
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during this phase before dipping into the negative region at about 310° azimuth angle.

This is in stark contrast to the NACA0018 and 60D – TSR 2 with both dipping into

negative moment values from 160° azimuthal angle and dropped even lower during

this cycle of the turbine rotation. This indicated that the 120D – TSR 2 blade was

more optimal during the downwind cycle of the rotation compared to the other two

blades. Unlike the results at TSR 1, these observations indicated a more dramatic

improvement in performance which also showed a significant shift in the blade

characteristics when the optimization was conducted at a higher TSR.

Fig 4.22. Single blade moment coefficient comparison of the selected candidate blades with respect.

4.5.2.2 TSR 2 full turbine performance analysis and comparison

The candidate blades, 60D – TSR 2 and 120D – TSR 2, were compared against the

baseline NACA0018 blade in a two-bladed turbine. Fig 4.23 shows the power

coefficient comparison between the candidate turbines and the baseline NACA0018

turbine. At a glance, it was observed that the 120D – TSR 2 turbine produced higher

efficiency among the compared blades. The maximum power coefficient peaked at

TSR 1.5 at CP 0.34 whereas the NACA0018 turbine peaked at TSR 1.75 with a CP

value of 0.27. This is an increase of 21.39% in maximum power coefficient for the

120D – TSR 2 blade over the NACA0018 blade. The overall power coefficient

increase was found to be 28.77% over the range of tested TSR. In the second test

case of the 60D – TSR 2, the overall curve shows a similar trend to the baseline

NACA0018. At higher TSR, the 60D – TSR 2 extracted higher power coefficient

than the NACA0018. The best overall performance, however, was the 120D – TSR 2
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candidate blade which had a significant improvement over a range of TSR as well as

having the highest percentage increase in maximum power coefficient.

Fig 4.23. Power coefficient comparison between candidate blades optimized at the selected angles
with respect to torque and NACA0018.

4.5.2.3 120D - TSR 2 blade profile

Fig 4.24 shows the geometric comparison of the selected 120D – TSR 2 profile

against the baseline NACA0018 airfoil. Unlike the previous 20D – TSR 1, the 120D

– TSR 2 saw an increase in turbine thickness of about 7.14% which was measured at

each blades’ thickest point. The mesh morphing produced a geometry which scoped

upwards when compared to the NACA0018 profile. The leading edge has a similar

curve to the NACA0018 airfoil but a noticeable bump on the upper portion of the

blade was noted at about 0.23c. A camber was also observed from 0.11c which

extended up to 0.75c.
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Fig 4.24. Geometric comparison between the selected candidate blade optimized at 120° 120D and
NACA0018.

4.5.2.4 Velocity flow contour analysis

Fig 4.25 shows the velocity flow comparison between the candidate turbine 120D –

TSR 2 and NACA0018 turbine. It was observed that the NACA0018 turbine showed

a much more streamlined flow compared to the candidate turbine with the later being

slightly more turbulent. Comparing the baseline NACA0018 turbine and the

candidate 120D – TSR 2 turbine, it was observed that the turbine overall velocity

flow contour was more turbulent in the 120D – TSR 2 turbine. Between 30° and 60°,

the 120D – TSR 2 first blade experienced large velocity concentrated at the inner

surface of leading edge of the blade. The velocity intensity grew towards the leading

edge of the blade at 60°. At 90°, the upper surface of the 120D – TSR 2 blade

suffered lower fluid velocity compared to the NACA0018 blade. At 120°, both

blades within the leeward region showed similar streamlined flow. These

observations may explain how the 120D – TSR 2 blade yielded the lowest peak of

the compared turbine blades in the previous Fig showing the single blade moment

coefficient comparison during this stage of the turbine rotation.

With respect to the second blade during each stage, taking the first and

second in Fig 4.25 labelled 30° and 60°, the 120D – TSR 2 blade showed a similar

velocity contour to the NACA0018 blade as it starts to exit the leeward region and

enters the downwind region. Thereafter, the 120D – TSR 2 blade showed more

streamlined flow compared to the NACA0018 blade. Referring to Fig 4.22, these
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observations may explain how, at 210° and 240° azimuth angles, the turbine moment

coefficient curves were similar. Thereafter, at 270° and 310° azimuth angles, the

more streamlined flow of the 120D – TSR 2 blade resulted in a higher moment

coefficient.

30°

60°

90°
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120°

(a) (b)

Fig 4.25. Velocity flow contour comparison between the (a) candidate blade 120D optimized at 120°
and the (b) NACA0018 blade at TSR 2.

4.5.2.5 Streamline and pressure contour

Fig 4.26 shows the streamline imposed on the pressure contour comparison between

the 120D – TSR 2 and NACA0018 turbine. Here, the azimuthal angles comparisons

were similar to the previous 20D – TSR 1 from Fig 4.21. At 30°, the NACA0018

experienced a vortex forming at the trailing edge which was indicated by the swirling

streamlines. This was not observed with the 120D – TSR 2 blade, which experienced

a noticeably lower pressure compared to the NACA0018 on the pressure side of the

blade. At 120°, the pressure side of the 120D – TSR 2 experienced denser rotational

streamlines which indicated lower pressure. At 210°, the NACA0018 blade showed a

denser streamline at the suction side compared to the 120D – TSR 2 which indicated

lower pressure compared to the inner surface of the blade. The pressure side also

showed denser streamlines in 120D – TSR 2 at 300°. Recalling Fig 4.22, this would

explain how the 120D – TSR 2 performed better than the NACA0018 between

azimuthal angles 240° and 360°. The pressure difference between the inner side and

outer side in the 120D encouraged better lift which, then, translated to better moment

production and power efficiency during the leeward and downwind region.
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30°

120°

210°
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300°

(a) (b)

Fig 4.26. Streamline contour comparison between the (a) candidate torque optimized blade at 120°
and the (b) NACA0018 blade at TSR 2. Streamline contour imposed onto pressure contour.

4.5.3 Lift Coefficient

Fig 4.27 compares the lift coefficient of each candidate blade against the NACA0018

baseline at TSR 2. In Fig 4.27(a), it was observed that the 20D – TSR 1 blade

achieved a higher lift than the NACA0018 blade over the whole turbine rotation. The

overall characteristic and shape of the curves were similar between the two blades

with the 20D – TSR 1 experiencing higher peaks at 130° and 340°. This indicated a

performance improvement in lift as the blade exited the upwind and entered the

leeward phase and as the blade exited the downwind and entered the windward

region. This showed how the performance of the 20D – TSR 1 blade was higher than

the NACA0018 blade.

From Fig 4.27(b), a comparison between the 120D – TSR 2 blade and the

NACA0018 blade was shown. Unlike the previous comparison with the 20D – TSR

1 blade, the overall curve is markedly different in the 120D – TSR 2 blade. At 50°, as

the blade entered the upwind phase, the 120D blade experienced a much higher lift

compared to the baseline NACA0018 blade. At 130°, a slight reduction of lift was

observed as the blade entered the leeward region. Thereafter, the 120D – TSR 2

blade experienced higher lift from 260° onwards. This indicated that the 120D – TSR

2 blade performed much better than both the NACA0018 and 20D – TSR 1 blade

during the downwind and windward phase.
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(a) (b)
Fig 4.27. Lift coefficient comparison between (a) 20D at TSR 1 and the (b) 120D at TSR 2 against

the baseline NACA0018 blade. Analysis conducted at TSR 2.

4.5.4 Blade Surface Pressure Distribution

Fig 4.22 showed important differences in curve characteristics where the 120D –

TSR 2 blade improved performance during the turbine rotation. Hence, in this

section, the static pressure analysis was conducted comparing just the NACA0018

and 120D – TSR 2 blade. The Y – axis represents the blade static pressure and the X

– axis shows the position of the blade relative to the centre of the turbine. At 90°,

from Fig 4.28(a), the 120D blade showed a smaller curve compared to the

NACA0018 blade. This would explain how the moment coefficient curve would be

slightly lower during this turbine phase. From Fig 4.28 (b), the 120D – TSR 2 curve

saw a shift upwards on the left-hand side of the blade. However, the right-hand side

of the curve showed a significant drop in negative pressure at -0.01m while at the

same time an seeing increase in positive pressure. This increase in pressure

difference between the pressure and suction sides also coincides with an increase in

moment coefficient.

In Fig 4.28(c), there is a significant shift towards the right side of the airfoil at

280°. This indicates a shift towards the trailing edge of the blade whereby both the

upper and lower surface of the blade experienced higher suction pressure. The

higher-pressure difference of the 120D – TSR 2 at the right-hand side also indicates

that the blade experienced better lift and therefore generated better moment

compared to the NACA0018 blade. In Fig 4.28(d), at 320° between 0.05m and
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0.065m, the pressure difference between the upper and lower surface of the 120D –

TSR 2 blade was larger compared to the NACA0018 blade. It was also noted that the

intersection point, where no pressure difference exists and therefore no lift generated,

of the 120D – TSR 2 also shifted significantly towards the right compared to the

NACA0018 which was more towards the left side of the loop.

These observations illustrated the role of the upper surface hump which

increased and shifted the higher-pressure difference towards to the centre of the

blade. This was especially highlighted at the downwind towards windward phase

where the pressure higher pressure difference was concentrated more towards the

trailing edge. This resulted in higher lift and therefore increased torque during this

phase of the turbine rotation.
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)
Fig 4.28. Static pressure distribution comparison between NACA0018 and the 120D at (a) 90°, (b)

160°, (c) 280°, and (d) 320°. Data taken at TSR 2.

4.5.5 Adjoint Observables

In this section, the observable changes in the adjoint optimization were analyzed. Fig

4.29(a) illustrated the observable changes with respect to blade moment for the 20D

– TSR 1. The optimization started at about 0.105 Nm and ended at 0.121 Nm.

Comparing the observable values and the expected change curve, this shows an

increase of 14.16% in moment force. Although the curve showed a potential increase

in moment if the iteration number was increased, the optimization was limited to 10

iterations due to time constraints and to limit geometric changes to an acceptable

profile.

The observable changes for 120D – TSR 2 were shown in Fig 4.29(b). Here, the

observable started at 0.018 Nm which then dropped significantly after the first

iteration and gradually increased and peaked at 0.019 Nm. This was a 5.99% increase

in moment after 10 iterations from the start of the optimization. Although this

resulted in a more moderate increase compared to the 20D, the optimization scheme

still saw a significant performance improvement over the baseline NACA0018

turbine.
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(a) (b)
Fig 4.29. Changes in adjoint observables over 10 design iterations (a) 20D – TSR 1 and (b) 120D –

TSR 2.

4.5.6 2D Aerodynamic Optimization - Summary

The shape optimization process of a NACA0018 airfoil has been described. Two

optimized geometries were selected from a set of optimization results and were then

compared against the baseline NACA0018 turbine. The adjoint optimization scheme

was conducted at 2 different TSRs which produced interesting sets of data. Although

optimized at similar azimuthal angles, the difference between the optimization results

overall clearly pointed to the higher operating TSR as the more effective and optimal

condition for optimization in terms of the power coefficient increases. The improved

single blade moment coefficients were, on average, higher when optimized at TSR 2

compared to TSR 1. Summarizing this finding, Fig 4.30 illustrates the comparison

between 20D – TSR 1 and 120D – TSR 2 against the baseline NACA0018 turbine.
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Fig 4.30. Summary of the two selected candidate blades, 20D – TSR 1 and 120D – TSR 2, against
the baseline NACA0018 blade.

The results proved the adjoint optimization has successfully optimized the turbine

blade, with the 120D – TSR 2 showing the most promise for better turbine efficiency.

Summarizing the findings from this study, the following points were highlighted:

 The adjoint optimization scheme successfully improved the turbine

performance of a NACA0018 VAWT. It was shown that the operating TSR

has a significant effect on the optimization scheme, which produced very

different sets of results in terms of airfoil geometries at different azimuthal

angles.

 Adjoint optimization at TSR 1 yielded the best result with the 20D – TSR 1

proving the most efficient of all the compared optimized blades with a

performance uplift of 6.8%.

 Adjoint optimization at TSR 2 yielded the largest maximum power

coefficient increase, at 21.39%, as well as the highest overall performance

increase of 28.77% over the whole tested TSR.

 Comparing the selected optimized blades at each TSR, it was observed that

the 120D – TSR 2 was optimized for the downwind region of the turbine

rotation as the blade shows a remarkably higher torque during this phase of

the rotation.
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 The 120D – TSR 2 showed, overall, a better lift coefficient curve among the

compared blades with notably increased lift between the downwind and

windward region.

The results in this study showed the ability of the adjoint method to optimize a

symmetrical airfoil to obtain a cambered blade based on the given optimization

parameters through mesh morphing. The mesh morphing results in several optimized

cambered blade designs and eventually the 120D – TSR 2 was deemed the most

optimal among the tested blades. This study demonstrated the ability of the adjoint

method together with the gradient-based optimizer to direct the mesh morpher and

produce various novel shape designs and could therefore lead to superior blades

based on the inputs of the user. With the parameters described above having

established good results with respect to the optimization of a symmetrical

uncambered blade, the following section explored applying the adjoint solver with

the optimal parameters set above on a cambered starting shape of S1046 airfoil.

4.6 Adjoint Method Shape Optimization of a Vertical Axis Wind Turbine
blade: S1046 Blade Starting Shape

In the previous section, it was established that a higher TSR value yielded more

optimal candidate blades. It was also shown that varying the turbine azimuthal angle,

which also means the varying of the angle of attack, yields different blade shapes and

geometries with each flow field at the tested TSRs having different effects on the

blades adjoint shape sensitivity. It was also established that, starting with a

symmetrical, non-cambered blade predictably yielded cambered blades performing

better than the baseline symmetrical blade. Therefore, taking into account the

observations and results of the previous section on the adjoint shape optimization

scheme applied on the symmetrical NACA0018 blade, a further analysis was

conducted by changing the starting blade for the optimization. A similar optimization

scheme used in the NACA0018 optimization was applied here with the only

difference being the TSR was set to TSR 2, which yielded the better results of the

two tested TSR values in the previous section. The azimuthal angle was also done

between 10° - 120° and the results were taken, quantified, and discussed.
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In this study, aerodynamic shape optimization of a S1046 blade was conducted

using the adjoint method, together with the gradient-based optimizer available in

FLUENT, at low operating TSR in pseudo-steady state conditions. The optimization

was conducted on a single S1046 blade and optimized at different azimuthal angle to

observe the effects of the flow field on the candidate blade. The largest percentage in

the average single blade moment was obtained at 30°. The performance improvement

was mostly concentrated during the upwind region most obvious at 90° with a

significant increase in maximum torque. Further 2D simulation in a 2 bladed setup

found an average increase of 9.5% over the tested TSR range. The flow field analysis

identified various interesting characteristics of the candidate blade which enhanced

its performance over the baseline S1046 blade. This study confirmed the validity of

the adjoint solver to optimize the S1046 blade for further improvement.

4.6.1 Single Blade Optimization Analysis

Table 4.6 shows the optimization results conducted at the range of azimuthal angles

of the turbine. It was observed that the positive optimization cases were found during

the later part of the windward region as the blade nears the upwind region with the

rest of the test cases yielding negative results with a single exception at 120°. The

best results were obtained at 30° and 40° azimuthal angles showing a 9.2% increase

and 6.3% increase respectively. Both candidate blades were selected for extraction

and designed into a 2-turbine blade configuration for further turbine comparisons.

For the following results, the test cases were assigned the names S1046 – 30D and

S1046 – 40D respectively to differentiate from the previous sections.

Fig 4.31 shows the comparison of the two largest percentage increases in

moment coefficient from the optimization results. The moment coefficient curve

does not change significantly at any stage of the rotation. This indicated an

improvement on the turbine blade that maintains the overall characteristics of the

starting baseline blade. The optimization scheme improved two locations in

particular; the first observation was found between 120° and 200° and the second

between 250° and 340° azimuthal angles. The optimization scheme improved torque

production during the initial phase of the leeward region and later phase of the

downwind region. However, the overall differences observed were minimal. This

may be due to the single blade condition with no blade interactions occurring.
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Table 4.6 Summary of the moment optimization at TSR 2 at various incremental azimuth angle

Azimuthal angle, ° Average torque, Cm Difference, %

10 0.167 -0.251

20 0.174 3.997

30 0.183 9.182

40 0.178 6.301

50 0.168 0.172

60 0.164 -1.868

70 0.164 -1.771

80 0.163 -2.594

90 0.164 -1.904

100 0.167 -0.216

110 0.169 0.812

120 0.170 1.417

Fig 4.31. Instantaneous of moment coefficient comparison in single blade configuration.

4.6.2 Turbine Performance Analysis

Fig 4.32 shows the single blade instantaneous power coefficient curves of the blade.

The results in a two bladed turbine operation which were subject to normal turbine

rotations and flow effects. It was observed that, of the 3 turbine blades, the S1046 –

30D produced the highest peak at 90°. The S1046 - 30D blade showed highest

efficiency during the windward and upwind phase of the rotation. The performance
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curve showed a slight dip around 200° and thereafter showed negligible differences

compared to the baseline S1046.

The S1046 - 40D curve saw a phase shift forward and peaked later at 95°

which also means this candidate blade showed better efficiency during the latter half

of the upwind region. There was, however, a noticeable dip in performance around

180° which is at the peak of the leeward phase. Overall, the adjoint optimization

procedure increased the maximum performance of the turbine during the upwind

phase whereas the previous optimization on the symmetrical blades yielded

improvements in downwind phase.

Fig 4.32. Power coefficient comparison of the cambered candidate turbines against the baseline
S1046 in turbine configuration.

Fig 4.33 shows the comparison of the two S1046 optimized candidate

turbines against the baseline. It was observed that all three turbines performed

similarly during the initial phase of the turbine rotation at the lower TSR range.

Thereafter, both candidate turbines performed better than the baseline S1046 turbine.

The largest percentage increase in power coefficient was found at TSR 1.5 with a

15.1% increase in performance between the baseline and the S1046 – 30D. As

expected, however, the S1046 – 30D blade showed the most optimal performance

over the tested TSR range. The average performance uplift of the S1046-30D over

the baseline turbine was 9.5%. Hence, the S1046 – 30D candidate blade was selected

for further analysis in the following sections.
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Fig 4.33. Instantaneous power coefficient comparisons of single turbine blades of the candidate
turbines during turbine operation at TSR 1.5.

The S1046 – 30D geometry was illustrated in Fig 4.34. The leading upper

surface of the blade showed no changes. The upper surface of the trailing edge,

however, morphed inwards. The inner surface of the blade showed an inward and

upward morphing direction that started at 0.15c and went up to about 0.75c.

Thereafter, the morphing changed in the opposite direction outwards and downwards

up to 0.9c. Overall, the mesh morphing of the blade showed morphing that slightly

reduced the area of the blade cross section.

Fig 4.34. Shape comparison of the candidate blade S1046 – 30D and the S1046 baseline blade.
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4.6.3 Velocity Contour Comparisons – S1046 Optimization

From the previous Fig 4.32, a significant point of difference between the baseline

S1046 blade and the candidate blade S1046 - 30D was during the upwind phase.

Hence, this section examined the velocity flow contour during this stage of the

turbine rotation. Fig 4.35 shows the velocity contour comparisons between both

turbines at instances between 30° to 120°. In the following Fig 4.35(a) and Fig

4.35(b), both turbines showed similar velocity contours with differing magnitudes of

flow speed. At 30°, as the first blade enters the upwind region, the inner surface of

the S1046 blade showed a slightly larger formation of high velocity flow. At 60°, the

velocity flow magnitude is slightly higher at the leading edge of the candidate blade

compared to the S1046 baseline. The S1046 - 30D second blade in the downwind

region experienced less intensity of flow turbulence compared to the baseline. At 90°,

as the blade enters the peak upwind phase, the leading edge of the S1046 - 30D

showed slightly higher velocity speed. Thereafter, as the blade enters the leeward

region shown at 120°, the velocity contour of both turbines shows similar

characteristics. The leading edge of the S1046 - 30D however does show slightly

higher velocity at the inner surface.

30°
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60°

90°

120°

(a) (b)

Fig 4.35. Velocity contour comparison for (a) S1046 and (b) S1046 – 30D taken at TSR 1.5.

4.6.4 Pressure and streamline contour analysis – S1046 Optimization

Fig 4.36 compares the pressure contour between the baseline S1046 and the

candidate blade S1046 - 30D. The contours were taken in the upwind phase between
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30° to 120° azimuthal angle. It was observed that, although the overall Fig shows

similar contours between both blades, slight differences were observed with respect

to pressure magnitude due to the optimized geometry of the S1046 - 30D. At 30°, the

pressure difference between the upper surface and inner surface was similar between

the two turbine blades. Between 60° to 90°, during the peak of the upwind phase of

the rotation experienced by the first blade, it was observed that the pressure

difference experienced by the S1046 - 30D blade was higher compared to the

baseline S1046. This larger pressure difference led to an increase in lift force during

this phase and therefore increased power extraction. At 120°, the negative suction

pressure on the inner surface of the S1046 - 30D was more pronounced at the

midpoint of the blade surface whereas the S1046 blade was more evenly distributed

along its inner surface. These observations were in line with the performance curves

presented in the previous section.

Fig 4.37 discussed the streamline flow field comparisons between the

baseline and the selected S1046 – 30D. The analysis was conducted similar to the

previous section between 30° and 120°. At 30°, both blades showed similar flow

patterns with a small difference observed at the leading edge of the upper surface.

The flow circulation at 60° was also observed to be similar. However, the

streamlines showed more concentrated flow experience by the S1046 baseline at the

upper surface. At 90°, the flow circulation at the inner surface of the S1046 – 30D

blade showed a smaller and more concentrated swirl as the blade reached the peak of

the upwind phase. This allows the fluid flow to curve easily as the blade passes and

increased lift and torque during this phase of the rotation. The concentration of

swirling flow in the inner surface of the blade was also observed at 120°. The

circulation of flow by the S1046 shifts towards the trailing edge slightly compared to

the S1046 – 30D blade. This may indicate an imminent flow detachment from the

trailing edge of the S1046 and that the optimized geometry of the S1046 – 30D

delayed this phenomenon as the blade entered the leeward region. These

observations, highlighting the difference in flow, explains why the S1046 blade was

more optimal during the upwind phase of the flow.
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30°

60°

90°
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120°

(a) (b)

Fig 4.36. Pressure contour comparison between (a) S1046 and (b) S1046 – 30D. Data taken at TSR
1.5.

30°

60°
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90°

120°

(a) (b)

Fig 4.37. Streamline contour comparisons coloured by velocity of the baseline (a) S1046 against the
(b) S1046 – 30D taken at TSR 1.5. Streamline imposed on the pressure contour from previous Fig.

4.6.5 Lift Coefficient Analysis – S1046 Optimization

In this section, the lift coefficient curve over a single turbine rotation was analyzed.

Two of the best performing candidate blades were compared against the baseline

S1046 blade. From Fig 4.38(a), the S1046 – 30D blade has a higher overall lift

coefficient during the exit stage of the windward region between 0° to 40°.

Thereafter, no significant difference was observed until the blade entered the leeward

region. The S1046 - 30D lift coefficient curve peaked at 140° and later showed

higher values than the S1046 up to 220°. A similar trend was also noted during the

later stage of downwind phase and the initial stage of the windward phase which is

between 280° and 360°. These observations were consistent with the previous

sections showing minimal difference in pressure contour during certain phases of the
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turbine rotation. In the case of the S1046 – 40D, shown in Fig 4.38(b), the overall

curve showed slight increases in lift coefficient mainly concentrated at transitional

regions such as at 40° (windward to upwind), 160° (upwind to leeward), and 280°

(downwind to windward). The peak lift coefficient values, however, although higher

than the baseline S1046, were notably lesser than the S1046 - 30D blade. This

observation indicated as to how the S1046 – 40D performed better than the baseline

S1046 blade but fell short against the S1046 – 30D blade.

(a) (b)
Fig 4.38. Lift coefficient comparison between (a) 20D at TSR 1 and the (b) 120D at TSR 2 against

the baseline NACA0018 blade. Analysis conducted at TSR 1.5.

4.6.6 Blade Surface Pressure Comparison – S1046 Optimization

Further analysis was conducted to compare the performance improvement gained

from the adjoint solver by quantifying the blade surface pressure distribution and

how it differs from the baseline. For the blade surface pressure, comparisons were

made azimuthal angles 30° and 90°. The data was taken with respect to the blade X

direction. From Fig 4.39(a), it was observed that the overall area of the S1046 – 30D

curve was smaller than the baseline S1046. Significant improvement was observed

between -0.07m to -0.04m. This indicated an increase in suction pressure on the

blade at these locations. For the S1046 – 40D curve, from Fig 4.39(b), the main

difference was seen between -0.07m and -0.06m, showing a larger area compared to

the S1046 - 30D. At 90°, both candidate blades show similar overall curve with the

most noticeable difference observed at the trailing edge of the blade. From Fig

4.39(c), the trailing edge of the S1046 – 30D showed an inward curl of the static
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pressure curve compared to the baseline. A similar observation, albeit to a lesser

degree, was also seen from Fig 4.39(d) with the S1046 – 40D blade. This was the

crucial location where the geometry of the blades differs from the optimization

scheme. With respect to the S1046 – 30D, the increased static pressure and tighter

curve shown here contributed to the significant increase moment coefficient

observed previously from Fig 4.32.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)
Fig 4.39. Pressure distribution analysis and comparisons at 30° and 90° azimuthal angles. Data taken

at TSR 1.5.

4.6.7 Adjoint Observables – S1046 Optimization

As was previously mentioned, the adjoint solver was used together with the gradient

based optimizer to optimize the S1046 iteratively over 10 iterations. The

optimization scheme can be monitored by the change in observables against the
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expected change. Each iteration was done to increase the blade moment at a set

percentage of increase of 5%. The gradient solver then runs based on the initial

adjoint feedback of the sensitivity gradient. From Fig 4.40(a), the S1046 – 30D

optimization starts from a steady state blade moment of 0.061 Nm. The final iteration

yielded a blade moment of 0.0745 Nm which is a significant overall increase of

20.8%. Fig 4.40(b) shows the adjoint observable changes of the S1046 – 40D

candidate blade. The S1046 – 40D blade started at 0.0744 Nm and reached the final

iteration moment value of 0.0887 Nm. The overall increase was 17.5% over the

baseline. Both Figs indicated that the optimization can be continued further beyond

the 10th iteration. However, the optimization was not continued to reduce the

aggressiveness of the solver to yield more realistic geometry expectations.

(a) (b)
Fig 4.40. Changes in observables for (a) S1046 – 30D and (b) S1046 - 40D.

4.6.8 S1046 Optimization - Summary

The study has successfully conducted an adjoint-based shape optimization on a

S1046 blade with significant improvement in terms of power coefficient. The

candidate blade S1046 – 30D performed better than the baseline S1046 blade with

increased power coefficient most noticeable within the upwind region. Summarizing

the findings from this study, the following points were highlighted:

 Applying the optimization scheme on a the cambered S1046 blade, the best

result was obtained at 30° azimuthal angle with a 9.2% increase over the

baseline S1046 blade.
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 A 2 bladed numerical analysis showed a 9.5% increase in average

performance over the test TSR range.

 The optimized S1046 – 30D blade showed positive improvement in the

windward and early phase of the upwind region with significant increase of

the blade maximum torque at 90°.

 Further analysis of the lift coefficient changes showed remarkable increase

concentrated at the transitional regions such as when the blade moves

between the windward and upwind and as the blade exits the downwind and

rotates into the windward region. This observation was also recorded with the

second candidate blade S1046 - 40D but to a lesser degree.

The results showed the adjoint method was able to yield an optimal candidate

blade based on the S1046 shape. It was also observed that, when comparing the

morphing pattern of the S1046, the results above can also be used to verify the

results from the NACA0018 optimization in that further cambering of the blade,

guided by the adjoint method and affected by the flow field at different azimuth

angle, increased moment and therefore power coefficient further. However, the

starting shape of NACA0018 yielded a higher percentage increase in power

coefficient with a distinctly different shape from the original starting blade compared

to the resulting blade from the S1046 optimization which showed similar

characteristics to its starting blade. In the following section, 3D analysis of the

candidate blade from the NACA0018 optimization was conducted.

4.7 Adjoint Method Shape Optimization of a Vertical Axis Wind Turbine:
3D Analysis and Characterization of the candidate 120D blade

This study demonstrated the efficacy of the adjoint method to optimize a VAWT

blade. The optimization of the symmetrical uncambered blade NACA0018 produced

a strong candidate blade which improves the average single blade moment

coefficient by over 30%. A 3D analysis was then conducted to study, compare, and

characterize the performance of the candidate 120D blade from the NACA0018

optimization. This was done to include 3D effects in the numerical simulation such

as blade tip losses and 3D production of wake and vortices across the blade span

length since 2D numerical simulation does not consider blade depth. The candidate
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blade was compared against the baseline NACA0018 blade and S1046 blade. The

results showed the candidate blade performed much better than the NACA0018 blade

by 20.42% as well as the S1046 blade by 15.18%. These results indicate the adjoint

method is a suitable optimization code to aerodynamically optimize and improve the

VAWT turbine blade.

4.7.1 3D Blade Comparisons

The candidate blade obtained from the 2D optimization scheme was then exported

and redesigned into a 3D dual blade turbine. 3D numerical simulation was then

conducted with the performance coefficients between the NACA0018 and 120D. Fig

4.41(a) shows the power coefficient comparison between the NACA0018 turbine and

candidate 120D turbine. It was observed that 120D performed better than

NACA0018 turbine by 29.02% over the range of TSR. The largest difference was

found at TSR1.75 and TSR 1.5 with a power coefficient difference of 45.0.8% and

32.55% respectively. For added comparison, the cambered blade S1046 was also

compared. However, the 120D was also found to outperform the S1046 blade. The

average difference over the range of tested TSR against the NACA0018 was 20.42%

whereas the average performance uplift over the S1046 was 15.18%. Further

comparative analysis between all three blades was conducted in the later sections. A

short analysis was conducted at low wind speed of 3m/s shown in Fig 4.41(b). The

120D curve show poor performance which was expected at such a low wind speed.

(a) (b)
Fig 4.41. (a) Power coefficient comparison between the candidate turbine against the NACA0018

and S1046 and (b) power coefficient curve at low wind speed of 3m/s.

Fig 4.42 compares the single blade instantaneous moment coefficient curve

between the NACA0018 and the 120D taken at TSR 1. During the first half of the

turbine rotation, it was observed that both blades performed similarly between 0° to
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90°. This shows that there was little difference in terms of power performance

between the blades during the latter half of the windward phase and the early phase

of the upwind. However, the 120D blade showed better performance during the latter

half of the upwind phase and into the early phase of the leeward region. A slight

performance dip was observed thereafter. During the downwind phase of the rotation,

the candidate blade showed better overall efficiency leading into the windward

region, as illustrated in Fig 4.43. The NACA0018 curve shows a smoother downward

trending line whereas the 120D blade shows slight oscillation between 200° and 320°

albeit with higher efficiency. This indicates that the shape of the unsymmetrical

120D blade is more optimized for the downwind region and is better at extracting

power in a more turbulent flow generated from the passing blade.

Fig 4.42. Instantaneous coefficient comparison single blade between baseline NACA0018 and
candidate turbine 120D at TSR 1.
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Fig 4.43. Polar plot of the instantaneous power coefficient comparison between the candidate 120D
blade against the common symmetrical blades. Data taken at TSR 1.

4.7.2 Lift comparison – 3D Analysis

Fig 4.44 shows the lift coefficient comparison between all 3 blades. It was observed

that the overall 120D shows higher lift between 0° to 80°. The S1046 blade showed

highest lift coefficient at 120°. Thereafter, from 200 azimuthal angle onwards, the

120D blade showed the largest lift coefficient of the compared during the latter half

of the leeward region, the downwind region and into the windward phase of the

rotation. During the later stage of the downwind rotation, the 120D blade

experienced higher lift, which peaked at 320°.

The Fig indicates the 120D blade showed more similar lift characteristics

with the NACA0018 between latter half of the upwind and initial stages of the

leeward region. During the first half of the rotation, the 120D blade showed better lift

during the upwind region whereas the S1046 performed better during the leeward

region. The 120D blade showed better lift thereafter during the downwind region

with a noticeably large peak at the transition region as the blade exits the downwind

and enters the windward region. Most importantly, a cambered blade tends to

perform better during the downwind phase of the turbine rotation and, in the case of
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the 120D candidate blade, the adjoint-optimized blade performed better than the

compared S1046 blade. A blade pressure analysis was conducted in a later subsection

with regards to the observations made in this Fig.

Fig 4.44. Lift coefficient comparison. Data taken at TSR 1.5.

4.7.3 Flow Contour Comparisons

In the previous section, various performance coefficients of the candidate 120D

turbine were compared against the baseline NACA0018 turbine and S1046 turbine.

The following section discusses the flow contour with respect to velocity, pressure,

and streamline contour comparisons of the 120D against the baseline NACA0018

turbine and the cambered S1046 turbine.

4.7.3.1 Pressure contour comparisons – NACA0018 and 120D

Fig 4.45 shows the pressure contour comparison between the NACA0018 and 120D

turbines. As was previously discussed, a significant point of difference between the

turbines is mainly seen in the downwind region where the 120D performed better

with respect to turbine power production. In this section, snapshots of the pressure

contour were taken at 200°, 240°, 280°, and 320°. The azimuth angle designation

was named in reference to the position of the first turbine blade during the downwind

phase of the rotation.

At 200°, from Fig 4.45(a), it was observed that both NACA0018 and 120D

turbines showed similar pressure contour with little pressure difference as the blade

exits the leeward region and enters the downwind region. The first blade, at 40°
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azimuth angle, a difference can be observed at the upper surface of the blades. The

upper surface of the upper blade shows lower pressure similar to the inner surface.

Compared to the NACA0018 blade, this indicates a lower pressure difference

between the upper and lower surface of the blade which would explain the previous

observation of reduced performance during the upwind region.

At 240°, the overall contour shows similar characteristics. However, when

looking closer, it can be observed that the pressure magnitude experienced by the

120D blade in the downwind region is higher than the NACA0018 which is more

conducive for higher lift and more efficient power production. The blades in the

upwind region however show significant difference observed at the leading edge.

The 120D blade shows more pressure difference than the NACA0018 blade. Similar

observations can be seen at the 280° instance. As the blade exits the downwind

region and enters the windward phase at 320°, it can be observed that the negative

suction pressure is more evenly distributed on the NACA0018 blade surface.

However, this suction pressure is higher in magnitude and more concentrated on the

leading edge of the 120D. These observations show how the 120D performs better

during this stage of the rotation which was reported in the previous sections.

200°

240°
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280°

320°

(a) (b)

Fig 4.45. Instantaneous coefficient comparison single blade between (a) NACA0018 and (b)
candidate turbine 120D at TSR 1.5.

4.7.3.2 Streamline comparisons – NACA0018 vs 120D

As was shown in the previous section, a significant difference between the

NACA0018 and 120D blade was between the 200° and 320° azimuth angle or as the

blade exits the leeward region, enters the downwind phase, and later exits into the

windward region. Hence, in this analysis, a comparison was made of the 120D blade

against the NACA0018 blade during the downwind phase of the turbine rotation.

Fig 4.46 shows the streamline contour comparison of the baseline

NACA0018 and the candidate turbine 120D. At 200°, as the blade starts to exit the

leeward region and enter the downwind region, a larger concentration of swirling or

fluid circulation was observed at the inner surface of the 120D blade, indicating

larger vortices forming at the lower surface of the 120D blade. Referring to Fig 4.42,

this may have resulted in a loss of lift force as the resulting effect of this was shown
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to have a reduction in moment coefficient during this phase of rotation. At 240°,

from Fig 4.46(a) the outer surface of the NACA0018 blade showed a swirling

streamlines indicating vortices forming at the outer surface of the blade. In Fig

4.46(b), the 120D, however, showed slight circulation towards the trailing edge of

the outer surface. The inner surface of the NACA0018 blade showed thicker

concentration of swirl compared to the 120D blade which indicates stronger vortex

forming at the inner blade of NACA0018. At 280°, it was observed that a large swirl

at the outer surface of the NACA0018 blade starts to detach from the surface of the

blade. The 120D blade, however, showed two smaller swirling vortices at the outer

surface. At 320°, the streamline pattern between the two blades were similar but the

NACA0018 blade showed a larger swirl and therefore higher vortex intensity.

Comparatively, although similar, the 120D blade showed slightly more streamlining

of the flow as the blade exits the downwind region and enters the windward phase.

This indicates a loss in vortex intensity of the first swirl seen previously during the

280° azimuth angle. The second vortex formed towards the trailing edge of the blade

during the previous azimuth angle showed a disconnect from the first swirl which

indicates shedding of the vortex.

Overall, the front hump of the 120D shifts the vortices forming at the outer of

the blade backwards towards the trailing edge of the blade as was observed at 240°

and 280° azimuth angles. This indicates a delay in flow separation and therefore

better lift compared to the baseline NACA0018 blade during this phase of the turbine

rotation. This effect showed a positive impact on the turbine moment coefficient

during the downwind region. These observations were recorded in the previous

section whereby the 120D performed better than the NACA0018 especially at 240°

and about 300°
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200°

240°

280°

320°

(a) (b)

Fig 4.46. Streamline and pressure contour comparison between the (a) NACA0018 blade and the
(b)120D blade at TSR 1.5.
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4.7.3.3 Velocity flow contour comparisons – S1046 vs 120D

Fig 4.47 compares the velocity flow contour between the S1046 and 120D

within the upwind region. At 30°, both the S1046, in Fig 4.47(a), and 120D, in Fig

4.47(b), blades showed similar overall flow contour. However, the upper surface

contour of the 120D blade experienced a slightly higher velocity as evidenced in the

Fig. At 60°, the leading edge of both blades displayed similar contour patterns with

the 120D marginally higher in intensity. The boundary layer of the S1046 was more

attached to the blade towards the trailing edge but the upward morphing of the lower

surface caused the 120D blade to have a less attached boundary layer and, therefore,

a more pronounced wake at the trailing edge. At 90°, the same observation was made

with regards to the boundary layer of the 120D. Due to the straightened nature of the

inner surface, the boundary layer separation occurred closer to the leading edge as

opposed to the S1046 which occurred closer towards the centre of the blade. Again,

this results in a more significant wake and vortex shedding from the trailing edge of

the 120D blade. At 120°, the overall contours of both blades were identical as was

expected since performance differences between the two blades in the previous

moment analysis was also similar at this stage of the turbine rotation.

30°
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60°

90°

120°

(a) (b)

Fig 4.47. Velocity flow comparisons between the (a) S1046 and (b) candidate turbine 120D at TSR
1.5.

4.7.3.4 Velocity flow contour comparisons – NACA0018 vs 120D

From the previous moment coefficient and lift coefficient figures, it was observed

that the 120D blade performed the most optimal during the downwind and windward
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phase of the turbine rotation. Hence, a flow analysis was conducted for this turbine

rotation phase shown in Fig 4.48. At 200°, the flow contour showed similar patterns

enveloping both turbine blades with the NACA0018 blade showing slightly higher

intensity at the trailing edge. This would match both the moment and lift coefficient

curve showing negligible differences between the two blades at this stage of the

rotation. At 240°, as the blade enters the downwind phase, the leading edge of the

NACA0018 blade showed noticeably more chaotic flow than the 120D blade. At

280° and 320°, the previous observations were repeated. The 120D blade showed a

more streamlined flow at the leading edge whereas the NACA0018 showed slightly

more erratic contour.

These observations indicated an imminent flow detachment from the leading

edge of the NACA0018 whereas the flow is more attached in the 120D blade. The

120D blade, with the slight hump at the leading edge, was able to reduce the flow

detachment and therefore minimize dynamic stall during this phase of the rotation.

This would, in turn, reduce the turbulent flow within the turbine which would lessen

the flow impacting the incoming blade. With a flow more attached, lift was better

maintained and therefore resulted in better moment production which was previously

seen in Fig 4.42 and Fig 4.43.

200°
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240°

280°

320°

(a) (b)

Fig 4.48. Velocity flow comparisons between the (a) NACA0018 and (b) candidate turbine 120D at
TSR 1.5.

4.7.4 Vortex Q-Criterion comparison - S1046 vs 120D

The following section describes the flow of the turbine blades at different instances

of turbine rotation. The azimuth angle designation was relative to the position of the
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first turbine blade. The comparisons were taken at TSR 1.5. As shown in Fig 4.49, at

30°, the S1046 turbine produced larger vortical structures at the trailing edge of both

blades. During this initial upwind phase, it was seen that the 120D blades produced

lesser vortex compared to the S1046 blade in the same phase. Similar observations

were made at 60°. The S1046 blade in the upwind region showed strong vortices at

the trailing edge. However, the 120D blade in the same region showed a detachment

of the vortices and mostly were concentrated at the blade tips of both ends. The

second blade in the downwind region showed vortices enveloping the blade but of

lower magnitude compared to the S1046 blade in the same rotational phase. At 90°,

similar vortical structures and patterns were observed in both turbines with the S1046

showing larger structures at the trailing edge of the second blade within the

downwind region. At 120°, both first S1046 and 120D first blades in upwind region

entering leeward region showed concentrated vortices at the blade tips with the 120D

blade showing slight vortex shedding along the blade span. Both turbines’ second

blade in the downwind phase before entering the windward region showed strong

vortices shed mainly from the trailing edge. The S1046 blade, however, showed

significantly larger vortical structures especially prominent from the blade tips.

Overall, the S1046 turbine blades produced more vortices during the turbine

rotation which left a significant trailing edge wake. This, in turn, affected the next

incoming blade and therefore resulted in higher effects of drag. Contrary to this, the

120D blade not only has an increased lift performance due to its optimized shape, but

when looking at the turbine 3D performance, the 120D blade was found to also have

lesser vortex shedding and therefore lesser negative drag effects for the incoming

second blade. This result confirmed the improvement of the turbine flow field made

by the 120D blade.
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30°

60°

90°
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120°

(a) (b)

Fig 4.49. Q-criterion comparisons between the (a) S1046 and (b) candidate turbine 120D at TSR 1.5.

4.7.5 Blade surface comparison

Fig 4.50 compares the blade surface comparison between the three turbine blades.

The comparisons were made at 40° and 320° where the 120D blade showed

significant increase in lift coefficient against the NACA0018 and S1046 blades

referenced from Fig 4.44. From Fig 4.50(a), at 40°, the 120D blade showed much

lower negative pressure at -0.08m compared to both the NACA0018 and S1046. The

loop towards the right side of the blade also showed a smaller area compared to the

two baseline blades. At 320°, shown in Fig 4.50(b), whereby the lift coefficient also

showed a higher curve compared to the baseline blades, the 120D blade much lower

negative values on the left side of the curve as well as a larger loop area between

0.05 and 0.06m. This is consistent with the observations made in the 2D section at

the same location. In this analysis, however, it can be conclusively shown that the

increase in moment coefficient during this stage was also the results of increased lift

during the initial stage of the windward region. While the observations here is similar

to the ones made in the 2D section comparing the 120D blade with the NACA0018

blade, this 3D analysis of the blade surface pressure distribution also showed a better

curve with larger area and therefore higher lift generated by the 120D blade against

the S1046 blade. It was also noted that the intersection point, on the right – hand side

of the curve, of the 120D blade was located between the NACA0018 and S1046.
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This indicates a cambering or inward curving of the surface of the blade shifts the

zero-pressure difference region towards the trailing edge of the blade.

The observations above explains how the 120D blade performed better during

the initial upwind and windward phase of the rotation. The blade surface pressure

analysis indicates that curve characteristics of the 120D blade showed a larger

pressure difference between the upper and lower surface of the blade, indicated by

the area of the pressure curve, which therefore promotes higher lift.

(a) (b)
Fig 4.50. Pressure distribution analysis and comparisons at 40° and 320° azimuthal angles. Data

taken at TSR 1.5.

4.7.6 3D Turbine Blade Analysis - Summary

The single blade optimization of the symmetrical blade NACA0018 using the adjoint

method together with the gradient-based optimizer produced a candidate blade, 120D,
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that has shown to be more efficient in power production compared to the baseline

symmetrical blade. Comparisons of the 120D to the unsymmetrical S1046 turbine

were also conducted and showed significantly better performance. From this study,

the following conclusions were made:

 The 120D turbine was found to have a significant 20.42% and 15.18%

increase in performance over the NACA0018 and S1046 turbines

respectively.

 The main improvement of the 120D was observed during the downwind

portion of the turbine rotation, showing significantly higher power

production between 200° and 340° azimuth angles.

 Pressure contours showed the 120D generated less vortices and therefore

experienced less drag effects during the downwind phase of the turbine

rotation.

 3D visualization of the Q-criterion showed large formations vortices around

the S1046 blade which indicated higher drag effects affecting the turbine

blades during rotation. The 120D however showed the opposite with less

vortices and therefore more aerodynamically efficient to produce power.

 Hence, the 120D has been shown to be optimized.

This study demonstrated the optimized blade 120D against two known symmetrical

blades: uncambered NACA0018 and cambered blade S1046. The results above have

shown that, when 3D effects were considered in the numerical simulation, the 120D

blade still showed higher performance over the two baseline blades. However, the

study only showed the performance of the turbine blades without any support

structures in place. In the subsequent section, a full turbine configuration, together

with support-arms analysis, was performed.

4.8 Adjoint Method Shape Optimization of a Vertical Axis Wind Turbine:
3D Analysis and Characterization of The Full Turbine Configuration
with Turbine support-arms

An extension of the previous section, this study now focuses on the full turbine

configuration performance comparing both the conventional turbine with both

NACA0018 blade and support-arms against the 120D with the candidate geometry
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120D also applied to the turbine blade and support-arms. The results showed a

significant average improvement of 12.5% increase over the baseline turbine over the

range of tested TSR. Applying the same 120D blade geometry onto the turbine

support-arms yielded better results with respect to aerodynamic forces and power

production of the turbine. The results showed promising use of the adjoint method

for VAWT optimization that may be applied to other VAWT blades in different

configurations or under different turbine conditions.

4.8.1 3D Full Turbine Comparisons

The following section compares the 3D CFD results between the NACA0018 turbine

and 120D turbine. Fig 4.51 shows the results of the 3D turbine comparison between

the candidate 120D turbine and the NACA0018 turbine. It was observed that the

120D turbine is more optimized than the NACA0018 turbine. As the turbine starts at

the lower TSR range, the NACA0018 turbine was marginally better. However, there

was an incremental increase in difference favouring the 120D turbine starting from

4.30% at TSR 1 and 50.76% TSR1.75 with respect to the power coefficient. The

maximum power coefficient was also found to have shifted between the two turbines.

The maximum power coefficient for the NACA0018 turbine was found at TSR 1.25

whereas the 120D turbine was shifted up to TSR 1.5. The average increased power

coefficient uplift of the 120D over the baseline NACA0018 turbine over the

simulated range of TSR was 12.5%.

Fig 4.51. Power coefficient comparison between baseline NACA0018 and candidate turbine 120D.
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Fig 4.52 compares the instantaneous single blade support-arm moment

coefficient full turbine configuration between the NACA0018 and the 120D taken at

TSR 1. The NACA0018 blade combination has a higher maximum peak at 80°

whereas the maximum peak of the 120D was found to be slightly before that at 75°.

Thereafter, the moment coefficient curve was similar between the two as the blade

passes from the upwind region into the leeward phase of the rotation. From 200°

onwards, as the blade started to exit the leeward region and enter the downward

phase, the difference in moment coefficient was found to be more pronounced as the

120D experiences a higher increase in moment coefficient compared to the

NACA0018 blade combination. This trend was consistent throughout the rotation

from the downwind phase and into the early phase of the windward region. The

NACA0018 blade combination was also found to have a smoother curve after 240°

compared to the 120D which experiences more erratic peaks and troughs particularly

between 280° and 320° where a large bump in moment efficiency was observed. This

indicated that the optimization scheme was able to reduce aerodynamic losses within

the downwind area.

Although, by design, the VAWT usually extracts most power during the

upwind phase of the rotation, the optimized candidate blade was found to also

minimize the effects of power coefficient losses during other phases of the turbine

rotation. The blade camber, resulting from the optimization, was found to increase in

the blade efficiency in the downwind region which then has a positive effect on the

overall turbine performance, maximizing power extraction not only within the

traditionally upwind region but also within the downwind region. This observation is

consistent with the findings of Castelli et al (Castelli et al. 2012) whereby the authors

also found cambering a NACA0021 blade improves the power coefficient in the

downwind phase but slight poorer efficiency in the upwind region.
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Fig 4.52. Instantaneous coefficient comparison single blade and support-arm between baseline
NACA0018 and candidate turbine 120D at TSR 1.

4.8.2 Lift And Drag Coefficient Comparisons of Main Turbine Blade

The symmetrical blade of the NACA0018 has been generally well known. The novel

shape of the 120D blade, however, is a newly generated blade shape with a different

aerodynamic characteristic compared to the baseline blade. Fig 4.53 shows the lift

and drag coefficients of the 120D blade compared to the NACA0018 turbine blade.

The comparisons were made at Re 30 x 103. Fig 4.53(a) instantiates the lift

coefficient comparisons between the two blades. As expected, the 120D blade

showed significantly higher lift coefficient during the positive angle of attack and

lower lift coefficient during the negative angle of attack. The unsymmetrical profile

of the blade allows a pressure difference that favours lift even at 0° angle of attack.

While both blades have a stall angle of attack of 8°, the lift coefficient was found to

continue increasing in the case of the 120D blade. The drag coefficient comparison

was shown in Fig 4.53(b). The overall curve showed significantly higher drag effects

experienced by the 120D blade compared to the NACA0018 blade. The symmetrical

shape of the NACA0018 was expected to experience lower drag effects at lower

angles of attack. In the case of the 120D, however, the front hump of the blade

design means an increase in the frontal area of the blade and therefore larger drag

coefficient. Both lift and drag figure comparisons showed the unsymmetrical blade

shape of the 120D not only yielded a significantly higher lift coefficient, but also

experienced higher drag effects as the blade angle of attack increased.
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Comparing the lift to drag ratio between the two blades in Fig 4.53(c), it was

shown that, at positive angles of attack, the symmetrical NACA0018 showed

marginally higher ratio up to 8°, which then reduces significantly due to the drop of

lift towards 0° as the angle of attack increased. The 120D showed a lesser drop at

similar angles of attack. The differences showed that the significant gain in lift of the

120D reduces the impact of the increased drag coefficient. Hence, even at higher

angles of attack, the ratio shows the lift generation is still stronger than the drag

effects. At negative angles of attack, the 120D showed higher lift to drag ratio.

Lastly, comparing the lift vs drag curve of both the blades in Fig 4.53(d), the

NACA0018 expectedly showed a tighter curve. The 120D however showed a

significantly larger curve than the NACA018 blade. The curve characteristics of the

120D indicated that the lift effects of the blade were more dominant even as the drag

coefficient increased. This was shown at CD value of 0.5 to 0.75 whereby the increase

in drag coefficient was also followed by the increase in lift coefficient.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)
Fig 4.53 (a) Lift coefficient vs angle of attack, (b) drag coefficient vs angle of attack, (c) lift to drag

ratio vs angle of attack, and (d) lift coefficient vs drag coefficient.
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4.8.3 Turbine support-arm performance

In the previous sections, the overall turbine performance was analysed and discussed.

Next, a thorough performance analysis and evaluation of the support-arm geometry

was conducted. Comparisons of power production as well as aerodynamic forces

such as lift and drag characteristics were presented between the NACA0018 and

120D geometry.

4.8.3.1 Support-arm performance comparisons

Both turbine configurations featured similar blade geometry to its turbine blade

geometry. In this section, the support-arm effects on the turbine power coefficient

were measured and quantified. The analysis was conducted at 3 different inlet wind

speeds as shown in Fig 4.54. In all wind speed cases, the NACA0018 geometry

showed higher percentage losses than the 120D. The test case at 6m/s, shown in Fig

4.54(a), the difference in average power coefficient loss between the two arm

geometries was 174.75%. In Fig 4.54(b), the percentage difference at 7m/s was the

lowest of the velocities compared at 65.72%. The percentage difference at 8m/s,

shown in Fig 4.54(c) was 119.43%. In all wind speed test cases, it was observed that

the percentage difference between the NACA0018 and 120D support-arm was larger

at the lower TSRs but reduced as the TSR value increased. This indicated that, as the

TSR value increased, both blades show similar characteristics in terms power

coefficient losses.

(a) (b)
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(c)
Fig 4.54. Power coefficient losses comparisons at (a) 6m/s, (b) 7m/s, and (c) 8m/s.

Fig 4.55 shows the percentage power coefficient loss comparison between the 120D

and NACA0018 support-arm. It was observed that as the TSR increases, the power

coefficient loss due to both support-arm structures increased. This showed that as the

turbine rotation increased, the power coefficient losses increased more with the

NACA0018 support-arm than the 120D. However, the 120D experienced much

lower percentage losses over the tested TSR range compared to the NACA0018

support-arm. On average, the percentage difference between the two arm geometries

was 65.72% in favour of the 120D. This observation could be scaled further for

different or bigger turbine sizes.

Fig 4.55. Percentage power coefficient loss comparison between baseline NACA0018 arm and
candidate turbine 120D.

Fig 4.56 shows the instantaneous moment coefficient comparison of a single

support-arm at multiple TSR ranges. From Fig 4.56(a), at TSR 1, a dual peak at 90°

and 140° was observed. This would indicate a sudden shift in fluid flow conditions
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which may have caused flow separation or detachment at the first higher peak (90°),

then a reattachment at 120° which later peaks at 140°. At TSR 1.25, from Fig 4.55(b),

the dual peak was shifted to 120° and 180° azimuthal angle. The first higher peak

occurred at the end of the upwind region and the second occurring at the beginning

of the leeward phase. At TSR 1.5, from Fig 4.56(c), the 120D moment coefficient

peak was again shifted forward to 140° which is within the leeward region. Lastly, at

TSR 1.75 from Fig 4.56(d), the maximum 120D moment efficiency was extended

from 80° to 160° before dropping lower than the NACA0018 support-arm.

At all instances, it was observed that the NACA0018 curve characteristics did

not vary much and consistently peaked at the initial stage of the leeward rotation

phase. It was also observed that the NACA0018 arm tended to perform better during

the windward phase between 0° to 30°. However, the curve characteristics of the

120D arm varied significantly from one TSR to the next. A common characteristic of

all the 120D curve in all TSR cases, however, is that the 120D blade consistently

showed higher moment efficiency throughout the upwind phase and into the initial

stage of the leeward region. Overall, in all the cases presented, the biggest

performance increase was observed in the upwind region. The Figs showed that, at

all TSR ranges, the 120D arm yielded better performance with respect to moment

coefficient compared to the NACA0018 support-arm particularly within the upwind

region. The cambered nature of the blade may have played a part in the higher peaks

than the symmetrical NACA0018 blade which would produce different flow

characteristics that are more conducive for better moment production seen in the

previous Fig 4.54.

(a) (b)
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(c) (d)
Fig 4.56. Instantaneous moment coefficient comparison single arm between baseline NACA0018

and candidate turbine 120D at (a) TSR 1, (b) TSR 1.25, (c) TSR1.5, and (d) TSR1.75.

Fig 4.57 shows the power coefficient curve over a single turbine rotation

comparison between the NACA0018 support-arm and the 120D arm. It was observed

that the 120D has much higher peaks between 40° to 160° and 220° to 350° and

much lower troughs 0° to 40° and 170° to 220° compared to the NACA0018 blade.

This would indicate the cambered shape of the 120D was able to optimally perform

better within the upwind and downwind region but performs poorer during the

windward and leeward region compared to the NACA0018 arm. It was also observed

that there was a phase shift in that the 120D increases in power coefficient and

peaked sooner compared to the NACA0018 arm. The NACA0018 blade showed

unsteady oscillations between 0° to 80° and 180° to 260°. This is in stark contrast to

the 120D arm, however, which showed a significant increase in power coefficient

during these stages of the rotation. The observations made here explain how the

120D geometry has a better and more positive effect on the power coefficient losses

compared to the NACA0018 arm. Also shown is the average power coefficient of

each support-arm geometry with the 120D showing a 20.39% performance uplift

over the NACA0018 arm.
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Fig 4.57. Power coefficient curve comparison between the NACA0018 support-arm and 120D
support-arm over a single turbine rotation.

Fig 4.58 shows the power coefficient comparisons between the NACA0018

support-arm and the 120D support-arm. The NACA0018 showed higher efficiency

during the windward phase of the rotation between 350° and 30° and the leeward

region between 170° to 220°. However, the 120D curve showed significantly higher

power coefficients during the upwind and downwind region, indicating that the

cambered arm geometry has less parasitic effect towards power production of the

turbine during these stages of the rotation.
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Fig 4.58. Polar plot of power coefficient curve comparison over a single turbine rotation taken at
TSR 1.5.

4.8.3.2 Support-arm aerodynamic characteristics

The following section discusses the lift and drag performance coefficients with

respect to lift and drag. Fig 4.59 shows the lift coefficient curve comparisons

between the candidate blade and the baseline NACA0018 blade. Fig 4.59(a)

illustrated the algebraic sum of turbine support-arms comparison. It was observed

that the 120D blade peaked lower than the NACA0018 blade. The overall curve was

also much lower, mostly within the negative region. The lift coefficient of 120D was

the lowest at 120° and 300°. Referring to the previous section, these locations

coincide with the power coefficient peaks during the transition phase from upwind

into the leeward region and the downwind into the windward region. The 120D blade

also peaked earlier at 40° and about 220° azimuthal angles whereas the NACA0018

support-arm blade, in both similar instances, peaked 40° later. Fig 4.59(b) shows the

single blade curve comparison with respect to the lift coefficient. Similar

observations were made whereby the NACA0018 blade peaked later than the 120D

by about 40°. This showed that the NACA0018 support-arm peaked within the centre

of the upwind phase whereas the 120D support-arm peaked earlier just as the blade

entered the upwind region. A small peak was observed at 180° azimuthal angle. The
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overall lift coefficient curve showed a much lower overall lift experienced by the

120D blade compared to the NACA0018 blade.

(a) (b)
Fig 4.59. Lift coefficient curve comparison (a) algebraic sum of arms (b) single support-arm over a

single turbine rotation taken at TSR 1.5.

Fig 4.60 shows the drag coefficient curves. From Fig 4.60(a), it was observed

that the algebraic sum of both 120D support-arms has a higher peak than the

NACA0018 arm. Like the previous observations of the lift coefficients, it was also

observed that there was a phase lag between the two blades with the 120D peaking

earlier at 140° and 320° whereas the NACA0018 support-arm peaked at 180° and

340°. The drag curves showed higher values of 120D than the NACA0018 blade

between 80° and 160° as well as between 270° to 340°. This indicated that the 120D

support-arm experienced higher levels of drag during the upwind and downwind

region. Fig 4.60(b) shows the single blade curve comparison between the candidate

turbine and the NACA0018 turbine with respect to the blade drag coefficient. The

120D showed a higher peak at 140° and lower trough at 180°. It was also observed

that there was a distinct overall shift in drag at 180° with the 120D exhibiting higher

drag than the NACA0018 in the first half of the rotation but the NACA0018 arm

showing higher drag in the later half. This showed that the 120D experienced higher

drag during the upwind phase whereas the NACA0018 blade experienced higher

drag during the downwind phase.
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(a) (b)
Fig 4.60. Drag coefficient curve comparison (a) algebraic sum of arms (b) single support-arm over a

single turbine rotation taken at TSR 1.5.

4.8.4 Velocity Flow Contour - Full Turbine Configuration

Fig 4.61 shows the velocity flow contour comparison between the two blades. Unlike

the analysis in the previous section 4.7, here, the effects of the turbine blade support-

arms on the flow physics were considered. At 30°, the leading edge of the

NACA0018 showed vortex shedding at the on the upper surface. This phenomenon

was not observed with the 120D blade which showed a much more streamlined flow

at the same location. The trailing edge of the NACA0018 also showed higher

intensity of high velocity indicating higher shedding compared to the 120D. At 120°,

large shedding was observed at the trailing edge of the NACA0018 blade. The blade

– arm connection showed this. The 120D blade, however, showed smaller flow at the

trailing edge. At 210°, the trailing edge of the 120D blade showed a larger formation

of high velocity vortices. The blade – arm connection region showed a noticeably

larger formation of high velocity vortices compared to the NACA0018 blade arm

combination. At 300°, the leading edge of the NACA0018 showed a more erratic

flow indicating turbulence. The leading edge of the 120D was more streamlined.

These observations and differences in flow field around the blade of each

turbine at different turbine phases of the rotation indicated as to how the 120D

performed better during the downwind phase compared to the NACA0018 blade. The

overall flow visualizations showed the unsymmetrical design performed better due to

its efficiency in deflecting flow onto the upper and lower surface of the airfoil in a

way that benefits the lift force generated by the airfoil and therefore has a positive

impact on the turbine power generation. This was especially true in the downwind
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region as the optimal shape increases the power generation in this phase of the

rotation when usually it suffers.

30°

120°

210°
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300°

Fig 4.61. Velocity flow contour between the (a) NACA0018 and (b) 120D

4.8.5 Pressure contour - full turbine configuration

Fig 4.62 shows the pressure contour comparison between the NACA0018, from Fig

4.62(a), and 120D blade, shown in Fig 4.62(b). At 30°, the upper surface of the 120D

leading edge showed a slightly lower pressure compared to the NACA0018. The

lower pressure indicates higher flow velocity and is consistent with the previous

velocity section and therefore resulted in a more streamlined flow. Both 120D and

NACA0018 support-arms showed higher pressure on the leading edge concentrated

towards the blade – arm connection during this phase. At 120°, both leading edges of

the blade experienced low negative pressure. However, the suction pressure on the

120D leading edge showed higher intensity compared to the NACA0018 blade. At

210°, both blades showed minimal differences in pressure contour indicating similar

flow conditions during the leeward phase of the rotation. At 300°, the leading edge of

the upper surface of the NACA0018 blade showed a more distributed contour of low

negative pressure whereas the negative pressure was more concentrated towards the

leading edge of the 120D blade. The leading edge of the NACA0018 support-arm

showed slightly higher pressure compared to the 120D support-arm.
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300°

(a) (b)

Fig 4.62. Pressure contour between the (a) NACA0018 and (b) 120D.

4.8.6 Further support-arm analysis

The following chapter discusses the pressure contour comparisons experienced by

the support-arm. Fig 4.63 shows the upper surface of the support-arm of the (a)

NACA0018 and (b) 120D blade. From Fig 4.63(a), at 30°, the NAC0018 experienced

constant negative pressure throughout the span length on the support-arm. From Fig

4.63(b), the blade-arm connection of the 120D shows a patch of lower pressure

towards the leading edge of the turbine. As the turbine continues to rotate to 60°, this

lower suction pressure starts to extend further along the support-arm span length. A

similar formation of lower pressure also starts to form at the leading edge near the

blade-arm connection of the NACA0018 arm. At 90°, the NACA0018 support-arm

shows large negative pressure over the span of the blade chord close to the arm blade

connection. The negative pressure exerted on the 120D support-arm, however,

decreases in intensity at 90° as well as minimal pressure difference across the span

length of the blade except for a small patch at the leading edge of the blade. At 120°,

the negative pressure on the 120D support-arm concentrates only at the blade-arm

connection while the span length of the support-arm experiences a large positive

pressure difference towards the centre of the rotor. This coincides with an increase in

drag coefficient and power coefficient during this stage of the turbine rotation. The

NACA0018 support-arm shows lower negative pressure at the trailing edge.
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(a) (b)
Fig 4.63. Upper surface arm pressure contour comparison between the (a) NACA0018 and (b) 120D.

Fig 4.64 shows the lower side of the turbine blade. Instantly, due to the

symmetrical shape of the NACA0018 blade, the lower arm pressure contour showed

an identical contour pattern to the upper surface previously seen. With regards to the

120D arm however, although there were some notable differences, the general trend

of the pressure contour was similar to the previous sections. At 30°, the blade-end of

the support-arm showed a strong concentration of low pressure compared to

previously observed at the upper surface. The same observation and pattern were

noted at 60° and 90° which showed the concentration of negative pressure towards

the blade-arm connection increasing in magnitude. This indicated stronger suction

pressure compared to the NACA0018 arm experienced near the blade-end or blade-

arm connection as the blade moves through the upwind phase. At 120°, the positive

pressure contour moving towards the turbine rotor and negative suction pressure was

also observed like the upper surface. Overall, the negative pressure magnitude on the

blade lower side was higher in all instances compared to the upper surface.

Based on the lift and drag coefficient analysis from the previous section,

these observations indicated as to how the 120D experienced lower lift coefficients

throughout the turbine rotation. Although the moment or torque loss was observed to

be lesser than the NACA0018 blade, this may be due to the moment generated by the

support-arm itself because of the drag effects on the support-arm. These observations
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were corroborated based on the findings made in Fig 4.57 and Fig 4.58 whereby the

overall moment coefficient generated by the 120D was higher compared to the

NACA0018 support-arm.

30°

60°

90°
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(a) (b)
Fig 4.64. Lower arm pressure contour comparison between the (a) NACA0018 and (b) 120D.

4.8.7 Q – Criterion Flow Visualization

Fig 4.65 shows the Q-Criterion comparisons between the two turbines. When

comparing the two turbines at 30°, it was observed that larger vortical structures were

present at the trailing edge of the 120D turbine blade which indicated significant

vortex shedding at the blade edges of the 120D. The blade support-arm connection

point also showed significant vortex shedding compared to the NACA0018 turbine.

At 60°, shedding of the trailing edge vortices was observed with the NACA0018

blade showing more prominent shedding compared to the 120D. The arm blade

connection of the NACA0018 turbine also showed significant shedding on the upper

surface of the support-arm blade. This was not observed with the 120D blade. The

second blade entering the downwind region of both turbines experienced significant

vortex shedding at the leading edge of the blade. It was also observed that during

these two instances of the rotation, shedding occurred towards the blade tips which is

more prominent at the NACA0018 blade compared to the 120D. At 90°, the trailing

edge of the second blade observed a rotational flow in the NACA0018 blade. The

120D turbine, however, showed minimal shedding. This would suggest as to how the

120D experienced minimal aerodynamic losses in the downwind region compared to

the NACA0018 blade. The observation was also exemplified at 120° with the vortex

shedding more significantly seen in the NACA0018 turbine from the leading edge of
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the second blade in the downwind region. The 120D arm blade connection also

showed minimal shedding compared to the NACA0018 blade.

Overall, the Q-Criterion visualization indicated the 120D experienced less

vortex shedding compared to the NACA0018 blade. The vortex shedding not only

resulted in loss of lift force and therefore dynamic stall during these occurrences but

also caused more turbulent flow within the inner rotor region. A more turbulent flow

within the turbine inner region would severely impact the next incoming blade as the

blade would have to pass through the more chaotic flow which gave rise to an

increase in drag effects towards the second blade. The visualization of the vorticity

magnitude below indicates that the morphing of the 120D blade negates and reduces

this effect which resulted in a significant increased in performance seen in the

downwind region where the vorticity was lower.

30°

60°
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90°

120°

(a) (b)

Fig 4.65. Q criterion visualization contour of (a) NACA0018 turbine and (b) 120D turbine.

4.8.8 3D Full Turbine Configuration - Summary

In this study, the numerical aerodynamic optimization of the NACA0018 blade was

conducted. Several conclusions can be drawn from this study:

 The 2D optimization scheme performed at various snapshots of azimuthal

angles at TSR 2 produced a candidate blade with a significant increase in

average single blade moment coefficient of 30.48%.

 The 3D numerical analysis comparing the candidate blade 120D blade and

support-arm combination against the initial baseline geometry NACA0018

also showed a significant increase in performance.
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 The largest increase was found at TSR 1.75 with an increase of 50.76%. The

average performance uplift over the range of tested TSR was 12.5%.

 An analysis and comparison of the 120D geometry applied to the turbine

support-arm shows a significantly higher 20.39% improvement in terms of

power coefficient compared to the NACA0018 geometry.

 The support-arm comparisons showed the unsymmetrical blade has a more

positive impact on the turbine performance with lesser power coefficient

loses compared to the symmetrical blade NACA0018 support-arm. The

average power coefficient loss difference was 65.7%.

 Although the observed effects were conducted and performed on a small-

scale turbine, the results indicate, as turbine size and operating TSR range

increases, the same effects could also be achieved at a larger scale.

The results above concluded the numerical work of the optimization of the

VAWT blade. The chosen 120D candidate blade was found to be the most optimal as

both a turbine blade and a support-arm in a VAWT configuration. However, an

experimental validation of the numerical results above would need to be conducted

to verify that the adjoint optimized 120D blade can be translated into real world use

as well as being more optimal than the NACA0018. Other turbine characterisations

such as solidity and aspect ratio were also discussed in the experimental section.

4.9 Experimental Performance Analysis, Characterization, and Validation

After numerical analysis was conducted, the results above with the 120D blade were

then analyzed in an experimental study with the wind tunnel. The turbine

components such as the blades and turbine support-arms were all 3D printed and the

experiment was conducted at varying low wind speed. This was due to the plastic

nature of the turbine components which were susceptible to breakage and sudden

explosive breakage due to the force when operated at high wind speed. Hence, the

chosen wind speed varied between 5m/s to 6.5m/s. The experiments were conducted

as per the turbine arrangement mentioned in section 4.8. This means the NACA0018

turbine blade was paired with the NACA0018 support-arm while the 120D blade

profile was applied to both the turbine blade and turbine arm geometry.
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4.9.1 Rotational speed

Fig 4.66 shows the rotational speed of the turbine at various loads. This was done by

applying and varying the rope brake dynamometer attached to the spring balance. It

was observed that, at all tested wind speeds, the 120D turbine showed much higher.

From Fig 4.65(a), at 5m/s, the maximum speed of the 120D turbine reached 835RPM

compared to the NACA0018 of 580RPM. This was a significant 33.10% increase in

maximum RPM. Shown in Fig 4.65(b), the 5.6m/s test case saw the largest increase

in rotational speed at 42.35% over the baseline NACA0018.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)
Fig 4.66. Turbine rotational speed comparisons at (a) 5m/s, (b) 5.6m/s, (c) 6m/s and (d) 6.5m/s

The maximum RPM of the 120D turbine at 6m/s, Fig 4.65(c), reached

1000RPM compared to the maximum NACA0018 wind speed of 835RPM. This was

a 29.55% increase in maximum RPM. At inlet velocity of 6.5m/s, Fig 4.65(d), the
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increase in rotational speed saw the least difference between the two turbines with an

uplift of 15.38%. The average increase in maximum RPM in all tested inlet velocity

speed was 30.10%. The higher rotational speed resulted in higher TSR and therefore

a wider operational range of the turbine.

4.9.2 Power performance analysis

In this section, the power performance of the turbine blades was compared. Fig 4.67

below shows the power performance comparisons of the two turbines at different

inlet wind speeds. Immediately, it was clear that, in all test cases, it was observed

that the higher RPM of the 120D turbine resulted in a wider range of operational

TSR which then resulted in a general increase in power production. From Fig 4.67(a),

at 5m/s inlet velocity, the 120D turbine saw a maximum power extraction uplift by

7.96%. When the wind speed was increased to 5.6m/s, Fig 4.67(b), the 120D turbine

was able to operate at a much higher TSR. This time, the maximum power was

increased by 21.76%. Increasing the wind speed further up to 6m/s, shown in Fig

4.67(c), the percentage increase of maximum power production of the 120D turbine

against the baseline NACA0018 turbine was significant at 29.43%. At 6.5m/s,

illustrated in Fig 4.67(d), the maximum power was increased by a very large margin

of 30.02%. Hence, the power production difference between the two turbines

increased as the wind speed increased.

The main factor in the increase of the power production of the 120D turbine

over the NACA0018 turbine was its much higher operating speed. Due to the

morphing of the blade which changed the nature of the blade profile in the 120D

turbine, the Figs showed very different curve characteristics. Hence, this study has

shown that, both in numerical predictions and experimental testing, the 120D blade

was proven to be much more optimal for this small turbine performance. Since the

candidate blade 120D has been experimentally validated to be an improvement over

the NACA0018 blade, a further analysis was conducted on the solidity and aspect

ratio of the 120D turbine.
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)
Fig 4.67. Power performance comparison between the candidate 120D turbine and baseline

NACA0018 turbine at (a) 5m/s, (b) 5.6m/s, (c) 6m/s and (d) 6.5m/s.

4.9.3 Effect of Optimized Blade on Turbine Solidity

In the 2D numerical optimization study, the blade chord was kept at 60mm. The

turbine was also rotated at various angles with a turbine diameter of 200mm.

However, as was previously discussed in the literature section of this thesis, the blade

chord and turbine diameter are significant factors affecting the turbine solidity. The

previous numerical sections investigated the turbines’ performances with these two

parameters in mind. Therefore, it can be deduced that the adjoint optimization was

conducted with optimizing the turbine blade with these two factors considered.

Hence, in this section, an experimental study was conducted to investigate the

performance of the candidate turbine blade and support-arms with 120D geometry

while varying the number of blades. The analysis was conducted at inlet velocity

5m/s and 5.6m/s. Parameters for this study were summarized in Table 4.7.
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Table 4.7 Parameters of the turbine solidity study.

Parameter Turbine 1 Turbine 2 Turbine 3

Number of blades 2 3 4

Solidity 0.19 0.28 0.38

Chord 0.06 0.06 0.06

Height, H 0.2 0.2 0.2

From Fig 4.68(a), it was observed that the higher the number of blades extracted

better power at lower TSR. The two bladed turbine extracted power over a wider

range of TSR. The 3 bladed turbine peaked at TSR 1.35 whereas the 4 bladed turbine

peaked at TSR 1.1. At 5.6m/s, in Fig 4.68(b), the 2 bladed turbine also showed the

widest operating TSR. However, the 4 bladed turbine showed the highest peak

despite showing a much narrower operating TSR range. The increased solidity of the

turbine was able to improve maximum power production of the turbine but at the

cost of a much lower operating TSR range.

(a) (b)
Fig 4.68. Power performance comparison of the different turbine solidity at (a) 5m/s, and (b) 5.6m/s

inlet velocity.

The results showed that the 2 bladed setup showed the widest operational TSR

range as well as good power production capability of the three tested turbine setups

differing blade number and solidity. Increasing the number of blades was also found

to be a viable option as increasing the turbine blade number increased the power

production of the turbine. The observations made were consistent with the reported

literature whereby a lower solidity extracted power at a wider TSR range whereas a

higher solidity turbine or number of blades has a higher power production (Brusca,

Lanzafame, and Messina 2014, Ahmadi-Baloutaki, Carriveau, and Ting 2014). For
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this study, the two bladed turbine can be safely recommended and is consistent with

(Hand and Cashman 2017).

4.9.4 Effect of Optimized Blade on Turbine Aspect Ratio

The aspect ratio of the turbine is affected by the turbine diameter and turbine height.

In the optimization section of this study, the azimuth angle, in which the candidate

blade 120D was obtained through optimization, was varied with a turbine diameter of

200mm in mind. Hence, similar to the case of the turbine solidity, the optimized

120D blade geometry was the result of the aforementioned turbine diameter.

Therefore, in this section, the characteristic of the 120D on the aspect ratio of the

turbine blade was investigated. The number of blades were kept constant at 2 blades

and the turbine diameter and turbine blade height was varied. The inlet velocity for

this study was conducted at 6m/s and 6.5m/s. The parameters for this study were

summarized in Table 4.8.

Table 4.8 Parameters of the aspect ratio study.

Parameter Turbine 1 Turbine 2 Turbine 3

Height, H 0.16 0.20 0.20

Diameter 0.20 0.20 0.16

Aspect ratio 0.8 1 1.25

Number of blades, H 2 2 2

Fig 4.69 shows the results of the compared aspect ratio. In Fig 4.69(a), at

inlet velocity of 6m/s, all three aspect ratios show similar performances between TSR

1.1 and TSR 1.6. However, it was noticed that the higher turbine aspect ratio of 1.25

performed slightly poorer of the 3 turbines. Turbine 2, with aspect ratio of 1, showed

the best performance with higher maximum power production and wider operational

TSR range. When the inlet speed was increased to 6.5m/s, from Fig 4.69(b), the

lower power production of the Turbine 3, with an aspect ratio of 1.25, was more

noticeable of the compared turbines. Turbine 1, aspect ratio of 0.8, showed better

performance of the 3 tested turbines with Turbine 2 performing better than Turbine 3

but was poorer than Turbine 1 as the TSR increased. In all cases, an aspect ratio of 1

was determined to be the most optimal for the 120D blade with aspect ratio of 0.8

also recommendable.
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(a) (b)
Fig 4.69. Comparisons of different turbine aspect ratio at (a) 6m/s, and (b) 6.5m/s inlet velocity.

4.9.5 Experimental Summary

As was expected, the experimental results showed the 120D candidate turbine

outperformed the NACA0018 turbine. The following are the points made from the

experiment:

 The 120D turbine was able to extract higher power as well as operate at a

higher TSR and RPM.

 At all tested inlet velocity cases, the largest increase in maximum power

production was observed at 6.5m/s with an increase of 30.02%.

 The 120D turbine has a 24.11% increase in RPM across all tested inlet

velocity.

 Solidity and aspect ratio studies were also performed which illustrated the

performance characteristics of the 120D blade in different turbine

configurations. This showed that, in real world application, the adjoint

optimized blade has a significant performance improvement and therefore

validates the optimization scheme using the adjoint method and gradient-

based optimizer.

4.10 Results - Summary

Hence, the results and discussion section has been concluded. 2D

optimization produced multiple different candidate blades with the 120D blade

optimized at TSR 2 showing the most improvement. 3D analysis confirmed the

improvements made over the baseline NACA0018 blade with respect to various

performance coefficients. Visualization of the flow physics showed significant

improvements within the downwind region which validated and proved the
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hypothesis correct. Finally, experimental wind tunnel test showed the increased

performance was due to the higher gains in RPM which not only increased the

maximum power production, but also an increased range of operational TSR.

Therefore, it can be conclusively summarized that the optimization scheme proposed

in this study has been proven by the design on a novel 120D with significantly

increased performance.

Based on the numerical and experiment results of this study, the following

table summarizes the recommend dimensions, parameters and operating conditions

for the optimized small-scale turbine based on the 120D turbine blade design.

Table 4.9 Recommended parameter for the 120D turbine.

Parameter Unit Value

Number of blades - 3

Chord Length, c m 0.06

Solidity - 0.28

Aspect Ratio - 1

Operating TSR range, λ - 0 - 2
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Chapter 5

Conclusions

5.1 Concluding Remarks

In conclusion, the research questions and objectives have been successfully achieved. A new

H-type vertical axis geometry obtained from the adjoint method optimization was developed.

To summarize the findings of this study, the following conclusions were found:

Research Question 1: What are the aerodynamic force contributions of the wind turbine

blade and support-arm during turbine operations?

 In the preliminary study, the aerodynamic force contributions of the support-arms

were established. The lift and drag effects were discussed as well as their impact on

the performance predictions on in a 3D numerical study.

 The presence, or considerations, of turbine support-arm results in a significant

reduction in performance prediction in numerical simulation by up to 55.5%.

 Later, an analysis was conducted on the NACA0018 compared against the 120D

blade. Blade characteristics such as lift, drag, and blade surface pressure of the

baseline NACA0018 and improvement by the 120D blade was presented.

 Hence, the aerodynamic forces of the turbine blade and support-arms were identified

and objective 1 was fulfilled.

Research Question 2: What is the flow physics around the wind turbine blade and arms

and what are its aerodynamic contributions during turbine operation?

 In the velocity flow contours, the maximum velocity around the turbine were found to

be lower in both full turbine configurations compared to the baseline turbines.

 Large structures resembling turbulence could be seen around the support-arm – blade

connection region as observed from the velocity contours and Q – criterion

visualization.
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 Later, the NACA0018 turbine blade paired with the NACA0018 support-arms were

studied as well.

 For the aerodynamic contributions, the support-arm was proven to have a parasitic

effect on the turbine performance.

 Hence, the flow physics of the NACA0018 turbine blade as well as circular and

NACA0018 support-arm has been described and objective 2 has been achieved.

Research Question 3: Can a shape optimization scheme be applied to a transient wind

turbine problem to enhance the turbine blade and support-arm performance?

 The candidate blade from each tested TSR of TSR 1 and TSR 2 showed promise in

that both blades show better performance than the NACA0018. However, further

comparisons showed the candidate blade and turbine optimized at TSR 2 to be better.

The 120D blade was found to be most optimal when compared against the

NACA0018 and candidate blade optimized at TSR 1 with higher maximum power

coefficient as well as higher average power coefficient over the range of tested TSR

28.77%.

 Therefore, from the proposed 2D optimization scheme, it was found that the tip speed

ratio (TSR) played a significant role in the optimization. A higher TSR consideration

was found to obtain a more optimized blade shape.

 Applying the optimization scheme on the S1046 blade, the best result was obtained at

30° azimuth angle with a 9.2% increase over the baseline S1046 blade. Further

turbine analysis shows 9.5% increase in power coefficient.

 Therefore, a shape optimization scheme utilizing the adjoint method paired with the

gradient-based optimizer has been described with positive results. Objective 3 has

been achieved.

Research Question 4: What will be the new optimized turbine blade and support-arm

geometry?

 From the 2D optimization, while taking into account the S1046 results, the

NACA0018 optimization which produced the 120D candidate blade was selected as

the most ideal and promising blade and therefore merits further analysis.
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 An inward morphing or cambering of the mesh produced a more straightened lower

side as well has a hump like shape on the upper surface of the blade which resulted a

pressure difference positive effects during the downwind phase of the rotation.

 Expanding further in a 3D numerical study, it was observed that with 3D effects

added, the 120D turbine was found to have a significant 20.42% and 15.18%

increase in performance over the NACA0018 and S1046 turbines respectively.

 The improved performance was mainly due to the 120D blade performing better

during the downwind phase of the turbine rotation.

 Hence, the new optimized turbine blade and support-arm geometry was decided on

and objective 4 was answered.

Research Question 5: What is the flow physics like around the new turbine blade and

support-arm and how does it compare against current symmetrical and unsymmetrical

blade designs?

 The power coefficient curves show the 120D candidate turbine performed better as

the TSR increased. The average power coefficient uplift over the baseline

NACA0018 blade was 12.5%. Although the 120D blade extracted slightly less than

the NACA0018 blade in traditionally considered a region whereby most power is

extracted, this was offset due to the 120D blade performing better during the

downwind phase of the rotation.

 The flow visuals showed that the upper surface hump produced by the optimization

scheme improved flow during the downwind phase by delaying flow separation and

dynamic stall which enabled the blade to extract better power during this phase.

 The flow physics showed that the 120D blade was able to retain longer flow

attachment and as well as lesser turbulence and vortex formulation. This means the

blades passing through the wake of the previous blade do not encounter large

vortices and therefore experienced lesser drag than the NACA0018 and S1046.

 Q-criterion visualization indicated that the 120D experienced significantly less vortex

shedding compared to the NACA0018 blade.

 Hence, the effect of the new optimized full turbine blade and support-arm on the

turbine flow characteristics were presented and the final has been achieved.
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The findings of this study, in line with the research questions and objectives outlined at the

start of the thesis, have been successfully summarized above. By addressing the research

questions and meeting the objectives, the thesis has ultimately resulted in the creation of a

turbine blade prototype known as the 120D blade. However, while this prototype is

significant, the true value of the thesis lies in its exploration of the adjoint method as an

optimization tool and the developed procedures to maximize its potential for enhancing wind

turbine performance. This research has highlighted the capability of the adjoint method in

improving small-scale wind turbines under specified conditions. The demonstrated

optimization procedure based on the adjoint method and gradient-based optimizer opens up a

plethora of possibilities for optimizing various parameters and refining turbine designs. The

ideas presented in this thesis offer endless opportunities for implementing and further

developing turbine optimization strategies.

5.2 Future work

Although the objectives of this research study have been achieved and a new optimized

candidate turbine was demonstrated, there are still further studies worth pursuing in relation

to the turbine optimization utilizing the adjoint method. Other parameters as well as

optimization techniques could be studied to further improve the aerodynamic performance of

the turbine. However, due to the limitations imposed on this study with respect to time as

well as resources, other possible modifications can be made to the ring. Therefore, the

following research topics were suggested for possible future work to further optimize the

VAWT:

1. Study the effects of turbine solidity and aspect ratio as the optimization parameter.

2. Implementation of the adjoint method on other VAWT blade of different geometry

and thickness.

3. Implementation of the optimized shape on the support-arm geometry yielded

significantly better aerodynamics conducive to increased turbine performance.

Optimization of the support-arm based on its span length can be further investigated.

4. Blades can be fabricated with different materials to increase power to weight ratio and

reduce surface roughness.
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Appendix A – Wind Tunnel Drawings
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Appendix B – Experimental sensors and equipment

Torque sensor used in the experimental study.

Velocity sensor Testo 420 for the wind tunnel experiment.
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